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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. General 
Methods for sampling a population repeatedly over a 
time series are referred to as sampling on successive 
occasions", "rotation sampling", "sampling for time trials", 
"sampling with partial replacement", etc. (Cochran, 1963; 
Sukhatme, 1954). Sampling on successive occasions is a 
natural extension of double sampling where the second phase 
sample consists of units remeasured at the current occasion, 
and is a subsample of a first phase sample selected on an 
earlier occasion. The complete sample at the current occasion, 
time t^ , may involve a complete remeasurement of the previous 
sample at t^ _^ ; a partial replacement of the units from 
previous occasions, and selection of new units; or a 
completely new sample, independent of the units selected 
on the previous occasions. 
Although forest Inventory specialists sometimes 
categorize such sampling schemes as complete remeasurement, 
partial replacement, or complete replacement, they are all 
special cases of a general sampling scheme. As the number 
of new units selected at the current occasion decreases and 
the number of remeasured units increases, the replacement 
policy approaches "complete remeasurement" with the same 
sample completely remeasured at each occasion. (This is the 
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sampling scheme generally promoted for CPI (Stott, 1947).) 
Similarly, as the ratio of remeasured. to new plots decreases, 
the replacement policy approaches that for the periodic or 
independent inventory. Sampling schemes involving complete 
remeasurement or complete replacement are then special cases 
of the general scheme of sampling on successive occasions 
with partial replacement, and hence they require no separate-
consideration. As Ware and Cunia (1962) have shown through 
a decision-theory approach to optimizing replacement policy 
and sample size, the special cases involving complete 
remeasurement and complete replacement will be optimum when 
population parameters (variances, correlations, etc.) and 
costs take certain values. 
Forest managers require estimates for many variables of 
interest. Levels of precision desired for each of these 
items may be based on inventory experience and economic 
analysis of use of the Information. The forest inventory 
then must satisfy multiple objectives, and criteria for 
selecting the most efficient sample size and replacement 
policy depend on variance restrictions on more than one 
variable. 
The variance restriction for each item will lead to a 
different set of feasible solutions (sample allocations), 
so the first task is to define this space of sample alloca­
tions Jointly satisfying all restrictions. Ultimately, 
the goal is to determine that point (set of sample sizes) 
Mithin the restriction space which has minimum cost. 
This, then, is a problem involving minimization of an 
objective function of several variables (sample sizes), 
subject to several constraints. To solve such a problem 
either analytically or by numerical approximation methods 
requires an appropriate mathematical formalization of the 
problem. One must first specify an appropriate objective 
function relating what is to be minimized to the inputs that 
are to be allocated. Here one wishes to minimize cost, and 
the inputs are numbers of sample units (sample sizes) of 
various kinds, hence the objective function is a cost 
function. One must also specify the constraints or restric­
tions that are to hold for the inputs. One wishes to con­
strain the sample sizes so that sampling precision for each 
variable will be at least as high as some specified value. 
Therefore one must have appropriate functions that relate . 
sampling precision to the sample sizes. 
Next one must choose a formal mechanism (analytical or 
numerical) for determining the allocation of sample sizes 
that leads to minimum cost while Jointly satisfying all 
constraints. This mechanism is used to evaluate the optimum 
allocation, e_._g^ ., if a numerical-analytical procedure is 
chosen, one must also have an algorithm and a computer 
program to use the algorithm. Given the techniques and 
procedures for optimization one can then study the sensitivity 
of the solution to departures from the optimum allocation. 
And finally, if there are other variables of interest or 
other objectives not formally specified in the optimization 
problem, then there is a need to evaluate how the results 
correspond for these objectives when the optimum allocation 
is applied. For example, one may wish to assess properties 
of estimates for sub-classes (table cells) even though the 
variance constraints were specified only for grand totals. 
In this paper the development follows the order just 
described. Before proceeding to that, however, it is desir­
able to discuss previous work in this area as background for 
this study. Then it is necessary to give more detail about 
the scope and purpose of this particular study. 
1.2. Previous Work 
Jessen (1942) first considered the problem of sampling 
on two successive occasions in agricultural populations, 
Assuming a linear relationship between the observations 
matched at two occasions, Jessen estimated the current 
mean by regression, and then made another estimate indepen­
dently from a new sample. The composite estimator of the 
current mean was the weighted average of the two estimates 
(weighted inversely by their variance). He also considered 
the optimum replacement fraction under the assumption that 
the initial sample size was specified and the total sample 
size remained constant over time. 
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If one considers only two occasions, one does not 
require any assumption about the relationship of the 
correlation coefficient to time. However, if more than two 
occasions are considered, then the relationship of the 
correlation coefficient, P, to time must be considered. 
Yates (1949) considered more than two occasions, assuming: 
(1) a fixed fraction of the sample replaced at each occasion, 
(2) constant' population variance on successive occasions, 
(3) correlation coefficient for observations separated by i 
occasions is p"^ , and (4) correlation coefficient, P, known. 
He also considered aspects of the problem of estimating 
change from matched observations combined with new indepen­
dent observations. 
Cochran (1963) and Sukhatme (1954) gave slightly more 
general theory, _e.^ ., Cochran (1963) removed the restriction 
that the replacement fraction must be constant. Further 
refinements were provided by Narain (1953), Patterson 
(1950), Eckler (1955), and Tikkiwal (1951, 1955a). 
Patterson (1950) limited his work to best linear unbiased 
estimators, under the assumption of an exponential correlation 
pattern, i.e., for observations i occasions apart, and 
constant population variance. Tikkiwal presented additional 
univariate theory for sampling r successive occasions. He 
worked with applications to stratified, multistage, and 
multiphase sampling (Tikkiwal, 1953, 1956a, 1956b). 
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In 1956, Bickford, proposed application of the concept 
of sampling on successive occasions with partial replacement 
to forest inventory (Bickford, 1956). He then continued to 
work on difficulties of implementing it in the field (Bickford, 
1959). Until this time permanent plots were being used only 
in schemes involving complete remeasûrement (Stott. 19'^ ?). 
(It was common practice to use periodic inventories based on 
independent samples at irregularly spaced occasions.) 
Ware (i960), building on the work of Bickford, gave a 
unified treatment of the sampling theory and statistical 
aspects for sampling on two occasions in forest inventory. 
He considered optimum replacement policy for sampling on 
successive occasions when the objective was for either the 
current estimate or change estimate, and when the objective 
was to estimate both variables of Interest with joint 
optimality. Ware and Cunia combined results of independent 
work in a publication that covers many aspects of the problem 
of estimating the mean at the current occasion and the change 
between occasions (Ware and Cunia, I962). They used an 
elementary nonlinear programing procedure to determine the 
optimum replacement policy and sample size for these two 
objectives. Bickford, Mayer, and Ware (1963), Cunia (1964, 
1965a, 1965b), Graham (1963), Onate (i960), Rao (1962), 
Schach (1962), Singh and Singh (1965), and Tikkiwal (1967) 
have further developed the methods of sampling on successive 
occasions. These developments involve extensions to more than 
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two occasions, to multiphase and multistage sampling from 
finite populations, to multiple regressions for relating 
successive occasions, and to many aspects of applications to 
specific populations. 
Nevertheless, there is still a need for work on many 
aspects of the theory and optimal strategies for even more 
general situations. For example, in applying the principles 
to more than two successive occasions for forest inventory 
one encounters many unanswered questions—about optimal 
period length, best overall strategies, best estimators for 
some variables, some subclasses, etc. In this paper, the 
extensions of theory are those necessary for expanding the 
alternatives for estimating forest area and area change by 
categories. 
1.3. Scope and Objectives of This Study 
This study was Jointly sponsored by the U.S. Forest 
Service's Forest Survey projects In the Pacific Northwest 
and in Washington, D.C., and Iowa State University. The 
Forest Service is charged with maintaining a survey of tlmbe 
resources and trends In resources, and hence is Intensely 
interested in finding optimum approaches for sampling on 
successive occasions with multiple objectives. Such Interes 
also has been expressed by other potential users of sampling 
schemes involving replacement on successive occasions. 
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This study involves two general objectives: 
(1) To collect theoretical and empirical evidence about 
statistical properties of estimators of population 
totals and of subclass parameters, and about their 
behavior under various replacement policies. 
(2) To develop a way of determining optimum replacement 
policies for multiple objective forest inventories. 
The first part of this investigation deals with 
theoretical aspects and includes description of existing 
estimators and derivation of new estimators for some 
variables of interest. 
To determine optimum replacement policies for multiple 
objectives, one must select mathematical optimization 
procedures. Hence, in the second part of this study this 
aspect is treated. Some alternative approaches are: (l) 
mathematical programing (Ware and Cunia, 1962); (2) a 
decision-theory approach using a risk function (Mahalanobis, 
1952}; or (3) an arbitrary policy involving a non-optimum 
replacement fraction (Cochran, 1963). 
The objectives and other aspects of Forest Survey 
sampling make mathematical programing seem most desirable. 
In defining the mathematical programing problem the goal is 
to use the variance functions and specified precision levels 
to define the restriction space, and to use knowledge of 
data collecting techniques and travel logistics in construct­
ing a cost function for the objective function. The variance 
functions and cost functions can be defined as convex 
functions so that convex programing can be used to provide 
the optimum, solution. So the first area of investigation is 
to put the sampling problem in a form compatible with the 
formal definition, of convex mathematical programing. This 
entails: (l) developing an objective (cost) function which 
meets requirements of convexity and continuity, and (2) 
providing variance restrictions for each variable of interest. 
Then to establish optimum replacement policy for specific . 
Forest Survey objectives when sampling actual forest 
populations from the Pacific Northwest, it is necessary 
to express these functions explicitly in terms of costs 
and population characteristics appropriate there. 
In the third part of the study the objective was 
exploratory, the main goal being to use Monte Carlo sampling 
to gather empirical evidence and draw tentative conclusions 
about the properties of various alternative estimators when 
applied under various replacement policies. In this part, 
therefore, we use the results obtained in the first two parts. 
For all three parts of the study we have considered 
seven variables of interest. This decision of what parameters 
to estimate is based on the purpose of the U.S. Forest 
Service's Forest Survey as specified by the Congress:^  
T^his general statement of purpose is quoted from the 
Forest Survey Handbook (4813.1) of the Forest Service Manual, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 
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...to periodically inventory the extent and condition 
of forest lands and the amount and kind of timber 
volume on them; to determine rates of forest growth 
and depletion; to estimate timber cut and future trends 
in timber requirements; to analyze and make available 
survey information needed in the formulation of forest 
policies and programs; and to make resurveys as necessary 
to keep the basic information up to date." 
Two types of estimates from sampling: on successive 
occasions are of interest here : 
(1) Chancçe in totals or means from one occasion to 
the next; 
(2) The mean or total estimate for the most recent 
occasion. 
Using similar categories of estimates, the major items of 
information for Forest Survey are: 
Estimates of Change 
(1) Change in commercial forest land area 
(2) Change in growing stock volume (net change) 
(3) Mortality volume 
(4) Timber volume removed (due to cutting and adminis­
trative order 
(5) Net growth in growing stock volume 
Totals or Means for the Most Recent Occasion 
(6) Commercial forest land area 
(7) Growing stock volume. 
•^ Because of changes in land-use policy between successive 
occasions, some volume may be removed from growing stock by 
administrative order placing the area on which it is found 
in a "no cutting" category, _e._g., wilderness areas, parks. 
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In summary, for some of these variables, efficient 
estimators for totals were either not available, required 
restrictive assumptions, or their statistical properties or 
variance formulae were not known. Therefore, in the second 
chapter, we present the previously existing estimators and 
derivations of theory for some new estimators. In Chapter 3 
we implement convex programing to determine optimum replace­
ment policy. And in Chapter 4 we summarize evidence, based 
on Monte Carlo sampling, about the properties of these 
estimators under various replacement policies. 
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CHAPTER 2. THEORY OP THE ESTIMATORS 
2.1. Volume Estimators for- Selected. Variables 
Volume estimators exist for a number of the variables 
of interest (Ware and Cunia, 1962; Cunia, 1965a)for sampling 
forest populations over two occasions. There are, however, 
gaps in the theory for estimators of certain variables, and 
we have incomplete knowledge about the properties of some 
estimators currently in use. 
Therefore, in this chapter we summarize existing esti­
mators. ®ien we derive some new estimators to fill the gaps 
in the theory. 
Each variable is discussed separately, with the existing 
estimators for each one presented first, and the development 
of any new estimators following that. Not all of the existing 
estimators are summarized here; only those for which closer 
numerical evaluation of properties is expected to be helpful. 
2.1.1. Notation 
Let capital letters represent population values and 
corresponding lower case letters represent sample-based 
estimates. Also, let the symbol placed over a capital 
letter denote the sample-based estimate of the parameter 
represented by the capital letter. Assume that the sampling 
units are plots and that the samples are, all randomly 
selected with replacement. The matched plots are assumed to 
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be a randomly selected subset of the entire sample at 
occasion 1. Then 
n^-j^ i(i = 1, ...J 2^) 
= plot observation at occasion 1 for the set of 
unmatched plots. 
^m^iCi =1, .m^) 
= plot observation at occasion 1 for the set of 
matched plots. 
n^igjCj = 1, .lOg) 
= plot observation at occasion 2 for the set of 
matched plots. 
, ng) 
= plot observation at occasion 2 for the set of 
new plots. 
Preliminary estimators are 
"^ 1 y_ = 2 y„ ./n. = unbiased estimator of Y-, from n, 
-L 
plots taken at occasion 1. 
y_ = Z y /m, = unbiased estimator of Y-, from m, 
™1 i=l 1^^  
plots taken at occasion 1. 
% y^  - Z y ./n„= unbiased estimator of from n^  
^2 3=1 ^2^ ^ ^ ^ 
plots taken at occasion 2. 
y = S y ./m^ = unbiased estimator of Y^  from 
2^ J=1  ^
plots taken at occasion 2. 
= n^  -f- m^  = the entire sample taken at occasion 1. 
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Ng = nig + the entire sample taken at occasion 2. 
When carried beyond, two occasions, where 
is a collection of subsets of matched plots (i.e., m^  =  ^
2^ 21 3^ 2 ^ * 
2.1.2. Growing stock: volume 
Three estimators of the mean growing stock volume at 
the current occasion are presented in this section. These 
are (Ware and Cunia, 1962): minimum variance unbiased 
estimator developed under the assumption of known variance 
weights, minimum variance unbiased estimator with estimated 
variance weights, and the ordinary arithmetic mean estimator. 
The estimator is included to determine the validity of 
an assumption about known variance weights and its influence 
on the efficiency. The second estimator is the more practical 
one and it has a somewhat larger variance. Meier's approxi­
mation for its variance is an attempt to account for co-
variance components arising from estimating variance 
weights. The remaining estimator, the arithmetic mean, 
which is the estimator ordinarily used with simple random 
sampling, is the standard for evaluating the efficiency of 
the first two estimators. 
2,1.2,1. Minimum variance unbiased estimator Given 
a two occasion strategy where m^  = m^  = m and is known, y^ , 
the minimum variance unbiased estimator of growing stock 
volume per acre, can be expressed in the general form 
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where 
C = rn^/CNg -
is the coefficient which minimizes the variance of (W'are 
and, Cunia, 1962; Cochran, I963), 
p = the population correlation coefficient 
with P estimated by s /(s s ) from the m remeasured plots, 
1^^ 2 1^ ^ 2 
and 
= s " • X' 
is the regression estimator of Yg from the matched plots and 
total sample at occasion 1. Further, in these expressions, 
y = the previously defined estimator of from n^  
plots and 
2 6 3 
^ est 
t = B (y„ , - y., )V{N,-1) si 1=1 / V X / -
®-'" & 
% -("2% + mgym^ i/Ng Tg 
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Thus the minimum, variance estimator is a function of 
two indeoendent estimates, y and y . and it may be 
2^ '^2 
expressed as 
h = + V(y^^)] (la) 
and under the assumption of known variance weights, the true 
variance of y g (Ware and Cunia, 1962) is 
(^yg) = v(y^ )^ ^ (y^ )/[V(y ) + (^ b^) 
= V(y2)[N^(l-p2) 4- mp^]/[mN^ -i- n^N'^Cl-p^) -b mngp^] 
where 
v(y2) = 
is the population variance of N elements at occasion 2. Hence 
V(y ) = (l-p2)/m + /N 
2^ 2^ 2^ ^ 
with sample-based estimators, 
= ®y/"2 
- S^  
y2 2^*^ 1 
where 
+ C^ v- - ®v. .T_ ]A\ 
J=1 
and 
17 
p O  ^ O 1 
¥h.en = rig = 0, and. m = ra^  = m^ , the estimator y^  is 
equal to zero, so 
32 = Frg = Frng 
and 
2.1.2.2. Estimator la with estimated weights It 
was mentioned in section 2.1.2.1. that estimator la is 
developed under the assumption of known variance weights. 
Yet it may be impractical to use known weights and inadvisable 
to use sample-based estimates for these weights without 
considering the covariances between the estimated weights 
and estimated means. Meier (1953) considered this kind of 
estimator when the variance weights are estimated, i.e., when 
With sample-based estimates replacing the parametric 
variances. His estimator for the variance is 
v(rg) = £v(y^ )v(y^ )^/[v(yjj^ )+v(3r^ )^]} 
Cl + %rv(y )v(y )/(v(y ) + v(y ))^] 
2 2 2 2 
[(N{ + np/^{n^]} (Id) 
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where N£ and n^  are the degrees of freedom of subsets • 
and ng respectively. 
2,1,2,3. Simple random sampling; estimators The third 
estimator of the mean growing stock volume under simple 
random sampling is presented to provide a standard for 
comparison in the Monte Carlo trials which follow. This 
simple random sampling estimator is 
Np _ 
J=1 2'J 
and its variance is 
vCyg) = Sy /^ 2 
2.1.3. Net chancre in groi-ring stock volume 
Change is the cubic foot increment or loss in volume 
between occasions. ®iis variable is best defined in terms 
of the net effect of increments in volume minus losses in 
cubic foot volume. Estimators of net change provided in 
this section are (Ware and Cunia, 1962): the minimum 
variance unbiased estimator, the difference estimator and 
the simple random sampling estimator. 
The minimum variance unbiased estimator is very 
similar in appearance and development to the difference 
estimator; however, the first of these two is more compli­
cated. And the exact relative efficiency of these two is 
not known. A theoretical investigation of the relative 
19 
efficiency of these two estimators is somewhat complicated 
because we do not have exact expressions for the variance 
of both. The third estimator, the simple random sampling 
estimator, is, however, a standard against which to compare 
the first two. 
2.1.3.1. Minimum variance unbiased estimator For 
sampling with partial replacement, the minimum variance 
unbiased estimator of net change is 
where A and B are coefficients chosen such that Is 
minimum. 
?no = + [ngd-
-C[Ng(m/N^ )]y^  ^+ (n^ /N^ )[N^ -ngp^ ly^ l^/H (2a) 
where 
H = Ng ~ 
b = s /s^  
V2 Yi 
ana 
'The variance oi y^  ^is 
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v(y„<,) = {[(Ng - ngp2)/Hj^ ]s2 +[i - Cnj_/Nj^ )p^ ]s2 
- 2(mAi)Sy^ y^ }/H (2b) 
Under- the ass-omption that known parameters, g and p, are 
used in the estimator 2a, a sample-based estimator of 
variance is 
v(y^ g) = [[(Ng - ngP^ )/N^ ]s^  + [1 - (n^ /M^ )p2]s2^  
- 2UAi)Sy^ y^ }/H' 
where 
S' = Ng -
2 2 
and s , s.^  , and s are defined previously. 
y2 2^ 1^^ 2 
2.1.3.2. Difference estimator The difference 
estimator and its variance are 
n^o = ^ l(yncl) + «2(^ 02) 
Where 
n^cl ~ ^ n^  ~ ^ n^  
n^c2 ~ ^ mg ~ ^ m^  
•^ (ynos) = VCy^ g) - (Ymg' 
"1 = ^ (yno2)/(^ %ol) + ?(^ nc2) ) 
ana 
21 
''s = + Y(y„^ g)) 
such that, by substituting for V(y„ ), V(y ), V(y ), 
2 1 1 
V(y^), and Gov f^) 
^ao = + Syg " ^  " 
[ (nrngS^  ^+ mnj_s2^  ) - y^  ^) ] }/ 
CNin^ S^  ^+ - 2 (£o) 
and 
vCy„,) = CCVy^ + "i^ yg'fSyi + ^ y^  " 
[NingSy^  -i- Ng^ l^ yg " ^  ^ l^ gSy^ yg] (2d) 
2.1.3.3. Simple random sampling estimators The 
simple arithmetic mean of the matched plots gives an esti­
mator of the mean net change for the period, 
n^o = (2e) 
1=1 
With estimated variance 
_ m _ p 
v(ync) = _z_ (y^ - 7^) /m(m-l) (2f) 
1=± 
Where y is the observed net change, i.e., growing stock 
volume on a plot at the current occasion minus its value at 
the orevious occasion. 
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2.1.4. Mortality and timber removed 
Two approaches are suggested for estimating mortality 
and removed volume at time t^ . One is to consider it in the 
same manner as the regression estimator of total volume. 
This approach requires regressing the current mortality 
estimate from the matched plots on some related concomitant 
variable at the first occasion (i.e., growing stock volume, 
estimated mortality, etc.). The estimator for this approach 
is a double sampling regression estimator of the general form 
V 
where 
y^  = mortality or cut volume at the second occasion 
from matched plots, mean of m observations. 
5c = concomitant variable observed at the first 
occasion, overall mean from m -f n^  plots. 
= concomitant variable observed at the first 
m 
occasion, overall mean from m plots^  
ana 
y ^ y 
A sample based estimator for the variance is (Cochran, 19^ 3) 
+ (x - i )2/ 2 5 )2] 
11 1=1 X 1 
- [3® - Sy.J/Nl 
where 
23 
 ^ rn o  ^ o 
®y.x = %'> - ]}/Cm-2} 
The second estimating procedure is to consider the 
volume of mortality at the present occasion to be the volume 
of those trees from the first occasion which died within the 
period. The mortality volume at the first occasion is zero, 
so the mortality between occasions estimated from observed 
mortality, y^ ., on the m plots is 
_ m 
Wt = .S C3a and te) 
1=1 
and its variance estimator is 
m _ p 
= .S /"'•("'-I) (31^  ^ <5 ^ b) 
1=1 
Therefore, the estimators are those appropriate to estimation 
for simple random sampling with samples of size m. VJhen the 
random variable y is timber removed, then the estimated du. 
mean is symbolized as y^  ^with estimated variance v(y^ )^, 
otherwise the estimators are identical. (They are numbered 
4a and 4b respectively.) 
2.1.5. Net growth in growing stock volume 
Components of growth discussed here are net change, 
mortality, and timber removed. The relationship between 
these and growth is defined as: 
Gross growth per acre for the period (t^  - t^ _^ ) 
= net change -r mortality -f timber removed 
where 
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Thus 
net change = Yg - = ingrowth 4- survivor growth -
mortality - timber removed. 
gross growth = ingrowth 4- survivor growth 
where ingrowth is the volume of trees growing into the plot 
limits and diameter limits between occasions, and survivor 
growth is the volume increment over the period on growing 
stock trees at occasion 1 which remain growing stock at 
occasion 2. 
Two estimators are to be considered; the composite 
estimator of and using the estimators developed in 
sections 1.1.3-2. and 1.1.4., and the simple random sampling 
estimator. 
2.1.5.1. Simple random sampling: estimator This 
estimator and its variance are straightforward and follow 
the same pattern as for the other components of change. 
If" we denote the net growth observed on the ith matched plot 
as y^ ^^ , then the estimator is 
&g = yngl/» (5a) 
and the variance estimator is 
m - o 
v(yng) = (?ngl - Fng) (5b) 
2.1.5.2. Composite estimator of net growth usins; 
^^ nc^ 2a (^ tr^ Sa Recall that net growth = net change 
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4- timber removed. Therefore, for population values 
n^g - ^ 2 - + 'tr 
= 
Both net ohange and timber removed have been estimated 
previously with estimators 2a and 3a, viz., 
-f (n^ /N^ )[N2 - }/H 
and 
m 
= . 2 r^M 
1=1 
Therefore, the logical development is to combine the best 
estimator of net change and the one for timber removed into 
a composite estimator of net growth, i.e., 
n^g ~ ^ nc t^r 
with true variance 
Vtfjjg) = V(y^ )^ + + 2 Oov (y^ ,^ 
Difficulty arises in evaluating the Gov (y^ ,^ y^ )^ 
and no search has been made for an unbiased estimator of 
this term. Instead the above term is approximated by the 
CO variance between the net change and timber removed as 
observed on the m matched plots only, and the Monte Carlo 
trials will be used to determine its efficacy. Therefore, 
an estimator of the variance of y^  ^is obtained by 
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substituting the sample-based estimators of V) and V(y^ )^_, 
and of the covariance, oovif^ , ^ tr^ ' obtaining 
v(y^ ) = ([(Ng - hgp )/N^ ]s -r [1 (n^ /N^ )p ]s, 
-2(m/N^ )8 }/(Kg - (nj^ Ai)ngp2} 
+ 2 oov (y^g. y^^,) (5a) 
2.2. Area Estimators for Selected Variables 
This section is developed in the same pattern as 1.1. 
except the random variable is now discrete rather than 
continuous. The variables of interest in this case are the 
area and area change contained in a class, called Z, 
possessing a particular attribute (i.e., being commercial 
forest land, noncomm.ercial forest land, or nonforest land). 
The existing estimators for these two variables used 
in forest sampling were derived by Frayer and Furnival 
(1967). Those estimators are subject to several limitations, 
thus a number of new estimators will be derived here. 
2.2.1. Notation 
Let Z represent a set of elements possessing a particular 
attribute, such that subsets may be designated as 
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mg 
= jfl 
where 
y^  ^  = 1 if ith plot is contained in set Z (if i e Z) 
= 0 otherwise 
= 1 if i z 
= 0 otherwise 
= 0 otherwise 
= 1 if 1 ^  Z 
= 0 otherwise 
and 
1^ ~ ^ 11 ' 1^2 
2^ ^  ^21 2^2 
Preliminary estimators for the population proportion, P^ _, of 
plots having the specified attribute at occasion 1, and the 
proportion, P^ , having the attribute at occasion 2, follow: 
(l) An unbiased estimator of P^  from the subset of n^  
observations is p^  ^= a^ /^h^ . 
(2) An unbiased estimator of P^  from the subset of nil 
observations is p^ g = a^ g/m^ . 
(3) An unbiased estimator of P^  from the subset of nig 
observations is p^  ^= a^ /^m^ -
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(4) An. unbiased estimator of from, the subset of 
observations is = ^ 22^  ^
(5) An unbiased estimator of the true population 
proportion of plots having the attribute and not 
changing attributes between occasions, is 
m 
3^ = 
where 
 ^= 1 if i ^  or = 0 otherwise 
y . = 1 if J e Z, or = 0 otherwise 
ulgj 
and 
= a^ A^  = (a^ i + 4- m^ ) 
Pg — — ^^ 21 2^2 ^ ^^ 2 ) 
Let C represent the change in the proportion of units 
contained in Z (possessing a particular attribute) between 
t. and t. -, Then 
0 ^  P, -
is the true change, and an estimator is 
c = (2-2]_ ~ ~ P21 ~ P]_2 (72-) 
which is the difference, from m rerueasured plots, between 
proportions estimated at occasion 2 and occasion 1. The 
true variance is 
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V(c) = V(p2^ ) + VCp^ g) -2 Gov (pg^ , 
= NPaQg/mfN-l) + NPiQ^ /hCK-l) - 2 GovCpgi^ Pig) (?&) 
where = 1 - N is the number of units in the population, 
and all other terms will be subsequently defined. 
For convenience in handling discrete variables 
analogously with continuous variables, we make substitutions 
for the discrete case using indicator variables, 0 and 1, to 
make these identities: 
Vfpgi) = NPgO^ /OgCN - 1) = 
Vfpig) = NP^ Qi/m^ (N - 1) = S^ /m^  
•^ (Pll) = 'NP^ Q-/n^ (N - 1) = S^ /n^  
V(P22) = MPgOg/KgCN - 1) = Sg/ng 
Gov (P2i'Pi2) 
= NfPg - PiPgJ/mfN-l) = Sy 
For sampling with replacement, unbiased estimators of VCp^ )^, 
VCp^ g),and Gov are 
v(pgi) = ag^ (m - ag^ )/m^ (m-l) 
and 
v(Pl2) = - ag^ )/m^ (m - l) 
The true covariance for sampling with replacement is 
Cov(p2^ ,p^ 2) 
 ^^ ^^ 21 " ^ 2)^ 1^2 1^) 
= I Cyi-YniCy,- YgJ/mfN-l) = S /m 
i=j=l  ^  ^  ^ V2 
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And since we know E(s ) = S , an unbiased estimator of 
xy xy 
oov(p2^ ,p^ 2) Is 
COV (PGL.PIA) = 
where 
m 
'^ 1^ 2 ° i.j=i 
In terms of our notation 
= (mag - - l) 
Thus J an unbiased estimator of V(c) (Frayer and Pur nival,, 
1967), 
2 2 
v(c) = ag^ fm - a^ y^m (m - l) -f a^ f^m - a^ g)/® (m - l) 
- 2 (ma^  - ^ 12^ 21 - 1) 
2 2 
= {m(a^ 2 + ^ 21 ~ ^^ 3^  ~ (&21 " ^ 12^  }/^ (^  ~ l) 
2.2.2. Proportion of area contained in Z 
The available estimator for the proportion of area 
contained in commercial, non-commercial, or nonforest land 
classes at the most recent occasion is a composite estimator 
(Frayer and Furnival, I967). This estimator is developed 
under the assumption of estimated variance weights, and it 
is a function of an estimate of the change in area between 
occasions. The influence of these assumptions on the 
properties of this estimator may be important for selecting 
an area estimator. Therefore, two estimators are provided; 
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one with estimated variance weights and. Meier's approximation 
of variance and one without. The third estimator which is 
developed here is a minimum variance unbiased estimator. 
This estimator should have higher efficiency for area 
estimation than the first two estimators and should be less 
biased than the one based on estimated weights. 
2.2.2.1. Combined weighted estimator with known weights 
Combining the parameters of Pg, and change, G, 
Pg = P^  ^  C 
Thus, P^  can be estimated from p^  and c, i.e., 
Pgi = Pi + C 
This estimator is unbiased because 
EfPgi) = E(pi) + E(c) = ?! + G 
It has the true variance 
Vfpgi) = VCp^) + V(c) + 2 Gov (p^, c) 
Now let us develop a sample-based estimator of ^ (^ 21^ ' 
Recall that unbiased estimators of V(p^ ) and V(c) are 
given by 
v(Pl) = P^ Cl - - 1) 
and 
v(c) = [m(a^ 2 4- a^  ^- 2a^ ) - (s-gi" - l) 
And that 
Gov (p^ j c) = Gov 
= Gov (a^ /M-j_, Sg^ /m) - Gov (a^ /N'^ , a^ g/m) 
Recall also that a^  ^ = a^ 2 -i- ni. Thus one can 
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write 
Gov (p^ , c) = Gov -i-
- Cov[ ' 2.^2 1^11} 
Therefore 
Gov (p^ y G) = {Gov a^ )^ -i- Gov (a^ g, a^ )^ 
-Gov(a^ ,^a^ 2)-Cov(a22,ai2)}/n^ n^ 4m) 
Since the sets of and m plots are independent, estimators 
of the covariances, CovCa^ g^ a^ )^ and Govfa^ g^ a^ g), are 
respectively. 
COT (a%2'82l) 1^2&2l)/(^ "l)= m^ covfpg^ jp^ g) 
cov(a^ 2,a_2) = a^ ~^ /{-^-1.) = (m^ yyfp^ )^ 
Also Gov (a^ ,^ ^ 2.1) ~ ^  ajiQ Gov (a^ ,^ a^ g) = 0, thus an 
unbiased estimator of Gov (p^ , c) is 
GOV (p^ , c) = ((mag - a^ 2a2^ )/(m - l) - a^ gCm - a^ g)/ 
(m. - l)}/m(n^  -r m) 
A sample-based estimator for V(P2^ ) is 
7(221) " Pi(l - Pi)/(^ i - 1) + (m(a^ 2 2^1 ~ 2ag) 
2 2 
-(ag^-a^g) }/m (m - l) + 2[(ma_ -
(m - 1) - a-gOm - a^ 2)/(m - l)}/m(n^  4- m) 
Similarly J at this point and "^ (-]_2' be developed 
for use later 
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where pg and c are defined as before and 
VfPig) = + V(o) - 2 Cov (Pg, o) 
An unbiased sample-based estimator of Is 
O 
ffi. (m-l)-2{a2^ (m-a2^ )/(m-l)-(ma2-a^ 2a2^ )/(m-l)}/ 
mCn^  + m) 
Continuing with the development of Pg and V(Pg)^  the 
second independent unbiased estimator of Pg is obtained from 
the new plots, ng , i.e., 
2^2 -
where y . was previously defined. An unbiased estimator of 
its variance is 
V(P22) = ^ 22(^ 2 - - 1) 
= P22^ 1 - P22^ /^ 2^ ~ 
Also a second Independent unbiased estimator of is 
1^ 
1^1 = 
Where y . is defined previously. An unbiased samole-based 
1 
estimator of the variance of  ^is 
v(P^ 3_) = a^ _(n^  - a^ )^/n2(n^  - l) 
= P-n (1 - Pf, )/(32_ - 1) 
n-, 
]_=! 
= v(a^ )^/n^  
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Now, given two independent estimates of Pg.^  which include all 
the Information from, both subsets, one may form an estimator 
of Pp by weighting by the inverse of their variances. 
2 
Pg . Cw3_(P2j_) + «2(^ 22) ]_=1 
where 
2 
w. = l/V(Pp-) for 1 = 1, 2; w = E w. 
 ^ 1=1  ^
Therefore, 
Pg = + P22/V(P22)l/CV(P2g) + VCPg^)} (6a) 
/V 
and the variance of Pg, under the assumption of known compon­
ent variances is 
V(P2) = (1/w^ ) Z w&(P ) 
1=1 ^ 
= (T(P2]^ )V(Pgg))/(V(Pg^ ) +V(Pgg)} (6b) 
The estimator, ?2, and the variance expression, V^ P^ ), 
may be presented in a more usable form by substituting for 
v'CPgi) and V(p2g) i.e., 
Pg = MP22)^ 21 +"^ (^ 21)) 
= fSgCp^ -f c)/n2 + - m)/k^m 4- s|/m 
4. 28^ 2(m - N^ )/n^ m]P22]/(S^ (N]^  - m)/K^  
+ Sg(m -r n^ j/mn^  -r 28^ ~^ (6a.1) 
V(P2) =V(P2^ )V(P22)/[V(P2]^ ) 4-7(^ 22)} 
= {rS^ (N^  - m)/iSr^ m -F Sg/m 4- ~ ^ i)/^ i^ -^  
s|/n2}/{S^ (Ni-m)Aini 4- S^ (m + n^j/mn^ 
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-f 28^ 2 (m - N^ )/N^ ni 
With sample-based, estimator 
(^Pg) = CCs^ (N^ -m.)/N:^ ni + s|/m 4- (m-N^  ) }/ 
O p 
Csi (N^ -m)/N^ m-r82 (m-Hig )/mn2+2s^ 2 (m-N^  )/mN^  } 
(6b.1) 
2.2.2.2. Combined weighted estimator with estimated 
weights Estimators 6a.1 and 6b.1 have the limitation that 
they were developed under the assumption of known variance 
weights. Thus may be rewritten as 
Pg = (vfPggiFgi + + 7(221)) (Gc) 
and, using Meier's (1953) approximation, the variance 
estimator is 
v(?2) = (v(p22)v(p2^ )/[v(p22) 4- v(p23_) ]}{l4-4[v(p22)v(p23)/ 
(vfPgs) + v(P2l))^ ][K2 + (6d) 
where n^  and are the degrees of freedom of subsets ng 
and 
2 . 2 . 2 . 3 .  Mnlmum variance unbiased estimator Still 
other estimators of Pg, the proportion of area e Z, exist, 
if we do not restrict consideration to the class of esti­
mators in which 6a and 6c are contained. One approach to 
developing another estimator Is to start wits'a general 
linear combination of the information in subsets n^ , m, and 
n2, and impose desired properties. 
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Let us express the estimator as such a linear combin­
ation with as yet unknown coefficients. A, B-, C, and D, viz.. 
Imposing the restriction of unbiasedness requires A + B = 0 
and C 4- D = 1^  since we desire and 
E(P2x) = E(pgg) = Pg. Hence 
Pg — ~ Ap]_2 ~ ^ 2^1 C — ~ IPOQ (6e) 
so that 
EfPg) = Pg 
The variance of Pg is obtained directly in terms of the 
unknown coefficients as 
VCPg) = a2V(p^.J + A2?{p^ g) + C^ vCpg^ ) + (1-C)^ (p2g) -
2 AC Gov (Pi2'P2l) (6f) 
It is desired to choose A and C such that "^ (pg) is 
minimum.^  therefore A and C are minimized by 
oV(p2)/sA = AV(p^ )^ -r AVCp^ g) ~ C Gov (Pi2'^21^ = 0 
V^(P2)/aC = CV(pg^ ) - (l-G)V(p22) - A Gov 
Solving the first equation for A = f(C), we have 
A = C cov (Pi2,P2i)/f^ (pii) 
And solving the second equation for C = f(A) yields 
C = [A Gov (P]^ g,Pg^ ) + V(pgg)}/Mpg^ ) + V(pgg)} 
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On substituting A into f(A) we find 
C = {[C Gov (Pi2,P2i)/(V(Pii) (^p^ g))] CovCp^ g^ Pg^ ) 
+ V(P22)}/CV(P2^ ) -^ VCpg^ )} 
= CO OOV£(PJ^ 2'P2I) + [T(Pi],) + VCp^ gilVCpgg)}/ 
C[V(P3_J^ ) + V(PJ^ 2)]CV(P23_) + Vfpgg)]] 
Then 
0[Cv(pj^ j^ ) 4- V(P^ 2)][V(P2^ ) + V(pgg)D - 0 Cov2(p^ g,pgj^ ) 
= CV(Pll) + V(pj_g)lV(p22) 
SO that 
0 = ClVfoj^ l) + 7(p^ g)]¥(p22)]}/CCV(p^ )^ +V(pj_2)] 
LV(p2i) +V(pgg)] - 0ov2(pj^ 2>P2i)} 
On simplif3ring, the results are 
A = (CS^g/mi/fN^sZ/mn]^) 
= (n^/NiiCcs^g/sZ) (6e.l) 
C = (N^ S^ S2/mn]^ n2)/(N^ N2S^ S2/m^ n^ n2 -
= mN^ S^ S^ /CN^ NgS^ S^  - (6e.2) 
2.2.3. Change in the proportion of area contained in Z 
Recall that in section 2.2.2. estimators 6a and 6c were 
developed using an estimator of change in the proportion of 
area contained in Z. This change estimator was Frayer and 
Furnlval's (1967) difference estimator from m plots 
simplified to simple random sampling. This is the first 
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estimator to be considered. It will be the standard to 
which the new estimators will be compared for their relative 
efficiency. 
Three new estimators are derived with the purpose of 
improving the properties of estimators of change in area. 
The new estimators include the difference estimator computed 
from all the plots (N^  and Ng) at both occasions, a combined 
weighted estimator which is developed with change estimated 
initially from m plots, and a minimum variance unbiased 
estimator which is expressed in two forms. 
2.2.3.1. Difference estimator from m plots From 
developments in section 2.2.1., C = Pg - P^ , and 
= c = P22 - P]_2 (7a-) 
is the estimated change between proportions from the re-
measured plots. An unbiased estimate of V(c) is 
v(c) = a2T_(m-a2i)/m^ (m-l) - " 
% 2 2(ma^  - ai2^ 2l)/^  ^(m-l) (7b) 
This estimate intuitively appears not most efficient since 
it does not use all Information—it excludes that from the 
plots in subsets with n^  and n^  units. 
2 . 2 . 3 . 2 ,  Difference estimator from N"- and olots j_  ^
One would expect the estimates p^  and p^ , computed from = 
n-j -f m and Ng = n^  -r m observations respectively, (Section 
2.2.1.) to have smaller variance than p^  ^and p^ g because 
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Ni > and It follows that the difference should 
also have smaller variance than = c, i.e., 
V(P2 - Pi) < V(p2i - Pig) 
This estimator is 
*^ 2 ~ ^ 2 ~ ^ 1 
where, as before, 
Ng 
Pa -
— (S-pi ^99 )/^o) 
N. 
'21 2^2 
and 
'1 
Pi = .^  
1=1 1 
= (ail + ai2)/(ni -r m) 
The estimator can also be expressed as 
Cg = (a^ i + agg)/(m + n^ ) - (a^ i + ai2)/(m 4- ni) 
= {^ 1 (a^ i + Sgg) ~ ^ 2^ 1^1 1^2^  1/^ 1^ 2 (7c) 
It has true variance 
^(Cg) = V(pg) 4- 7(pi) - 2 Gov (pg^pi) 
Now Y(p^ ) and V(pi) have unbiased sample-based estimators 
defined previously as 
viPg) = - P2)/(^ 2 " 
and 
v(Pi) = Pi(l - Pi)/(Ni - 1) 
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ivlâo the true covariance is 
Gov (pg/P^ ) 
= CoY{(a^  ^+ + aggl/COg ^   ^
= CCoY (a^ ,^ a^ )^ + Gov (a^ g, ag^ ) 4- Gov (a^ ^^ agg) 
Gov (a^ g, 822)^ /^ 1^ 2 
However, since n^ , n^ , and m are independent, we have 
Gov (a^^, ag^) = 0 
Gov (a^^j agg) = 0 
Gov (a g^, ag^) = 0 
and a sample-based estimate of Gov (a^ g^ a^ )^ is 
GOV (a^ g, ag^ ) = (ma^  - &i2^ 2l)/(* ~ l) 
Therefore an unbiased estimator of Gov (pg^ p-, ) is 
GOV (p^ jpg) = {(ma^  - a^ ga2^ )/(m - l)3/(n^  4- m) (ng 4- m) 
Consequently an unbiased sample-based estimator of V(Cg) is 
v(Cg) = p2(l-pg)/(n2-l) 4- p^ (l-p^ )/(N^ -l)-C2(ma2-a^ gag^ )/ 
(m-l)]/N^Ng (7d) 
2.2.3.3. Combined weighted estimator with c estimated 
A 
fr-orri m plots A third estimator of change, can be 
A. 
obtained from Pg and . Define this estimator as 
Afc A» Aw 
C3 = Pg - P^  
Recall that 
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?! = + V(?^ )^Pj_2}/fV(Pj^ 2) + V(Pj^ j_)} 
?2 - + vCPgajPaiî/C'rCPai) + 7(^ 23) ) 
Where 
A 
1^1 ~ 
1^2 = P2 ~ ^  
2^1 = Pi -
Pgg = ^ 22/^ 2 
V(P^ l} = V(p^ )^ 
V(P^2) = V(P2) 4- CV(p^g) + V(p2]^) - 2 Gov (pg^^^p^^g)} 
2 Gov (pg, c) 
VfPgi) = VfPi) + (V(Pi2) + 7(P2l) - 2 Gov (pg^ , p^ )^} 
2 Gov (p^ , c) 
vfPgg) = vCpgg) 
and expressions for V(p_g), V(pg^  )_, Gov (pg, c). Gov (p^ . 
V(p^ ), and V(pg) were developed earlier. Therefore "^ (P^ g^) 
and V(P^ n) can be simplified .to 
V(Pig) = V(pg) -K V(p^g) 4. V(pg^)r(Ng - 2m)/Ng} -
2 Gov (Pgi'PiE^ ^^ S^ " ^ )/^ 2) 
and 
V(Pg^ ) = V(p^ ) + v(p^ )^ -E- VCp^ g){;(N]^  - 2m)/^ }^ -
2 Gov (P2i'Pi2)^ (^ l " ^ )/^ i} 
^ A. 
On substituting for ?g and P^ _, 
4S 
% = tV(P2^ )P22 + V(P22)?23^ }/CV(P2j^ ) + VtPg^ )} -
C Y ( P j^ 2 ) Pi1  +  Y ( P j j^^ ) P j _ 2 l / C V ( P i a )  +  ( T e )  
This estimator -can be expressed in, the simpler quantities by 
substituting each component into (7e}> but the final equation 
is long and atrkward. 
A. 
The true variance of is 
V(c^ ) = VCPg) 4- V(P^ ) - 2 Gov (Pg, P^ ) 
It will be assumed here that the n^  are large enough that 
Meier's (1953) approximation will not be necessary (Cochran" 
and Carroll, 1953). No comparable approximation exists for 
/s. /V ^ 
Cov (P2jP]_} when the variance weights are sample-based 
estimates. 
Recall that 
V ( F ^ )  = V(P22)V(P21)/[V(P22) + V(Ê^ )^} 
and 
V(p^ ) =v(p^ )^v(p^ g)/Cv(p^ )^ +V(P^ 2)} 
A. 
So it remains only to develop an expression for Cov (p2,P-j_). 
Now 
CovfPg, P^ ) 
= EffPg - PgifPi - P^ )} 
= ECPgPj - E(Pg)2(P^ ) 
= E([(V(P^ 2)P]^  ^4- V(P^ )^P^ 2)/(V(P^ g) 4- V(P^ )^)] 
[(V(P2]^ )P22 (^^ 12))^ } " 
EfPgjEfPi) 
3^ 
where 
. /V , ,A. . ,/N /\ , .A , ,A . /\ A 
tnd 
E(P^ P^ ) = CV(P]^2)V(Pg^ )Z(P^ ]^ P22) + V(P^ 2)V(P22)E(P^ ]^ P^ )^ 
V(P^ )V(P2]_)E(P^ gP22)+V(Pg2)V(R^ ]_)E(P^ 2Pg^ )}/ 
[V(P]^ 2) +V(S;^ ]^ )][V(Pg2) +V(P2^ )] 
E(P2)E(P],) = CV(P]_2)V(Pg^ )E(P^ )^E(P2g)+V(Pi2)V(P22)E(P^  ^
E(%^ ) 4- V(P]^ )^V(P2^ )E(P^2)E(P2g) 
4-VCP22)V(P^ )^E(P^ 2)E(Pg^ )}/[;v(P^ g)+V(P^ )^] 
[VCPgg) + ^ (Pg^ )] 
Therefore 
Gov (Pg'^l)  
= {?(Pl2)^(^22) Cov(?^ ,^P^ 2)-rV(P^ )^V(P2]^ )CoT(P^ g,P2g 
+V(P22)V(P^^) Cov(P^2,Pg^)}/[V(P^2)+V(P^^)] 
[V(P22)^ r(f2i)] 
/N. ^ /\ 
But Gov (Pj_l-'"22^  ~ 0' since is computed from and 
Pgg is computed from ng observations, where n^  and n^  are 
independent samples. Also 
Gov = Sta^ /^n^ r(a^ -^i-a^ 2)/(sa-^ î'-l)-^ (^ 2l"^ 12^ /^ ^^ " 
o 
= SCa^ /^n^ (m-rn^  ) (m+n^  )} -i-
sCai^  agi/mn^ j-SCaiiaig/nmi j- {E(a^  ^) }^ / 
n^ (m-rn^ ) - E(a^ )^E(a-2)/n^ (m-fni) -
E(a^ )^E(a23_)/n^ ni + E(a_^ )E(a^ 2)/hi% 
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And since n^ ,^ n^  ^and m. are independent. 
COY = V(a^ )^/n^ (rrn-n^ ) 
with sample-based estimator 
COY == a^ (^n^ -a^ )^/n^ (n^ -l) (n^ -rm) 
It follows from similar arguments that 
Coy (PI2'^ 22^  = V(a22)/n2 (m+n^ ) 
ana 
/V A. ^ 
covfp^ gjpgg) = n2{p22(l-P22)/(K2-^ )l/(%^ 2^) 
A. /\ 
The Coy Is somewhat more complicated. ¥e have 
CoY(?i2,p2i) = SC (p2-c) (p^ -i-c) }-E(p2-c)E(p^ -rc) 
where 
2-
ana 
:((P2-c)(Pi+G)] = E(p2P^ )-S(P^ C) -!-E(P2C) - E(C2) 
2(p2_o)E(pi+c) = E(p2)E(pi)-E(Pi)S(c)+E(p2)E(c)-E(o)y 
Therefore, 
A-
Covfp^ gfPg^ ) = Gov (p2,Pi)-Cov(pi,e)+Cov(p2,c)-V(c) 
.A. A. 
The Gov (?2.2'^ 21^  can be expressed as a function of 
Gov (a2^ ja^ 2)j .^nd Y(a.^ )^ by substituting the 
following identities, developed earlier: 
V(c) = [V(a^2)-^(^2l)-^ Cov(a2i,&i2)}/m^ 
Cov(p^ ,c) = {Gov(a2i,a^ 2)-y(ai2)3/^ 2^ 
Covfp^ fpg) = {Gov(a23_,a^ 2)î/^ 'i^ 2 
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This yields 
COY(P-]^ 2>^ 2i) ^  Clov(a2^ ,a^ 2)C(VN^ N2)-(l/raN^ )-(l/mN2) + 
2/m^ )} +V(a^ 2)[(l/mN^ )-(l/m^ )} + 
V(a2]_)C(l/mN2) - (l/m^ )} 
= COY (pg^ , p^ 2 ) ^ ) - (mA\ ) - (m/Ng ) +2 }+ 
V(Pi2)C (m-N]^ )/N]^ }+V(p2^ )C 
V(P^ 2) [ (m-N^  )K2 l+VCpg^  ^) [ (m-N2)N]^ ] 
Now by substituting estimates of Covfp^ gfPg^ ), vCp^ g)^  ' 
and V(p2^ ), one gets for a sample-based estimator of 
Cov(P^ 2jP2i)J the expression 
cov(P^ 2'^ 21^  ~ ^ [m^ -mN2+2N^ N2][ (mng-a^ gag]^ )/^ (^m-1 ) ] -r 
2^ (m-N^ ) [a^ 2 (ni-a^ 2)/':^  ^  ^
N"l (m-N2 ) 1^21 (ni-ag^)/^^ (m-l) J 
.VV A. Aw ^ 
An expression for CovlPgjP^ ), substituting Co-/(P^ 2Jp21'-' 
CovCPii^ Pgi), and Gov i^ i2'^ 22^ ' is 
CovfpgjP^ ) 
= (^ (Pg^  )V(P22 ) [V(a]^ ]^  )/n]^  ) ]+V(P^  ^)V(P21 ) 
[V(agg )/rig (^ 1+^ 2 ) ]+V (?22 )V (P^  ^) [Gov (p2j: Pj^ g ^ 
(m-inN2-i-2N^ N2 }+V(p^ 2 ) (m-N^  )î^ 2'^ ^^ P21 ^ 
(m-N2)N^ ]/M^ N2}/C[V(P^ g)4V(P^ )^][V(P22) + 
V(P2i)]} 
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Therefore, under the assumption of known variance weights, 
-A, A. . 
an estimator of Gov is 
,A A . 
COV (PGFPI) 
[ (ng/Ng)V(P22) ]+"V"(#22)V(P^ ilCCOV(P2i>P12) 
(m^ -mNg-mN^ +eN^ Ng )-v(p^ 2 (P21 ) ^2% 
V2 [V(P22)-^ (Pii ) ] [V(P22)+V(P21 ) 
CO? (PgfPi) 
= (V(P^ 2)^ (^ 22)^ 1^ 2 V(Pii )^ (P21 )n2^ iV(P22)+ 
V (P22 )"^ (Pll ) Ccov (p23_, P3^ 2 HDi^ -®N2-mN^ +2N^ N2 ) 
-v(Pl2)n^ N2 - v(p22_)n2N^ ]}A]|N2 
Finally then, under the assumption of known variance weights, 
the true variance can be expressed, on making the substitu­
tions, as 
V(P2-Pi) = V(C^ ) 
=V(P2^ (P2l)/[V(^ 22)"^ (^ 2l)}+^ (^ ll)^ (^ 12)/ 
+V(P]^  ^)^ (P21 )Cov(P^ 2'^ 22 )+^ (^ 22 ) 
Gov(Pi2'P2l ) [V(Pi2) 3[^(^22 )"^(P2l ) ^) 
(7f) 
A fi'unple-based estimator can be provided by substituting 
the appi'opriate sample-based estimators of vCPg), v(P^ ), 
A. A 
and COV (P2^ Pi) developed above. The substitution is 
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straightforward, but the expression becoiries cumbersome so 
it seems more reasonable to leave it in parts. 
Three estimators of area change are provided up to this 
point (i.e.. Ta, 7o, 73). Two weaknesses exist in these 
estimators; the assumptions of known variance weights and the 
dependency of the current estimator of area on a previous 
estimate of change. 
2.2.3.4. Minimum variance unbiased estimator An 
additional estimator is derived independently of this first 
class of estimators. It is derived in a manner similar to 
the best estimator of area, given by 6e. 
A 
Let a general estimator for the area change, take 
the general linear form 
= '^ 1^1 ^^ 12 ^^ 21 ^  ^ 2^2 ^^ 21~'^ 12^  
where A, B, C, and D are as yet unknown coefficients. ¥e 
A 
want to choose values for these such that will possess 
certain desired properties. ¥e first require unbiasedness, 
viz., 
B(C^ ) = ^ 2 -
Hence, first rewrite 
^2i ~ ^^ 11 '^^ 12 '^^ 21 ^^ 22 
where 
C 4-D = lorD=l-C' and A + B' = -1 or B* = - (l-i-A) 
Therefore 
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and 
~ ^ (P22^  ~ ^ 2 
so that 
- (1+A)p^ 2 ' )P22 
~  ^' ^^ 21~^ 22^ '^ 2^2~^ X2 (TS) 
, A A 
and, as required, E(C^ ) = which implies 0^  is an 
unbiased estimator of C. TheVariance of may be expressed 
as 
V(C2^ ) =A^ V(p^ )^ + (H-A)2v(p]^2)+C:2T(p2]^ )+(l-C')2v(p22)_ 
2(1+A)C: Gov (Pi2,P2i) (Th) 
= cA^ /n^ 4-( 1+A)^ /m)s^ 4-[c ' /m+ ( 1-G ' )^ /n^  ]-
2(l-rA)C' Cov(p^ 2,P2^ ) 
Now,to determine the values for A and C' that minimize 
this variance, take the partial derivatives and equate them 
to zero as follows: 
avfC^ i/BA = 2A7(pi^ ) + 2(l+A)V(pi2-2C'Cov (Pig'Pg^ ) = ^  
BV(C^ )/aC= 2C'V(p2]^ )+ 2(l-C')(-l)V(p22)-2(H.A) 
Gov (pi2,P2l) = 0 
Solving the resulting expressions simultaneously for A and 
C', we have 
A = {C Cov(p^ 2,P2i) - V(p^ 2))/(^ (Pil)'('^ (pi2)^  
But because 
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the coeiTioient, A, can also be expressed in terms of the 
indicator variables as 
A = [C' Cov(p^ 2,P2i) ~ }/8^ (1/n^ +l/m) 
= W' CoY(p^2,p2^ )ni-S2}/(s2N^ /n^ ) 
= (a^ /Ni){C'8^2-8^ )/S^ } 
and 
C = CA C0V(P2^ ,P22)+V(P22)+C0V(P2^ ,P^ 2)}/ 
(V(p2]^ ) W(p22)} 
= A Cov(p22,Pi2)/(^ 2^ 2/^ )^'*' ^ 2^ '^ G'^ (p21'Pl2^ 2^^ / 
Substituting for A into this equation, one gets 
C = {[C Cov(p22,P22)%/s2(N^ /n^ )]-(n^ /N^ )} 
{Covfpgi^ ^12^/^2^N2/n2in)} +{ (m/Mg-i-
[Cov(Pi2'^ 21 )/^ 2(^ 2/^ "^ ) ]] 
or 
C ' - (C'm Cov^ (P21'P12 )/[)Sg(Ng/ngin) ] } 
O 
= {niA2+LCov(p23_,P]^ 2^ /^ 2^ ^^ 2®/^ 2^ ~^^ l^ Co7(pi2'P2l)/ 
[N^ S^ /CNg/ngm)]} 
= CraA'2 Gov (Pgg^ , P22 ) /Sg ] [(ngCi/DIg ) - ) 
(ngm/^ g)]} 
= (m/N24-[Gov (P22 , P12 )/^2 ] (m/^iNg ) ] } 
= (111/^2)Cl+n2m Covip^^^p^^)/(S^/^^)} 
Hence 
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C = CovCp^ ^^ p^ g) j/XS^ S^ N^ Ng-n^ rigni^  
CovCpg^ p^^ g)} 
Sample-based, estimators for these coefficients are then 
2 2 2 2 
obtained by substitution of s^ , s^ , and s^  ^for S^ , S^ , and 
S^ 2> the above expressions for A and C'. This yields 
A = a = (n-j^ /Nj ) - s2^ )/s^ } 
and 
C« = c' = {s^ m(s^ N^  + ngS^ g) }/^ SIS2^ IN2 " ^ i'^ 2®12^  
2.3. Estimators for Estimating Table Subclasses 
for Selected Variables 
In the previous section we discussed estimators for 
means and totals (and variances of these means and totals) 
for an entire stratum. In practice, estimates are frequently 
required for subclass parameters, along with estimates of 
their variances. An example is the amount of volume by 
species and diameter class of trees. This is not then an 
estimate for a simple subpopulation of the area (plots), 
because it is based on a subclass of all trees rather than 
plots (where plots are the sampling units). 
We have not made a study of the difficulties of 
estimating such subclass parameters, but rather we have 
simply evaluated a technique provided as an option in the 
"Northeastern Forest-Inventory Data Processing System" 
(peters and Wilson, I967). This estimating procedure is 
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being used by many Forest Survey sections and some forest 
Industries to construct inventory estimates (tables). The 
procedure has been programed and well documented for most 
large computer systems so it is very convenient for inventory 
agencies to use. 
By this procedure tables of estimates are constructed 
in two steps from data collected in sampling on successive 
occasions. First, a subset of the entire sample, e.g., 
the remeasured subsample, is summarized into prescribed 
tables to give a basis for proportions to subdivide the 
stratum estimates into subclass "breakdowns". This subset of 
observations is processed in a subprogram called TABLE. 
Second, the best estimate of the stratum total (usually the 
estimate based on all subsamples combined) is partitioned 
into estimates for each cell (subclass) in the table with the 
use of a program called OUTPUT and the output of TABLE. 
This result is printed according to user-supplied table 
formats. Cell estimators are a form of ratio estimator, 
where the ratio is estimated from a subsample and the best 
estimate of the totals is from the whole sample (or an 
independent sample). The estimated total may or may not be 
independent of the ratio; usually it is not because the 
ratio is based on a subsample of the whole sample used to 
estimate the overall totals. 
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2.3.1. Notation 
Notation for subclass estimates was given by Peters and 
Wilson (1967), but it may be more conveniently expressed 
in the following m^ atrix notation. Let 
i^jicl ~ ^  observation for the variable estimated in 
the ith row (i = 1, R -h l) and jth column 
( j  = 1 ,  . C + l )  o f  a  s p e c i f i c  t a b l e .  I t  i s  
the kth observation (k = 1, ,n') of the 1th 
repeated sample (l = 1, ,r). 
y.. T = the subclass mean for the ijth cell of the 1th X J • X 
repeated sample. 
y -J = y _^^ 2 c+l-l table mean from the subset of 
n' observations from the 1th repeated sample, 
[y.lj = the (R+1) x (C+l) matrix of y^  ^ elements. 
VT (y^ - ^  ) = the estimated variance of the mean for the ijth JL • 
cell for the 1th repeated sample. 
= the (R-{-1) X (C-rl) matrix of elements. 
n' = the subset of observations chosen to provide 
the basis for partitioning the stratum estimate 
into subclasses. 
A 
8^  = the 1th estimate for the stratum mean for a 
selected variable of interest, computed from the 
entire sample over R occasions. 
v^ (S) = the estimated variance of the mean for the 1th 
repeated sample for the stratum for a selected 
variable of interestcomputed from the entire 
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sample over R occasions. 
= the final cell estimate for the 1th repeated 
sample. 
v^ (Y^ j^ ) = the final cell estimate of the variance of the 
mean for the 1th repeated sample. 
2.3.2. General theory for estimating subclass parameters 
Tho preliminary estimators for the subclass means then 
are 
so that 
n' 
where takes on the actual value observed if it is 
contained in the ijth subclass, or equals 0 otherwise. Then 
R,C 
y 1 =  ^ Yii 1 i,J=l 
The estimated variance of a mean for a cell is 
(yijkl- yij.i)Vn'(n'-l) 
and 
' I (yi5ki-
The ratios then are formed from 
K n  =  
and 
i&i = 
is an R+1 x C-i-l matrix of ratios constructed from the subset n% 
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The variance of this ratio for the iJth cell is 
v(.\ji) = =°v(yij.p 
where 
n 
S 
k=l 
And a matrix of these variances is designated 
. 1  
+2 cov{yj^  y___^ )/yj_ IJ -l'" . . .1" "IJ 
The final cell estimate then is 
-  ^ A 
i^j.l " IJlGl 
with estimated variance 
Ij'l/ ' ijl 
cov(R^ J^ ,0^ )/S^^ .^ 63_} 
we have 
I'lj.ll = Pi! 9i 
and 
A A 
If and S are independent and n' is not a subsample of 
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r 
£ N.> the total sample size over r oocaslons, then 
1=1 ^ 
/ —  ( ) I  t a k e s  o n  a  d i f f e r e n t  f o r m  b e c a u s e  
cov(R, -•! ) = 0 
-LJ -L J-
80 that 
Under either complete remeasurement or complete replacement 
_  ^
policies, y  ^= 6^ , such that 
•ij.i " (^ ij 
~^1J-1 
and the variance 
(^^ Ij .1^  ^  2 
cov(Riji, 
reduces to 
These simplified relationships also hold when the esti-
A ,A 
marors of 6 and v(8) are functions only of observations 
taken on the matched plots (m)—even if the scheme involves 
a partial replacement policy. Also for the trend estimates^  
net change, net growth, and area change, it is Impossible 
to estimate Y_. . -, aad v. (Y. . ) when m = 0. 
X J .X X 1J . 
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CHAPTER 3 . OPTIMUM REPLACEMENT POLICY FOR MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES 
In this chapter we have (l) provided details about a 
method of optimally allocating the sampling resources when 
sampling on successive occasions with partial replacement 
to meet specified precision requirements on several variables 
of interest, and (2) solved the optimization problem for a 
number of inventory objectives. These solutions are then 
used in the Monte Carlo trials of Chapter 4., to determine 
the properties of the estimators presented in Chapter 2. 
The properties are thus evaluated under the optimum replace­
ment policies as well as replacement fractions over the full 
range of possible values. 
To accomplish these two purposes we first present an 
explanation of what the multiple objectives are, why they 
are needed, and how they are used. Then the inventory 
problem is adapted to the formal mathematical statement of 
the optimization problem, which includes the derivation of 
appropriate cost functions. The closing sections are an 
explanation of how the inputs were derived for the actual 
convex problems and a summary of the results to be used 
later in Chapter 4. 
3.1. Multiple Objectives 
In designing most forest inventories, the precision is 
directly and formally controlled for no more than one variable 
(item) of interest. The methods (e_,£^ ,, minimization with 
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Lagranglan. nultlpllers) for optimally allocating: resources 
in single-item inventories are commonly treated in sampling 
texts. 
The objective of most single-item inventories would be 
formally expressed as, "to achieve, at minimum total 
cost of sampling, a specified level of predion on the 
estimate of interest". Yet, in most surveys. Information 
is required on several items, and usually enough is known 
about the additional items to rank their required relative 
precisions by priority. Nevertheless, these additional items 
are often overlooked in the statement of objectives, and as a 
result, estimates of them may be either more or less precise 
than required. When no precision requirement is set to 
Indicate the relative importance of these other items, or 
when they are not otherwise considered, the sampling plan 
cannot be optimal. 
Ideally, it would be desirable to specify the reli­
ability of the information required on each item. The 
precision required for each estimate would be a function of 
specific knowledge about the estimate's use, and of knowledge 
about the risk and cost of making errors in the statistical 
inference drawn and in decisions based on the sample esti­
mate. However, we are a long way from having an entirely 
adequate objective and practical basis for deciding what the 
precision requirements should be. Therefore, as usual, the 
precision requirements will be taken as given at the onset 
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of designing a forest inventory. 
Suppose^  for discussion, that a sample is to be drawn to 
make estimates for tvro or more variables (items ) of interest 
and that the levels of precision required for these estimates 
are given in absolute terms from some previous experience 
and knowledge about the cost of making errors. The objective, 
stated in general terms, is to determine the allocation of 
resources that will minimize the total cost of the inventory, 
subject to the restriction that precision requirements are 
achieved on the several specific items (i.e., it is desired 
to achieve the specific level of sampling precision on each 
item). In contrast to a one-item inventory, minimization of 
variance for specified cost has little direct meaning or 
applicability here because it would require minimization of 
one variance xvlthin a specified budget and with all other 
variances specified. Here, the emphasis is placed on the 
use of the survey information, and the precision requirements 
for each item, rather than on a budgetary constraint. 
To attempt to achieve this objective, one must have, a 
cost function and variance functions that link the sample 
sizes to costs and precision. To determine the allocation 
of sampling Inputs that will minimize total cost, one must 
express cost as a function of these inputs, such as sample 
size, To specify precision levels one requires functions 
which relate the variance (precision) to these same inputs. 
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Inputs under control of the sampler (and hence the variables 
in the convex programing problem) are the sample sizes 
classified by kind of sampling unit remeasured or new) 
and by occasion. One seeks the combination that yields 
minimum cost while achieving specified precision on the 
several estimates. 
In sampling repeatedly over time, one must specify the 
particular strategy within which to determine the optimum 
replacement policy. ("Strategy" is used in the usual 
decision-theoretic sense of a set of directions or rules for 
playing a decision game from beginning to end, complete in 
every detail.) In repeated sampling, the particular 
strategy is related to the optimization criterion because 
it includes specification of the total time over which to 
optimize, the number and time-spacing of occasions on which 
sampling is feasible, the kinds of observations and methods 
of taking observations at each occasion, etc. The overall 
strategy is generally defined at the first occasion; 
however, since prior observation can be used at any time, in 
repeated sampling, one might change or adopt a new strategy 
at other than the first occasion. There are many possible 
strategies, and some will be discussed further when we 
define the strategy and objective function accepted for this 
study. 
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3.2. Formulation of the Mathematical Programing Problem 
3.2.1. General 
Mathematical programing is a relatively new technique 
for optimization in successive sampling designs. Evidently, 
Dalenius* (1957) application to stratified sampling was the 
first use of mathematical programing in sampling. Ware and 
Cunia (1962), unaware of Dalenius' work which appeared in a 
relatively obscure source, applied mathematical programing to 
optimization ifith an objective involving two variables 
(volume and growth) in sampling with partial replacement. 
Others have since applied it to other sampling problems 
Kokan, 1963; Kokan and Khan, 1967). 
The general convex programing problem (Dantzig, 1963) 
may be specified as: Find those values of the variables 
Xj (j = 1, 2, k) that minimize the objective function 
g(Xj), subject to the restriction functions 
C^ j ) - t>i 
where 
f^ . (x.. ) and g(x^ ) are differentiable convex functions 
defined for all values of x.(x. > O), 
and 
D. are known constants (i = 1, 2, .R). 
It is also required that the region defined by f^ (xj) > b^  
must be bounded. Also, if X is a 1 x k vector, X = (x^ , 
x^ , X, ), then convexity of f-(x.) or g(x.) implies that, 
 ^ -1- J J 
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for any two vectors X£ and, where 0 ^  y < 1, the general 
inequality hCyX^ -f (l-y)X^] < Yh(X^) -f (l-Y)h(X^) must hold. 
A function f(x^,..., x^) is a convex function if: 
(1) it is defined over the set of points p = (x^, . 
X,,) in a convex set C. A set of points is called a 
convex set if all points on the straight-line 
segment joining any two points in the set, belong 
to the set. (A special case of this is a closed 
convex set that includes its boundaries.) A point 
X in k dimensional space is an ordered set of n 
values of coordinates (x^ , Xg, ..., x^ ); and 
(2) the set of points in the one-higher dimensional 
space, p = (x^ j ..., x^ ; z), where z > f(x^ , x^ ), 
is a convex set C. 
Now let us relate this formal definition of the problem 
to the inventory situation. The objective function is a cost 
function based upon prior knowledge and assumptions about the 
system—the population, the hourly costs and travel-costs, 
travel times, etc. The more relevant information that can be 
functionally expressed in the objective function, the better 
it will fit the real world, and the closer the result will 
be to the actual optimum. The objective function g(x) is 
the best guess of the functional relationship of the numbers 
of sampling units of the different kinds at each occasion 
to the total cost of sampling in the inventory. Note that 
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the variables used in defining the mathematical 
programing problem correspond to the n and m variables used 
in Chapter 2 and commonly used in forest inventory literature. 
The symbology of using x*s is maintained in this chapter to 
be consistent with symbology commonly used in mathematical 
programing. 
Redefine X as a R x k matrix with R rows, each being a 
1 X k vector; then designate each input variable, x^  as 
the number of the jth kind of sampling unit at the ith 
occasion. The coefficients in this cost function represent 
the changing costs per unit. There are different costs for 
different kinds of sampling units, _e.^ ., costs of permanent 
and temporary sampling units may differ because of costs to 
locate and relocate and costs to resolve tally at remeasure-
ment. Also, the relative costs of observation may change over 
time because economic conditions and data collection tech­
nique changes. The cost function might also account for 
compound interest on costs incurred on earlier occasions for 
sampling units maintained for use on later occasions. Here 
an elementary class of cost functions is treated that accounts 
only for the main components of costs at the time they are 
incurred. 
The form of the cost function depends on the strategy 
selected. Suppose, for illustration, that a timber inventory 
already exists with a large number of permanent plots. Now 
(at occasion 2, time tg, the current occasion), one wishes to 
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determine the optimum number, ng and m, of replaced (new) 
and remeasured units. The goal is to achieve a specified 
level of precision on current estimates of several items, 
given observations from the previous occasion, time t^ , 
by matching (reiaeasuring) some of the units previously 
observed and establishing some new ones. 
3.2.2. Objective (cost) function 
To obtain appropriate cost functions, one may: (l) fit 
a function to suitably collected empirical (actual) cost 
data or (2) deduce, from purely logical considerations, the 
functional form of the model that best fits geometrically and 
logically and conforms with previous data relevant to the 
specific sampling situation. 
An entirely empirical approach is impractical here 
because actual costs of repeated sampling with different 
intensities are not available. No data exist to indicate the 
relationship of cost to Increasing sample intensity. (These 
difficulties are not unique to sampling on successive occa­
sions, but are common in all forest sampling.) ¥e must,, 
therefore, rely on the theoretical and logical considerations, 
supplemented by cost records previously obtained for other 
uses. 
Begin with an objective function applicable to strategies 
with different numbers, R, of occasions. Different strategies 
require different restrictions on the variables, Let 
R = number of occasions (remeasurement periods) in the 
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strategy,. 
= niiraber of sample sets of observations at a given 
time (the niimber of possible combinations of 
remeasured sample sets increases geometrically as 
R increases). 
j = nimber of sampling units of kind j at occasion i. 
C.J = cost coefficient for the terms of the cost function 
that are linear (of degree l) in , 
i^j ~ cost coefficient for the terms that are nonlinear 
functions in x^ .^ 
= fixed cost at the ith occasion, not related to 
sample sizes, x^ .^ 
The cost function, g(x), can take the forms 
" i,J=l i^j^ ij i^o) 
R,P-- _ R 1 
g(x) = 2 (C X ) + C -r s ( y  (C' X (2) 
l,j=l i=l 3=1 
If several subsamples, x. , are each scattered at 
 ^J 
random over a forest area but each set is observed separately, 
then we would use a cost function of the form shown in 1. 
For this form it is assumed that each of the P^  subsamples 
of size X. - is taken separately (not at the same collection 
-t-J 
time) from the other P^  - 1 subsamoles at occasion i. For 
Pi 
2, ir is assumed that the entire sample N. = E x. . is 
 ^ j=l 
simultaneously collected as one sample at time t^ . This 
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affects only the nonlinear component of the cost fiinction 
"because the nonlinear components are proportional to the 
minimum distance between observations. These cost functions 
will be discussed later in more detail when the coefficients 
are developed for specific optimization problems. 
Assume (to start) that all subsamples, are permanent 
plots, such that any fraction of the jth subsample at occasion 
i can be remeasured at succeeding occasions, and that the j 
kinds of observations at occasion i each have different 
numbers and length of remeasurement period involved. The 
subscript j can take different forms, such as j = 0, 1, 2, 
or 12; the combinations of numbers indicate the previous 
subsamples being remeasured. Thus, additional restrictions 
must be included to constrain the variables within the limits 
of their relationship to variables at both previous and 
future occasions. For example, if J = 2, and the current 
occasion, i, is 1, then the restriction added is 0 < < 
1^1 first occasion has only one kind of plot). Looking 
at three occasions, the following restrictions are necessary. 
3^2 - ^ 22 
X3 21 5 ^21 - ^ 11 
3^1 - ^ 11 
To generalize these restrictions requires an additional 
restriction for each type of remeasured plot. Above three 
occasions, the number of such restrictions is quite large. 
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I.e., 
R = 2 requires 1 restriction, 
= 3 requires 3 restrictions, 
= 4 requires 7 restrictions, etc. 
The number of these restrictions can be obtained for a 
specific R by drawing a geometric diagram of the relationship 
of subsets of observations at different occasions. This 
number of restrictions at time t^  is equal to the number of 
remeasurable subsets at all previous occasions. This number 
can be calculated for time t^  by taking the number of 
remeasurable subsets at time t^ __^  doubling it, and adding 
1. In addition, when previous information is provided, a 
restriction is added for each separate piece of information 
which relates the 's. 
In the example defined earlier, R = 2; ?^ . =2 for 
i = 1, 2; and the current occasion is at tg, with information 
from t^  given. Assume that a cost function of form 2 holds, 
but that the cost at the previous occasion is a known 
constant. Vlhen the restrictions arising from the first 
occasion are made implicit by substituting them into g(x), 
the cost function simplifies to 
g(x) = C^ x^  + CgXg 4- 4^^ )^  + CQ 
The C.. are then functions of the C^ .^, x^  = x^  ^and Xg = x^ ,^ 
as defined earlier. 
In this cost function and forest inventory application. 
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riae components linear in the are: 
(l ) cost of vehicle travel from a central lodging or 
headquarters point to the road location nearest 
the first initial sample-unit^  each day and to 
return from the last road location at the end of 
the day, 
(2) cost of walking to the plot and returning ,: 
vehicle, and 
( 3 )  cost of obtaining measurements on the plot. 
The distance between plots does not influence the linear 
components of the average cost per plot. The components 
involving nonlinear terms are related to the distance between 
plots. Kiey include: 
(1 ) the cost to walk from one plot to the next, and 
(2) the cost to drive from the road location nearest one 
plot to the road location nearest the next. 
Jessen (1942) approximated the minimum total distance to 
travel a route among n random points in an area A as D = 
d /n. Sukhatme (1954) referred to this relationship saying 
that "the nonlinear cost component, expressed as c /n, 
represents the total cost of traveling a unit distance", 
with constant of proportionality being d. 0'Regan and 
Arvanitis (1966) also cite this relationship, letting D 
"The sampling units may be area plots, point-sample 
clusters, etc.; however, we shall use the term "plot" to 
refer to any sampling unit. 
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be the average minimum travel, distance for n randomly drawn 
r 
points on an area A, as given by D = (An). 
If the average distance "between plots is large enough, 
then it may be better to return to the vehicle and move 
closer on the road before beginning to walk to the next plot. 
Then the cost component for walking distance is not a function 
of the square root of the number of plots. However, if 'one 
walks to the plot from the road location nearest the plot 
and returns to that location, then the cost of traveling the 
road distance from one plot to the next involves a nonlinear 
relationship, and it is assumed here that this is proportional 
to the square root of the number of plots. This term is 
appropriate in the cost function only when more than one 
plot is observed per day. This is so because in practice 
the crew stays afield until the one plot is observed, but is 
not paid compensatory time for the extra hours—yet crews 
always work a minimum of 8 hours per day. 
3.2,3. Variance constraints 
The second task in the specification of the programing 
problem is the definition of the restriction space. This 
space contains the set of feasible solutions—those that 
satisfy the restrictions. It is required that each solution 
(set of sample sizes, x^  .) gives a sample large enough to 
— J 
provide estimates with precision equal to or greater than 
the minimum level of precision specified for each item. 
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Thus, the restriction space is delineated "by setting the 
variance estimators equal to or smaller than the variance 
specified for the items, plus additional restrictions 
C_e,i£., that all sample sizes must be positive, x. . > O) 
resulting from sampling unit definitions. To use this 
optimization procedure, then, the existing theory must 
contain variance estimators for all items for which the 
precision is to be controlled under the particular sampling 
design and strategy used. 
There is theory for variance estimators for two occa­
sions (Sukhatme, 195-^ ; If^ are and Cunia, 1962; Cochran, 1963; 
Cunia, 1965a; Frayer and Furnival, 1967). But at present, 
there is only limited theory for specific situations for 
more than two occasions. However, when the theory is avail­
able this approach to optimizing the sampling procedure for 
more than two occasions would require only that the variance 
estimators and cost functions be convex within the range of 
sample sizes considered. The extensions for using convex 
programing are otherwise relatively straightforward except 
for a much wider range of alternative strategies. 
Variance formulas exist for the five desired estimates; 
growing stock volume (y^ ), net change in volume (y^ ^^ ), net 
growth (y.^ )^, forest area (A), and area change (Ac) from 
the theory of repeated sampling on two occasions (refer to 
Chapter 2.). A particular set of these estimators and 
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variance estimators has been selected,—respectively, those 
given by Prayer and, Purnival (1967) in 2.2.2.1. and 2.2.3.1.^  
Ware and Cunia (1962) in 2.1.2.1. and 2.1.3.1., and exten­
sions in this paper 2.1.5.1. There are several other 
estimators both in Chapter 2. and in the above situations 
one might choose. These estimators were chosen because 
of their simplicity and because they are currently being 
used by inventory agencies. The variance estimators accepted 
to define the restriction space need not be the most 
efficient ones. However, they do need to be based on accept­
able theory, and something should be known about their 
statistical properties. The simplified variance formulas 
used in determining the optimum sample size sire expected to 
give only an approximate optimum. Once the sample has been 
taken, a more reliable variance estimator would be used to 
evaluate the precision actually achieved in the estimate 
for that sample. 
The variance constraints are set up such that the left-
hand side of the inequalities are the variance formulas, 
expressed as functions of x^  and Xg (recall that these 
symbols are equivalent to m and n^  in Chapter 2.); and the 
right-hand side of the inequalities are the specified 
precisions (absolute variances) that are to be achieved for 
the various estimates, y^ , y^ ,^ y^ _^ . A, and Ac. The 
variance formulae, solved by substituting values for the 
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x's and the parameters into the left-hand side of the 
inequalities, are to be equal to or less than the absolute 
specified variances on the right-hand side. Usually one does 
not know the population parameters that appear in these 
formulas, but must estimate them to proceed. The calculated 
optimum will then depart from the true optimum in proportion 
as the estimates of the parameters depart from the true 
values. 
It was mentioned previously that a number of estimators 
will be evaluated in Chapter 4. by taking repeated samples of 
the optimum size indicated by the convex programing solutions 
Once some of the statistical properties of these estimators 
and variance estimators have been more fully ascertained, 
one will be in a better position to decide which estimators 
to use in optimization. 
3.3. Numerical Analy si s 
Recall that determination of the optimum sample size 
and replacement policy requires a formal definition of the 
sampling problem as a convex programing problem. (in this 
section the necessary inequations and coefficients are 
developed.} 
3.3.1. Cost function 
In the following development we will assume that both 
types of plots (new and remeasured) will be observed by each 
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crew. Therefore, the second form, of cost function 
will be used, i.e., 
C = + CgXg) -r CgCxi + 
where 
(i =1, 2, ..., 4) are known constants 
= number of remeasured plots 
Xg = number of new plots 
Actual cost data were supplied by the Pacific Northwest 
Forest Survey project. Although the data are not as refined 
as they might be, they are the only source of information 
for these populations. A summary of the cost data^  is: 
East side West side 
Linear component of cost (dollars) 
per remeasured plot 52.04 62.31 
Linear component of cost (dollars) 
per new plot 46.77 54.79 
Average distance (miles traveled) 
between plots 5.52 
Average cost (dollars) per mile 
between plots .40 .45 
When these are substituted into the cost function one has 
for east-side conditions, 
Cg = 52.04 Xt_ -i- 46.77 Xg + C^ d(x^ 4-x2)' 
and for west-side conditions, 
= 62.31 x^  4- 54.79 Xg -f Cgd(x]^ -(-X2)2 
l i  
R^efer to the Appendix 1. for details on the nonlinear 
cosu component. 
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wiaere 
¥ ~ total variable cost (total cost minus fixed 
cost for the respective strata). 
The nonlinear component -fXp)^ ' takes the form 
-i  ^D = dn*-
where 
D = total distance between n randomly drawn plots 
d = constant of proportionality 
n = the number of sample plots. 
This particular form is chosen for two reasons. First, 
the distance traveled between points is not a straight-line 
distance, thus a constant of proportionality is used to 
compensate for the irregularities in travel between units. 
Second, the cost function is to represent an actual Forest 
Survey problem involving a low intensity sample of 709 plots 
taken from, a population of 4 x 10^  possible plots, whereas 
the Monte Carlo samples in this study involve samples of 
approximately 100 plots from the subpopulation of 709-
Thus, the constant of proportionality can be computed for one 
population and applied to a subset of that population. This 
is done only for the east-side stratum because the west-side 
stratum lacks the basic data to determine the average distance 
traveled between plots. 
The development of the term Odn^  is straightforward. 
The total distance (D) is found by 5.52 x n; then by sub­
stituting D and n into 
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D = 
the coastant of proportionality (d.) is found. Substituting 
the numerical values of C and d into the nonlinear expression 
Cdn| = .40 (146.98) 
= 58.7924(x^ +x2)2 
and using the same d for the west-side stratum 
Cdng = .45(l46.98)(xi+x2)2 
= 66.1  415 (x^-rxg)2 
Therefore, the completed cost function to be minimized 
for east-side conditions is 
Cg = 52.04(x^ + (46.77/52.04)x2) + 58.7924(X]^ -rX2)2 
Elis can be written for convenience as 
Cg - 52.04 (x^  + .8987x2) 
= 58.7924 (X^ +Xg)^  
or 
Cg - 20^  52.04 (x^  ^  .8987x2) 52.042 (xi+ .8987x2)-
= 58.79242(xi Xg) 
Total variable costs, for the west side are 
= 62.31 (xi + (54.79/62.3l)x2+ 66.1415 (x^  + Xg)^  
= 62.31 (xi + .8793x2) + 66.1415 (x^  + Xgiz 
A second alternative is to assume a linear cost function, 
implying that at these small sampling fractions, likely 
changes in sampling intensity have so small an effect that 
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the component of cost due to the average walk distance 
between plots is proportional to the frequency of observa­
tions . (This Justification would hold for both types of 
plots, since the coefficient is the same for both.) This 
has some intuitive appeal here because the relative cost of 
observations on the plot is quite large, relative to travel 
betvfeen plots, thus the emphasis would be better put on use 
of information to design sampling schemes for a relatively 
small range in intensity using multiphase sampling, 
unequal probability, stratification, etc.). A linear cost 
function satisfies the requirement of convexity and is not 
as subject to adverse influences of poor cost data cut toward 
the extremes of the cost function and the asymptotic ends of 
the variance functions. 
To develop the linear cost functions from the same set 
of data one simply finds average cost per plot for all 
variable costs involved. These equations for the east-side 
and west-side strata are, respectively: 
Gg = 54.25x^  -h 48.98x2 
and 
= 64.79x2 57.27x2 
3.3.2. Restriction space 
The precision requirements ("allowable error") for 
standard reporting areas are specified by the Pacific 
Northwest Forest Survey as: 
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Item 
Area of commercial forest land, per 
million acres 
Area change in commercial forest land 
per million acres 
Growing stock volume per billion cubic 
feet 
Allowable error 
(percent^  
3 
3 
10 
3 
Net change in growing stock volume between 
occasions per billion cubic feet 
Net growth in cubic feet between occasions 
per billion cubic feet 3 
These allowable errors^  must be scaled down to standard 
errors of a size practical for the small sub-populations 
used here,but at the same time maintain the same relationship 
among items. This was done by selecting an initial sample 
size which appeared large enough to give satisfactory 
evidence about the sampling properties in these populations 
and to be within reasonable budgetary constraints for the 
îîonte Carlo trials that follow. Then the allowable errors 
for standard reporting areas were converted to specified 
standard errors for the subpopulation by the relationship 
(Specified standard error(Ko. of 
Allowable error = units specified;2 
(No. of units in the population)^  
"""The allowable errors are standard errors of the esti­
mates expressed as percentages of the estimate. They are set 
to satisfy National standards of precision, details of which 
are specified in the Forest Service Manual (op. cit.) 
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The numerical values for the specified standard errors for 
each variable of interest can be found in Appendix 1., 
Section 1.2. 
The three trend estimates (area change, net change in 
and net growth) are specified on an annual basis 
since this is the common unit in which the estimates are 
published and used. The time base used for quoting the 
allowable errors of change estimates has an influence on 
relative precision requirements. The variance equations 
require information from both end points of the period 
between occasions (i.e., here specified standard errors must 
be on the 7-year period). Trend estimates are on an annual 
basis, however. So after computing the specified standard 
errors on an annual basis for area change, change in growing 
stock volume, and net growth, they are converted to a periodic 
basis by multiplying by the known number of years in the 
period to make them compatible with the other inputs to the 
variance equations. 
To determine what the realized standard errors are 
likely to be, an Initial sample size, called n , was used 
to determine approximate ratios of the standard errors 
achieved for this fixed size sample to the allowable errors 
previously specified. The limiting variable—the one with 
the most stringent error specifications—then, is that one with 
the largest ratio. 
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The standard errors, s , anticipated for samples of 
size n = 100, are roughly approximated by assuming simple 
random sampling with replacement. 
where 
2 S = population variance for the variable of interest. 
Tabulations of the ratios and standard errors, s^ , are also 
given in Appendix 1. 
The ratios indicate that net change is distinctively 
the most restrictive in both east-side and west-side strata. 
Thus, on the assumption that the total sample size is to be 
approximately 100 the initial reduction factor for scaling 
down the specified standard errors was the ratio for net 
change. 
Table 1 gives the scaled down specified standard errors 
(in percent) for optimizing the replacement policy consider­
ing all five variance restrictions. 
The scaled relative standard errors must now be expressed 
as absolute standard errors. For area of CFL and growing 
stock volume, the relative errors need only to be multiplied 
by the population parameters and squared to produce the 
absolute variance which is the specified upper bound for the 
expected variance of the sample-based estimates. The 
remaining variables which are expressed on an annual basis 
require 7 as a multiplier to put them on a periodic level. 
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Table 1. Specified standard errors scaled down for the 
east-side and west-side strata (percents) 
Stratum and problems 
Items 
East side West side 
1 2 3 4  5 6  7  
Area of CFL 13.60 8.42 a 15.01 11.77 
Change in CFL 107.67 66.71 42.13 55.09 43.92 
G-.S. volume 30.37 18.82 11.88 11.88 17.82 14.21 
H
 
C\J H
 
Ket change 00.ol — 21.34 —  —  —  —  —  — — '  —  
Met growth 80.91 50.13 31.66 31.66 120.34 95.71 95.71 
T^'hese values are omitted from the table because their 
restrictions do not appear in the respective programing 
problems, 
3.3.3. Programing problems solved 
The objective stated earlier of this portion of the 
study was to determine the optimum replacement policy and 
the sample size for various single and multiple inventory 
objectives. The particular inventory objectives were not 
specified exactly because it was not known which ones would 
require more detailed study. It was speculated that some 
replacement policies would obviously be optimum only with 
IOC percent or nearly 100 percent remeasurement. In 
addition, there was some doubt about how the solution would 
be affected by the nonlinear objective function. 
The method of investigation chosen for selecting the 
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inventory objectives vras to run the first problem with all 
five restrictions with both linear and nonlinear objective 
functions even though some of them could practically be 
eliminated. Succeeding problems would then remove the most 
restricting variance function, tighten up the precision 
requirements to achieve n^  = 100 and run the problem again. 
This would be continued until only one variance restriction 
remained, the solution to the final problem would then 
be trivial. The absolute variances for problems 1-4, 
east-side stratum and problems 5 - 7j west-side stratum are 
given in Table 8 in Appendix 1. In succeeding problems, 
after problem 1, the elimination of variance restrictions i 
illustrated by the footnoting of particular subclasses. 
"This completes the phase of scaling the precision 
recuirements and expressing them in absolute terms. The 
next step is to substitute into the variance inequalities 
the population parameters and these absolute precision 
requirements, and simplify into a function of the frequency 
of unknown observations. 
The variance restrictions can all be written in the 
general form 
ax^  -f bXg -r CX^ Xg -r d > 0 
where a, b, c, and d are coefficients provided from knowled 
about the population, (variances, covariances, etc.) and 
X-; and x^  are the sample sizes for which an optimum alloca­
tion is sought. The completed coefficients for both strata 
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problems 1 through 7, are provided in Table 9 in Appendix 
1. 
3.4, Results 
Table 2 displays the solutions to the seven optimization 
problems for both the linear and nonlinear objective 
functions. The minimized costs are not comparable among 
problems, since the absolute levels of precision were 
varied among problems. 
Figures 1 through 7 illustrate the systems of inequali­
ties, so that the influence of each restriction can be seen. 
For reasons discussed earlier, the influence of the non­
linear component of the nonlinear objective functions is 
too small (for these examples) to see any difference between 
these and the linear objective functions as they appear on 
the graphs. Thus, only a linear objective function is plotted. 
Also, the optimum solutions for numbers of plots are, for 
all practical purposes, the same for linear and nonlinear 
objective functions. The differences come in the 
minimized cost. The nonlinear objective function produces a 
larger minimized cost than the linear. This is to be expected 
considering the approach taken to develop the coefficients 
for the objective function. Recall that the constant of 
proportionality for the nonlinear objective functions was 
developed for a sample of 709 observations from a population 
of N > 4 X 10°. The 709 plots were then considered a 
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Tab le 2. Solutions 
east-side 
to the seven 
and west-side 
sets of convex problems, 
strata 
Problem, and 
active function 
Minimized 
costs 
Katched 
observations 
New 
observations 
Dollars 
Sas t-side stratum 
1. linear 6,624.9 96.000 28.927 
nonlinear 7,005.9 96.000 28.927 
2. linear 3,582.4 32.391 37.265 
nonlinear 3,919.1 32.391 37.265 
3. linear 4,847.8 81.226 9.010 
nonlinear 5,206.9 81.226 9.010 
4. linear 4,012.3 32.735 45.660 
nonlinear 4,359.5 32.680 45.720 
wes t-s1de s tratum 
5. linear No feasible solution. 
nonlinear jSlo feasible solution. 
6. linear 5,640.7 77.508 10.807 
nonlinear 6,043.2 77.508 10.807 
7. linear 5,593.4 77.508 9.982 
nonlinear 5,995.1 77.508 9.982 
scattered population and ultimately samples of approximately 
n = 100 were drawn. Thus, the nonlinear component on a per 
o 
plot basis increases as n decreases, whereas the cost 
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component attributed to distance between plots in the linear 
objective function remains constant. Therefore, any time n 
is less rhan 709 the nonlinear cost function will produce a 
larger minimized cost than the linear. 
Considering the definition of the population, as a 
collection of observations from locations scattered in space, 
the nonlinear objective function is more appropriate to use. 
It gives a more realistic estimate of the minimized cost, 
even though the number of plots is the same for both 
objective functions. 
Figure 1 shovrs the objective function and the restric­
tion space for all five variance constraints. Only one 
variable, net change, is limiting here because of the large 
population variance and high precision requirement on net 
change, combined with the fact that very little added infor­
mation about net change is obtained from new plots (as 
illustrated by the almost horizontal curve of variance of 
net change). The curve for variance of net change is 
usually relatively flat with a small negative slope. 
Net change is a function of tvro of the other variables, 
each of which has a precision requirement individually 
specified. These are net growth and timber- cut. And 
although no precision control has been established on the 
timber cut estimate, its variance is indirectly controlled 
since both net change and net growth have been controlled. 
One should not expect to estimate net change with the same 
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Figure i. Two-dinensional convex programing problem with 
coincident linear and nonlinear objective functions 
and variance constraints on growing stock volume, 
net change, net growth, area, and area change in 
commercial forest land for the east-side stratum 
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relative precision as, say^  net growth for a given, sample 
size, because net growth is rauch less variable (i.e., if the 
allowable error on net change is 3 percent per billion 
cubic feet, then the allowable error on net growth should 
be smaller such that the combined effect of the net grovrth 
error and timber removed error will satisfy 3 percent per 
billion). 
Net change as it is defined here, with the specified 
levels of precision given, will always be limiting. Thus, 
if this is what is desired, then there is nothing gained 
by Including the other variables in the problem. Control 
can be established directly and a simple hand calculation 
will provide the replacement policy to be used. 
If net change is removed from the problem, and the 
precision requirements on the other four variables are 
increased, then the restriction space is defined by more 
than one variable constraint. Figure 2 Illustrates this 
situation. The restriction space has four variance 
functions: growing stock volume, net growth, area, and 
area change. Of these, it is defined by area, area change, 
and X-. < 9o. The intersection at (37-265, 32.391) Is the 
optimum solution, Again, two of the variables do not 
Influence the problem solution, but they might with minor 
changes in the population parameters or desired levels of 
precision. 
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It is interesting to note that if the area restriction 
is removed, from Figure 2, the optimum becomes the inter­
section of area change and the axis, but if the precision 
level is raised, as in Figure 3> the optimum is the inter­
section of growing stock volume and, area change. This leads 
one to believe that by defining the restriction space with 
the variables in Figure 3 and with continued increase in 
precision, the replacement fraction is reduced. This 
of course, is the case only to the point whore the area 
change restriction intersects the line < 96. Beyond this 
point no feasible solution exists. 
In Figure 3 the area restriction was removed, leaving 
area change, growing stock volume, and net growth. Recall 
also that the precision requirements were increased. The 
résultais, quite striking. The optimum solution in Figure 2 
was approximately a 5-0-50 partial replacement, yet in 
Figure 3 the solution reverts to almost 100 percent 
remeasurement (i.e., 8 to l). 
Tying this same discussion to Figure 4; by merely 
removing the restriction on area change, without changing 
any of the remaining problem specifications, the optimum 
solution drops back to a 3 to 2 relationship of new to 
remeasured plots. 
Figure 4 is also interesting from the standpoint that 
the optimum lies on the growing stock curve above the inter­
section of grotfiXng stock with the net growth curve. If, 
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however-, the relationship of plot costs were such that new 
plots were more expensive than remeasured plots, then the 
optimum would occur at the intersection of these two 
variance curves. 
It should be noted that the net growth restriction is 
given here as a linear function of only matched plots, 
Estimators of net growth may be used which are also a 
function of Xg- Iri this case, one would expect the shape 
of the curve to be still nearly horizontal and linear, 
similar to net change in Figure 1. Thus, the influence on 
the optimum should be about the same as the existing 
function. 
There are only three problems run for the west-side 
stratum. And the initial sample size, , was changed from 
problems 1 to 2. This was done because in raising the 
precision level the number of observations at occasion 1 
should logically increase also. 
Figure 5 illustrates a situation where no feasible 
solution exists. In this figure, all five of the variance 
restrictions for the west-side stratum and the appropriate 
cost functions are included. However, the restrictions do 
not form a convex set. In fact, no restriction space exists 
which will satisfy all five restrictions. The reason is 
obvious from the figure. The precision requirement of net 
change for any value of Xg is larger than what can be 
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satisfied by the aumber of plots at occasion 1. If this 
set of specified, precisions is fixed, then the only remedy 
is to take more plots at occasion 1. 
%ain, net change is the restricting variable, as was 
the case in problem 1. This tends to support the poinr inade 
earlier, that the precision requirement on nez change is 
set too high in relation to the Forest Service Manual 
specified precisions on net growth and timber cut. 
Figures 6 and 7 2J?e very similar. Figure 5 includes 
variance restrictions on growing stock volume, net growth, 
area, and area change in commercial forest land. In Figure 
7 the area variables are removed; however, the levels of 
the precision requirements remain the same. It is interest­
ing to note that the optimum solutions are approximately the 
same. This is because the controlling restriction function 
is net growth, which appears in both figures. Note that by 
increasing to 100 produces a feasible solution, which 
would not have existed if remained at j 6 .  
It has been shown in this chapter that convex programing 
can be satisfactorily adapted to optimization problems in 
successive forest inventories with multiple objectives. 
The results of this chapter are necessary inputs to Chapter 
4. The success of this optimization is directly dependent 
upon the reliability of the inputs. The main advantage of the 
above analysis is the insight provided for planning future 
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Figure o. Tvro-ainiensional convex prcgraming proDiem vrxza. 
coincident: linear and nonlinear- objective functions 
and variance constraints on growing stock voiurae, 
net growth J area, and area change on commercial 
forest land for the west-side stratum 
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size at occasion 1 
inventories o- the two populations or interest. The 
solutions in this chapter Illustrate chat the optimum 
replacement fraction can vary from complete remeasurement 
to small replacement fractions. 
So 
CHAPTER 4. KONTE CARLO TRIALS 
This chapter ccatalas descriptions and parametric values 
for the two populations for which estimates are to be raade. 
Specific estimators, described in Chapter 2, are studied 
using numerical techniques (Monte Carlo sampling) to gain 
evidence about their statistical properties in these 
populations. 
Setting up the inputs to these numerical procedures 
requires considerable preparation. The replacement policies 
and sample sizes must be selected so that the results provide 
meaningful evidence. The par-ticular parameters and Monte 
Carlo statistics are computed from extensive computer programs 
developed for or adapted to the Job. And finally, the 
numerous results require summarization and interpretation. 
These topics are discussed in the natural order in which 
they arise in conducting such a study. 
4.1. General 
In constructing a sampling design, it is necessary to 
specify the estimators to be used. With some sampling rules 
only a very limited set of estimators have reasonable 
properties. Other more general sampling rules are such that 
one must choose among a number of alternative estimators. 
For repeated sampling on successive occasions, there is a 
large number of possible estimators so the inventory planner 
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must select tiie most appropriate one to estimate each desired 
parameter. Estimators are chosen to be used with the 
sampling rule employed, on the basis of their statistical 
properties (i.e., unbiasedness, minimum variance, consistency, 
sufficiency, etc.). 
For some estimators there are available exact expres­
sions for the statistical properties as functions of parameters 
of the population and under assumptions about the model that 
hold for the population. When the statistical properties 
can be thus described theoretically (i.e., when we can 
mathematically take the expected value of the estimator to 
determine its exact bias) we can anticipate the behavior of 
the estimator when given knowledge of the population. 
However, frequently we have only approximations of the true 
values and the statistical properties cannot be exactly 
established theoretically. In such cases it is necessary to 
actually sample a specific population repeatedly and 
numerically determine estimates of the actual expected 
values of estimators, variances, variance estimators, etc. 
It is only possible to determine the true expected values 
by numerical methods for small finite populations where all 
possible samples can actually be enumerated and estimators 
evaluated for each. In forest populations which are extremely 
large. It Is Infeaslble and impractical to select all possible 
samples. Therefore, by taking a random finite subset, r, of 
the possible repeated samples, it is possible to estimate 
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trie expected, values. The auzToer of repeated, samples, r, 
must be small encush to be economically feasible but large 
enough to adequately describe the distribution of g^ s^. One 
ifould. like to take r large enough to make the probability 
high enough that the observed deviation of K(t) from ^  is a 
result of true bias and not a chance deviation of S(6) from 
S(t). 
To clarify this point, if the parametric expressions 
A. 
of the sampling properties of 3 are exact expressions and. 
the sample-based estimators are unbiased, then the mean of 
estimates of all possible samples from a given population will 
produce the true population parameter. 
Some theory for sampling on successive occasions 
(specifically two occasions) has been applied to forest 
populations for the past few years. For the estimators 
actually used, we have only approximate expressions 
for the sampling properties, bias of the estimators of 
totals, variance of the estimators of totals, bias of sample-
based estimators of variance, and variance of sample-based 
estimators of variance. Yet, no numerical analysis (Monte 
Carlo sampling) has been conducted to indicate how the 
various estimators and approximations perform under- a 
specific set of sampling conditions and actual forest 
populations (i.e., sampling under complete remeasurement, 
no remeasurement, and various forms of partial replacement 
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rcr several criteria or optimization). Thus, the objective 
of the Monte Carlo Investigations which follow was to provide 
estimates of how well the sample-based estimators predict 
the parametric approximations and how close the approximations 
are to the true values for optimum as well as non-optimum 
replacement policies. 
4.2. Population and Subclass Parameters 
The population of interest is rhe land area and forest 
resources of the entire Pacific Northwest. It is economically 
impractical to evaluate the properties of specified esti­
mators by repeated sampling from this large population. 
However, one may take a sample from this population (super-
popularion) and use this sample {subpopulation) as the 
population from which to do Monte Carlo sampling. This 
approach requires thaz the subpopulation be representative 
of the super-population and that it can be assumed to be a 
random selection from all possible subpopulations. 
A systematic grid of permanent forest inventory sample 
plots has been established over the entire Pacific Hbrthwest. 
This grid may be assumed to be a representative subpopulation 
and one randomly selected from all such grids. The origin 
of the grid is not related to the character of the popula-
tions, so it may be assumed to be roughly equivalent to a 
random starting point. 
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Because rhere is noc jex r-eraeasurernenr dara (successive 
observations on matched plots) for each plot in this sub-
population (grid), it was necessary to stratify the sub-
population into tifo strata (east-side and west-side) and 
for each stratum take those plots vrhich have been reraeasured 
as a second-stage subpopulation. 
The'west-side and east-side forests are drastically 
different subpopulations, yet they are rather homogeneous 
within. Hence, the populations finally available for Monte 
Carlo sampling are 709 remeasured permanent plots from the 
Okanogan and Wenatehee National Forests for the east-side 
stratum, and 512 remeasured permanent plots from the 
Snoqualmie National Forest for the west-side stratum. The 
plots were established in 1959 and remeasured in 1956, thus 
there is a period of 7 years between occasions. 
The "plots" were originally a cluster of three 1/5-acre 
fixed-radius permanent subplots, with, certain of the 
variables observed on only a portion of the basic sampling 
unit (cluster). Ail observations of area characteristics 
on the three subplots were summarized into one observation 
for each area characteristic (variable) for the entire plot. 
Then all observations of variables related to volume were 
summarized for the three subplots and then expanded to a 
1-acre basis to correspond with the summarized area 
characteristic for the whole sampling unit. Consequently^  fo 
each unit (plot) there are observations of variables related 
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to area eharaeterlstlos at the beginning and end of the 
period, grovring-stock volume at each occasion, net change, 
gross periodic growth, periodic mortality, timber removed 
by cutting and administrative regulation, and net growth. 
The grand totals, subclass (table cell) totals, and 
variances of individual observations were computed for the 
entire population of observations from 709 plots from the 
easu-side stratum and 512 plots from the west-side stratum. 
These population parameters were summarized in 20 tables to 
provide the basis for evaluation of the results of the 
simulation: 
No. Variable and Plot Characteristics 
(1) Area by type and stand-size class (SSC) 
remaining in class between occasions 
(2) Area by type and SSC (occasion 2) 
(3) Growing stock volume" by type and SSC 
(occasion 2) 
(4) Net change by type and SSC (occasion 2) 
(5) Periodic mortality by type and SSC 
(occasion 2) 
(6) Timber removed by type and SSC (occasion 
(7) Net growth by type and SSC (occasion 2) 
(8) Growing stock volume by type and SSC 
(occasion 1) 
(9) Growing stock volume by type and SSC 
(sum of products) 
A^ll volumes for growing stock, net change, net growth, 
mortality, and timber removed are in cubic feet. 
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(10) Area by type and SSC (occasion l) 
(11) Area by type and stocking class (SC) 
remaining in class between occasions 
(12) Area by type and SC (occasion 2) 
(13) Growing stock voluûie by type and SC 
(occasion 2) 
(14) Net change by type and SC 
(15) Periodic mortality by type and SC 
(16) Timber removed by type and SC 
(17) Net growth by type and SC 
(18) Growing stock voliime by type and SC 
(occasion l) 
(19) Growing stock volume by type and SC 
(sum of products) 
(20) Area by type and SC (occasion l) 
All estimates and parameters for the seven variables of 
interest are summarized into two table formats, referred to 
as format A and format B. Both formats have the species or 
forest-type group as one characteristic. The species or 
forest-type subclasses are Douglas-fir, pines, true firs, 
spruce-hemlock, larch-cedar, other softwoods, hardwoods, 
nonstocked commercial forest, noncommercial forest, and 
nonforest. Format A has the additional area characteristic 
subclassification by stand-size class. The stand-size classes 
are nonstocked, seedling-sapling, poletimber, small sawtimber, 
and large sawtimber. Format 3 is further subclassified by 
stocking class, nonstocked, poor, medium, and well stocked. 
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Selected, parameters tor the east-side and west-side 
strata totals, means, and proportions appear in Tables 3 and 
4, respectively. These are the population values used as 
the basis for the optimization problems in Chapter 3» and they 
were also used to evaluate the sampling properties of 
estimators as indicated by the Konte Carlo results. The 
subclass parameters for each stratum (i.e., the parameters 
appearing in the table cells for the population) are given 
here only for those cells selected for evaluating properties 
of subclass estimators (Appendix 2.1., Tables 23 through 50). 
4.3. Replacement Policies and Estimates Simulated 
Precision level required for estimating growing stock 
volume was the criterion used to set the sample sizes at 
occasion 1. It also is a common criterion for determining 
sample size for multiple purpose forest inventories, so the 
replacement policies used here reflect this. This does not 
limit the potential for inference about changes in efficiency 
for estimators of other variables under a changing replace­
ment fraction. 
To get replacement fractions over the range of replace­
ment policies we selected end-points of the replacement 
fraction (i.e., m/M^  = 0, complete replacement, and m/H^  = 1, 
complete remeasurement), and two additional points represent­
ing partial replacement alternatives. One of the two partial 
Table 3. Population parameters of area for each occasion 
Item and East Bide West side 
variable Pi/pportion Variance Proportion Variance 
OooaBion 1959 1966 1959 19G6 1959 1966 1959 1966 
Area by olaaB: 1 
Commercial 
forest ,6460 .58II .2290 .2437 .6618 .4356 ,2242 ,2462 
Noncornriierical 
forest .2609 .2990 .1931 ,2098 ,1956 .4121 ,1576 ,2426 
Nonforest .0931 .1199 .0845 .IO56 .1426 ,1523 ,1225 ,1294 
Proportion Variance Covariance Proportion Variance Covariance 
Area change by class : 
Commercial 
forest -0.0649 .0607 .2060 -0.2266 .1752 ,1476 
Noncommercial 
forest .0381 .0873 .1578 .2168 .1704 ,1149 
Nonforest .0268 .0259 .0821 .OO98 .0097 ,1211 
Table 4, Population parameters of volume for each occasion 
Occasion 
Kast 
Total 
(cubic feet) 
1959 1966 
side 
Variance 
(cubic feet2) 
1959 1966 
West s 
Total 
(cubic feet) 
1959 1966 
ide 
Variance 
(cubic feet^ ) 
1959 1966 
Growing stock 
volume 
Between occaa: 
1,037,856 
917,690 
ions 
2,849,217 2 
2,319,364 
,533,446 
1,760,245 
24,613,080 
23,855,216 
Net change -120,166 1,290,204 
-773,202 10,382,880 
Periodic 
mortality 32,775 l4,8l8 84,911 159,438 
Timber removed 201,612 1,216,889 787,891 9,875,784 
Net growth 81,446 34,747 24,464 162,097 
Additional 
parameters 
of interea 
Correlation 
t coefficient 
Covariance 
(cubic feet ) 
Correlation 
coefficient 
Covariance 
(cubic feet^ ) 
Growing-stock volume 
between occasions .7543 1,939,149 .7859 19,047,775 
(Net change)" 
removed) 
(timber 
-1,236,173 -10,048,283 
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replacement alternatives was the optimum, from the inventory 
problems treated in Chapter 3. The growing stock volume 
was one of the controlling restrictions there so we selected 
all four points along the curve for the variance restriction 
for the growing stock volume. This facilitates the compari­
sons for other variables and assures that the precision 
requirements will be met (in long-run probability or expected 
sense) on growing stock volume for all replacement fractions. 
The estimates for the four points can be compared directly 
for growing stock volume. However, the variance restrictions 
are not all coincident, therefore, the estimates for items 
other than growing stock volume will not have the property 
of equal precision. 
The two optimization problems that meet the above 
criteria are problems 4 and 7 (illustrated in Figures 4 
and 7 of Chapter 3-)- The optimum replacement fraction for 
problem 4, east-side stratum, was 33/96; for problem 7, 
west-side stratum, it was 78/100. The fourth replacement 
fractions for the east-side and west-side strata were 
chosen arbitrarily to balance the selection of points 
across the remaining Intervals. 
For simulation from the east-side stratum, all four 
points satisfy the relative precision specified for growing 
stock volume, which is 11,88 percent (Table 5). 
The relative precision specified for growing stock 
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Table 5. Reolacement poli cies for evaluating sampling 
properties of es timators for east-side stratum 
Reolacement Observations 
policy 
^^1 m ^1 ^ N2 
Complete remeasurement 0 95^  96 0 96 
Partial replacement 1 43 53 96 27 80 
Parrial replacement 2 63 33 96 46 79 
Complete replacement 96 0 96 104& 104 
'^ This curve does not pass exactly through, the points 
specified in problem 4 because of rounding in the calculation 
of coefficients. 
volume of the west-side stratum is 14.21 percent. Using the 
population variance at occasion 1 and assuming simple random 
sampling, it would require 50 plots to meet the precision 
requirement. Similarly^  at occasion 2 it requires 100 plots, 
therefore, the sample sizes and allocations for complete 
remeasurement and complete replacement, are, respectively, 
n^  ^= 0, ng = 0, m = 100, and n-, — 50, n^  = 100, m = 0. 
The four replacement policies for the west-side stratum are 
given in Table 6. 
The repeated sampling for estimating totals for the 
whole strata is done for the 4 replacement policies and two 
strata. 'The estimators used are those described in Chapter 
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Table 6. Replacement policies for evaluating sampling 
properties of estimators for west-side stratum 
Reolacement Observations 
policy 1^ m 1^ ng 
Complete remeasurement 0 100 100 0 100 
Partial replacement 1 22 78 100 10 88 
Partial replacement 2 72 28 100 50 78 
Complete replacement 50 0 50 100 100 
Table 7. Estimators used in simulation 
Variable of interest 
and estimator 
Reference symbol^ " 
(Equation no.) 
Mean Variance 
i-rGiving stock volume 
Combined xveighted estimators 
Parametric weights la A X lb 
Estimated weights Ic * Id 
S.r.s. estimator occasion 2 le ie If 
iMet change 
f/iinimum variance-unbiased 2a ie X A 2b 
Combined weighted estimator 2c •jf 2d 
S.r.s. estimator 2e 45- ** 2f 
Mortality and timber removed 
3&4e S.r.s. estimator for subset m 'X A 3&:4e 
* Tt* 
e *-3r 
"sf-îf 
Estimators applied to samples from east-side stratum. 
Estimators applied to samples from west-side stratum. 
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Table 7 (Continued) 
Variable of Interest 
and estimator 
Reference symbol 
(Equation no.) 
Kean Variance 
Net growth 
S.r.s. estimator from, m plots 
Composite estimator using 2a and 
3a ' 5c 
* ** 5b 
5d 
* 
* 
ÛV •ea in Z 
Combined weighted estimators 
Parametric weights 
Estimated weights 
Minimum variance unbiased 
6a 
6c 
6e 
~rr TCTT 6b 
6d 
6f 
•X-
GllcU nsnge in area in 
Difference estimator from m plots 
Difference estimator from N-, and 
% plots 
Best combined estimator with c 
estimated from m plots 
î'Iinimum variance unbiased estima­
tor 
7a * ** 7b 
7c  ^ ** 7d 
7e * 7f 
7s * ^ 7h 
TT yrfr 
2 . J  and summarized for handy reference in Table 7.^  
The simulation for estimating table subclasses (ceils) 
was restricted to an evaluation of sampling properties for a 
specific set of estimators currently in use. Replacement 
policies for subclass estimation included only complete 
remeasurement, complete replacement,and the optimum partial 
The statistical properties are discussed for those 
estimators indicated by asterisks. Estimators without 
asterisks were omitted from the numerical analysis either 
because of programing difficulties or because they were 
added later. 
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replacement fraction. For a single sample, two tables were 
constructed, for each variable, and each table contained, 40 
or 50 cells. There are two strata and three replacement 
policies for each stratum, which gives six. sets of 12 tables. 
Thus, with 200 repeated samples for each replacement policy 
and stratum, the amount of data is large and costly to 
summarise (i.e., 1,200 sets of 12 tables, or l4,400 tables). 
The tables for each variable of interest have standard 
formats (refer to Section 4.2. "Population and Subclass 
Parameters" for a description of these formats). The Monte 
Carlo statistics are summarized for only a selected number 
of estimates and for particular subclasses. The intent was 
to select five cells in each of two tables for each variable. 
The criteria was to first select cells that had meaningful 
forest management implications for Pacific Northwest forestry 
and, secondly, to select a range of estimates from those with 
small magnitude to those with large values. 
The particular cells chosen to simulate are: 
Table Format A 
Type group Douglas-fir, stand-size class 2 
Type group pines, stand-size class 3 
Type group true firs, stand-size class 1 
Type group larch cedar, stand-size class 4 
Type group commercial forest land, nonstocked 
Table totals 
Ill 
Tab le For-mat 3 
Type group Douglas-fir, stocking class 1 
Type group pines, stocking class 2 
Type group hardwoods, stocking class 3 
Type group Douglas-fir, all stocking classes 
All type groups, stocking class 3 
Table totals 
4.4. Description of the Monte Carlo Methods 
4.4.1. Monte Carlo sarzioling 
The two populations described earlier were used to 
evaluate the efficiency of selected estimators and variance 
formulae for these estimators. The evaluation was done in 
two steps: (l) determine the sampling properties of 
estimators of stratum totals and (2) determine the sampling 
properties of selected subclass estimators for specific 
Forest Survey tables. The reason for this division of the 
Job into two steps was strictly a financial decision. It 
is relatively inexpensive to simulate stratum totals for the 
population, but quite expensive to simulate cell totals. 
Thus, it was possible to select a larger number of samples 
and replacement policies to simulate the totals. 
Each population was sampled repeatedly according to the 
four- replacement policies discussed previously and the 
prescribed sample sizes specified for each replacement 
policy. The sampling and estimation for each sample was 
done by use of a computer program called RSPRE (to be 
discussed in 4^ 4.3.). Initially, 300 samples were selected 
for each replacement policy for both east-side and vrest-side 
strata. Three hundred repetitions appeared to be reasonably 
large so far- as inference is concerned, and yet feasible as 
far as the cost of computing was concerned. In planning 
the study the decision was that if developing 300 sets of tables 
for each replacement policy was too expensive, then a subset 
of the 300 repeated samples could be used for the subclass 
simulation. It happened that for the available budget it 
was possible to summarize the Monte Carlo statistics for the 
estimators of table totals for all 300 samples. However, 
the Monte Carlo statistics from simulation of cell estimates 
had to be based on only 200 repeated samples. (Even, then 
the budget for computer work was exceeded by 25 percent.) 
4.4.2. Monte Carlo statistics 
After the r repeated samples were taken, the Monte Carlo 
statistics and population parameters were summarized in two 
sets of tables (Tables 10-22 and 23-50 of Appendix 2.). 
We now need an explanation or definition of the particular 
statistics computed. 
Let e represent the true value of the population para­
meter for each of the seven variables of interest, viz. ; 
Average grov.âng stock volume in cubic feet per acre 
Net change in average groi-xing stock volume in cubic 
feet per acre for the 7-year period 
Periodic mortality in cubic feet per acre for the 7-year 
period 
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Timber removed, in, cubic feet per acre for the 7-year 
period 
Net growth in cubic feet per acre for the 7-year period 
The area in acres possessing the attributes commercial 
forest land, noncommercial forest land, and nonforest 
land 
Then let represent the î<îonte Carlo estimate of g for 
each variable of interest. This Monte Carlo estimate is 
the mean of the r sample estimates of 8, viz., 
S = Z G,/r 
r i=i 
The Monte Carlo estimate of bias over the r repeated samples 
can be designated 3(3). The bias is the difference between 
the Monte Carlo estimate, 8 and 9 itself. This bias is 
r 
expressed as relative bias to give an indication of its 
relative size compared to the true value, 0. OSie relative 
bias is the bias divided by the absolute value of 8. 
Designate V(G) as the Monte Carlo estimate of V(g), where 
V(s) is the true value of the variance among S's for all 
possible samples of given size. Logically the limit of V(g) 
as r -* R = V(6), where R is the total number of possible, 
samples of a given size. This Monte Carlo variance is 
calculated from 
y ( 3 )  = E (#1-3)^ /(^ -1) where g = E g./r 
- i=l - r r i=i 
C.V. of o is the coefficient of variation among the r 
r 
estimates of S. This gives a measure of the stability of 
the estimator of 8. An estimator with small coefficient of 
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variation would generally be preferable to one with, large 
G.V. providing the bias of each Is comparable. 
V(8) represents a pararaetrlc approximation of the true 
variance V(g). 
} )/|V(o) I is the Monte Carlo estimate of the rela­
tive bias of the variance approximation of the Monte Carlo 
estimate of V(8). It follows that ifV(S) =v(s) then this 
estimate of bias approaches zero as r approaches the total 
number of possible samples of fixed size. Thus, this relative 
bias measures the adequacy of the variance approximation. 
2{v(8)) represents the Monte Carlo estimate of the 
expected value of the estimated variance. It is computed by 
Z(v(8)) = Z Vi(6)/r 
r 1=1  ^
The ratio 3(v(0))/|V(8){ represents the Monte Carlo 
estimate of bias of the sample-based estimator of variance 
as an estimator of the variance approximation. The estimated 
bias here is 3(v(ô)) = The sample-based 
estimator of variance, v(S), is usually derived from V(6) 
by imposing desired restrictions. Thus, if 3(v(8)) = V(S 
/S • A /V 
v(S) is an unbiased estimator of V(6) and if V(b) IS an exact 
expression of V(s), v(s) is unbiased vilth respect to the 
true variance. 
Analogously if we take another estimate of bias 
3(v(9))=E(v(c})- Y(t) and form the ratio 3(v(9))/[Y(8)[, it 
represents the Monte Carlo estimate of the bias of the 
sarr.ple-based estlnator of variance as an. estimator of the 
true variance V(8)—we have a Monte Carlo estimate "of V(S). 
This estimates the total bias incurred in the application of 
various sample-based estimators, v(8), to sampling situations. 
The relationship between the three expressions of bias 
is ; 
2(v(a)) iirrt Y(c) = 3(v(6)) wrt V(6) + [(V(8)) - V(^ ) ] 
or in terms of expected values, 
E(v(3)) - V(6) = [E(v(3}) - V(d)] + [V(6) - V(a)] 
The conversion of absolute bias to relative bias is 
provided for convenience comparing estimators. (And the 
above relationship does not hold among the estimates of 
relative biases unless V(9) = V(t) 
To provide a measure dispersion among the sample-based 
/\ 
estimates of variance, we have evaluated V(v(5)), the Monte 
Carlo variance among the r sample-based estimates of 
variance. 
A. 
C.V. of v(S) is the coefficient of variation among the 
A A 
r estimates of V(3). If the Vj_(5) are closely dispersed 
around S(v(£)) then this small variance of the estimator 
r 
i-nii allow a more reliable estimate of both variance and 
mean squared error. Hence, an advantage of a small V(v(6)) 
r 
Is the indication that one might develop a bias-corrected 
estimator that might be highly efficient. 
4.4.3. Computational techniques 
It was necessary to write a computer program called 
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RSPRS (Repeated Sampling for Partial Replacement Estimation) 
specifically for this study. Ife attempted in writing the 
program to generalize it to the extent that it could be used 
for evaluating sampling properties of estimators under other 
sampling rules. The program is large and complex; 
consequently in its present form it is not as general as 
originally anticipated. It provides, however, the basic 
operations needed for general use but needs further 
generalisations (i.e., input-output specifications, etc.). 
RSPRE has the following basic functions: 
(1) From a population or group of populations stored 
on_disk, it selects JX random samples of a specified size by 
direct access. The size of the sample can be broken down 
into three subsets, KM,, KN, and KU, if a distinction is 
required for different kinds of sampling units. This 
operation can be done for KA sample sizes or allocations of 
the sample. 
The samples are selected by generating n random numbers 
between 1 and N and taking the sampling units with serial 
numbers corresponding to the random numbers, 
(2) The program then calculates the mean and variance 
of observations in each subset of the sample. It calculates 
the correlation coefficient between successive observations 
on subsets sampled at more than one point in time. 
It does this for all continuous random variables. It 
also makes frequency counts of observations which possess 
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a, specified, attribute in eacb. subset of the JX samples witbia 
each allocation of the sample. 
(3) It provides for a user-supplied subroutine for 
changing format for plot observations (i.e., it provides 
the capability for adding new plot characteristics or sub­
dividing existing plot descriptions). 
(4) For each sample it then computes estimates of means • 
or totals and estimates of variances of means or totals for 
all designated variables of interest from any user-supplied 
estimators. (Through the indicator variables 0 and 1 it 
directly provides estimated proportions and variances of 
proportions.) 
(5) The output is a tape file of all observations in 
each sample by the designated format, and for each sample a 
tape file of estimates for each user-supplied estimator 
(i.e., means, variances of means, proportions, and variances 
of proportions). 
The Monte Carlo summaries are not composed within this 
program; it calculates only the ingredients required for. 
making the summaries. The outputs of RSPRE and the summary 
of population parameters are completed in three versions of 
programs TABLE and OUTPUT of the Northeastern Forest-Inventory 
ta-Processing System (peters and Wilson, 19^ 7)• There are 
four options in TABLE and six options in the program OUTPUT 
for handling different sampling designs. 
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The linked TBI and OPl are the standard programs 
(peters and ¥llson> 19^ 7) using options 3 and 2 respectively. 
These programs summarize the population Into the designated 
tables and compute the variances for strata and cell esti­
mation. This operation requires a distinct program control 
deck, also. 
TB2 and 0P2 are the standard versions of TABLE and 
OUTPUT modified to accept the tape file of estimates for the 
JX samples from RSPRE. Each estimate is designated as a 1 x 1 
table and the mean and variance of the JX sample estimates 
are summarized to give the Monte Carlo statistics for each 
variable of Interest. A special "calculate" program vfas 
written to facilitate the construction of tables. This 
operation requires options 3 and 2, respectively, also. 
T33-0P3 requires as input the unit record file of all 
observations, sample by sample, and the file of estimates, 
sample by sample. A preselected set of Independent esti­
mates are designated as the table totals from the file of 
estimates. Tables are then constructed from the observa­
tions at the current occasion and are used to proportion 
the independent estimates into tables. There is a set of 
tables for each sample, A summary subroutine then computes 
the Monte Carlo statistics for each cell in all tables. 
These versions of TABLE-OUTPUT are options 4- and 6, respec­
tively, modified to provide the Monte Carlo summaries. 
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4.5» Results ariâ Conclusions 
The Monte Carlo comparisons of' efficiency of estimators 
Is based entirely on precision and no attempt ifas made to 
introduce costs, etc. This in no way alters the conclusions 
reached in Chapter 3. about the efficiency of a given set of 
estimators under different replacement policies with costs 
considered. 
4. .1:^ 3^ 5 rima tor s for the whole stratum 
( 
4\5.1.1. Growing: stock volume Here the variable is 
net cubic foot volume per acre and 8 represents the average 
net cubic foot volume in the population. (Tables 10 and 17, 
Appendix 2.). Values of the Monte Carlo statistics which 
are felt to be most Important are extracted and appear in the 
tabulations and lists accompanying the following discussions. 
The combined weighted estimators, la and Ic, and the 
simple random sample estimator, le, are equivalent under 
complete remeasurement and complete replacement. This 
relationship holds also•for the various estimators of S 
.(lb. Id, and If). There is no advantage to using any one 
of the three estimators If a decision is made prior to 
calculating the sample size that complete remeasurement or 
replacement will be Imposed. However, if some form of 
partial replacement is an alternative, then there can be 
definite advantages to choosing one specific estimator. The 
following discussion is based on the assumption that all of 
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tUe row replaoement policies are acceptable alternatives. 
Estimator Ic appears to be slightly biased because of 
tàe sarnple-baseci estimates of variance weights being applied. 
Both la and the simple random sample estimator of 6 are un­
biased. However, for samples this large there is not enough bias 
to cause concern. The basis for this conclusion can be seen In 
A 
the follotflng tabulation of the relative bias of 8 for the 
estimate of growing stock volume: 
Replacement policy 
and stratum 
East side 
Complete remeasurement 
Partial replacement 1 
Partial replacement 2 
-Complete replacement 
West side 
Complete remeasurement 
Partial replacement 1 
Partial replacement 2 
Complete replacement 
Relative bias of 3 
6. Ic /le 
(percent)' 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
0 
-4 
-2 
0 
0 
-1 
0 
-1 
o 
-1 
0 
0 
±f' the S(S) is zero, then the mean souared error equals 
r 
y(8;. xt may be informative to determine what probability 
level corresponds to the observed difference in Monte Carlo 
estimates, V(6of the variance of the two estimators. 
r 
The test statistic is 
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P(r-l). (r-l) -
Usxrig estimates of V(a) for Ic and le, east-side stratum, one 
r 
gets : 
Replacement policy CD 
Complete remeasurement 27,492 27,492 1.0000 
Partial replacement 1 27,936 31,352 1.1222 
r^tial replacement 2 27,937 33,706 1.2064 
Complete replacement 20,495 20,495 1.0000 
T'hus, interpolating in the P table, the probability is 
approximately .9OO and .975, respectively, that < 
V{e)_^  for partial replacement policies 1 and 2. The 
difference between -i\ and F for r > 200 is very 
small, and F for all probability levels is 1 so any 
CO 
?(^ _l) ^ T>-i) deviates from 1 by as much as 10 percent 
will indicate a high probability of a true difference in 
variance, (3ie IC^  difference in the test statistic is 
approximately equivalent to the 9C^  probability level for 
large n.) For discussions in following sections the 
probability levels and F values will not be computed but a 
quick comparison against this 10 percent standard will be 
used for Judging the differences. 
Estimator Ic is a more precise estimator of the mean 
growing stock volume. The question arises whether the 
estimators perform equally well under both east-side and 
west-side condjtions: 
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Replacement policy Monte Carlo varlanoe of 
and; stratum TrY*\ 
Hast side 
Complete remeasureaent 27>-^ 92 27,492 
Partial replacement 1 27,936 31,352 
Partial replacement 2 27,937 33,706 
Complete replacement 20,495 20,495 
West sloe 
Complete remeasurement 237,570 237,570 
Partial replacement 1 345,636 274,028 
Partial replacement 2 267,188 298,04l 
Complete replacement 245,078 245,078 
Sie Monte Carlo estimate of V(6)^ j^ partial replacement 
1, west-side stratum, is unexpectedly large. This is not 
consistent with the evidence from the east-side stratum, 
whereas V(6)^  ^partial replacement 2, west-side stratum, is 
consistent with the east-side stratum, The computer inputs 
were extensively checked and appear correct, but this 
aberrant value does not seem characteristic of the estimator 
and we can make no conclusions about why this value arises. 
Otherwise, the estimators appear to perform equally well for 
both strata. 
A. 
The sample-based estimators of variance, for 
the combined weighted estimator are approximations. Both 
are biased and tend to underestimate the true variance; 
however. Id, which is Meier's approximation, does have less 
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bias. The rationale for this conclusion is illustrated, in 
the folloviins tabulation from the estimated bias ) = 
r3 (v(3))  -  V(5)}:  
Replacenient polloy Relative 'alas ot 
and^ tsat^  
(percent) 
East side 
Complete remeasurement -13 -13 
Partial replacement 1 -21 -l8 
Partial replacement 2 -25 -23 
Complete replacement 7 7 
West side 
Complete remeasurement 1 1 
Partial replacement 1 -34 -31 
Pariai replacement 2 -I5 -12 
Complete replacement - 3 - 3 
Meier's approximation does cause some reduction in bias but 
it is not substantial amounting to only about a 10 percent 
improvement. 
The bias in estimators lb and Id for partial replacemen 
1 and 2J results from the fact that V(q) seems to be a poor 
approximation of V(s). The difference, {V(G) - "v(a)},  
accounts for practically the entire differences in the above 
listing. Or (for these situations of partial replacement) 
to put it differently,  ^are good estimators of 
V(g) but poor estimators of V(B). (For complete replacement 
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or complete remeasureraent V($) is exact for V(t), hence the 
observed differences in those cases are mainly from chance 
variation in Monte Carlo sampling.) 
When T(t) is a poor approximation of Y(^ )> frequently a 
bias correcting term can be employed to improve the approxi­
mation. This of course requires that the estimator for the 
bias correcting terra also be applied to v(c) if the 
efficiency of the estimator of V(^ ) is ultimately to be 
Improved. 
Both have smaller variance of the estimated 
variance than v(6)-,^ . However, ^ ®^^ if supposed to be 
unbiased, while lb and Id are both biased. Estimator Id is 
more variable than lb even though it is less biased; this 
follows since the has an additional term in the 
variance formulas. Consider these Monte Carlo variances 
of the variance estimators: 
Replacement policy g(v(6))^  ^ g(v(e))ia 
LZia srrarurTi 
X 10^  
East side 
Complete remeasurement 30 30 30 
Partial replacement 1 24 26 4l 
Partial replacement 2 35 37 56 
Complete replacement l8 l8 l8 
West side 
Complete remeasurement 1,190 1,190 1,190 
Partial replacement 1 1,839 1,899 2,010 
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Partial replaoemeat 2 1,402 1*486 2,660 
Complete replacement 1>35S 1,356 1,356 
It is. evident from the tabulation that and are 
considerably less, variable than If and that the variance of 
lb is less than Id. 
4.5.1.2. N"et change in gro^ ng stock volime Sie 
variable for net change is the difference between the average 
net cubic foot volume pa? acre between occasions. The 
parameter 8 is net change in growing stock volume (Tables 11 
% 
and 18, Appendix 2.). 
Any of the estimators of net change are functions of the 
estimators for growing stock volume at the two end-points of 
the period, so they possess many of the same properties. 
The minimum variance estimator, 2a, the combined weighted 
estimator, 2c, and the s.r.s. estimator, 2e, all reduce 
the same expression under complete remeasurement. And the 
variance estimators 2b, 3d, and 2f are also equivalent under 
complete remeasurement. A noted difference occurs with 
the s.r.s, estimators 2e and 2f under a complete replacement 
policy. Most of the trend estimates are dependent upon some 
remeasurement of observations; and particularly what we have 
called s.r.s. estimators where the estimate comes entirely 
from matched plots. Therefore, with this arrangement it is 
impossible to estimate ^  or V(^ ) when m = 0. 
Estimators 2a and 2c east-side stratum partial replace­
ment 2 and complete replacement have a large bias. Yet, the 
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same tv:o estimators for the west-side stratum show rxo Indica­
tion, of bias. There is no obvious answer for this bias. And 
where the bias exists in the east-side stratum, for estimators 
2a and 2c it does not for the unbiased estimator 2e. One 
can only suppose this estimated bias may be a chance happen­
ing or a peculiarity of the sample of all possible samples 
drawn: 
Replacement policy Bias of _s (percent) 
 ^strata #(8)2. .(§>20 
a^su siae 
C.omplete remeasurement 4 4 4 
Partial replacement 1 0-1-8 
Partial replacement 2 20 19 3 
Complete replacement -27 -2J 
West side 
Complete remeasurement -1 -1 -1 
Partial replacement 1 Oil 
Partial replacement 2 1 1 -3 " 
Complete replacement -2 -2 
It is to be expected that as m -» 0 (the number of 
matched plots approaches zero), the V(s) increases. The 
minimum variance replacement policyand hence most efficient 
if costs are ignored, is complete remeasurement (Ware and 
Cunia, 1962). This conclusion is substantiated by the Monte 
Carlo variance of 8 : 
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Replacement polloy 
and. stratum 
East side 
Complete reraeasureraent 14,037 14,037 1^ 0^37 
Partial replacement 1 22,768 22,480 27,488 
Partial replacement 2 20,630 20,741 32,298 
Complete replacement 49,121 49,121 
West side 
Ccmolete remeasûrement 115,222 115,222 115,222 
Partial replacement 1 125,796 124,955 127,207 
Partial replacement 2 263,442 263,263 348,419 
Complete replacement 706,318 706,318 
Recall that the optimum replacement policy under the 
two restrictions of growing stock volume and net growth in 
problem 4 was partial replacement 2 aniin problem 7 was 
partial replacement 1. Mow note the gain in precision of 
estimators 2a and 2c in the east-side stratum for partial 
replacement 2. Although partial replacement 2 has a smaller 
matched sample, it has a greater gain in precision (reduc­
tion in variance from estimator le) than partial replacement 
1, Also note that the Monte Carlo variance for the west-side 
stratum, partial replacement 1, is not much larger than the 
minimum variance of the complete remeasurement policy. The 
large increase in V(8), west-side stratum, occurs after the 
replacement fraction has increased beyond partial replacement 
1. This indicates that gain in precision is made on the 
r 
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esrimate of aet change by the partial replacecxeut estimators 
but that the gain is not large enough to completely offset 
the potential effect of remeasuring 100 percent of the plots 
set out at occasion 1. There is less loss in precision per 
sampling unit due to decreasing m near the optimum than at 
other replacement policies. 
The values of V(B) and E(v(s) ) for estimator 2b tends 
r 
to be consistently less than 2d; however V(e) is also 
generally smaller for estimator 2b so the estimated bias is 
not very different for the two estimators: 
Replacement policy Bias of the variance estimator for 
asdstoatus (v(8))a^ (v(â))gg (v(8))gf. 
East side {Percent) 
Complete remeasurement -8 -8 -8 
Partial replacement 1 -12 -8 -3 
Partial replacement 2 5 7 l6 
Complete replacement 8 8 
West side 
Complete remeasurement -9 -9 -9. 
Partial replacement 10 13 
Partial replacement 2 -8 -7 10 
Complete replacement 3 3 
Both 2b and 2d have substantially smaller expected 
values than 2f and are also less biased. The difference 
between estimators 2b and 2d is so slight that there is 
very little advantage to be gained in precision by using 
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Eb rataer tiaan 2d. And, in the single case of partial 
replacement 1, east-sic2,e stratum, there is actually a loss 
in precision by accepting 2b over 26. 
The total bias of v(a) runs between approximately -r7 
percent and a -7 percent. The trend, is that as m -» Q, 
the bias goes from negative to positive. The major component 
of this bias appears to be an indirect effect of the approxi­
mation V(e), because the expected value of the sample-based 
estimator, S(v(c)), is close to V(s") but not to V(9). The 
exceptions occur in the partial replacement allocations, where 
ail three estimators, 2b, 2d, and 2f, show a wide range of 
bias (i.e., less than 1 percent bias for 2b and 2d, west-
side stratum to a maxicram of approximately -32 percent for 
2b, east-side stratum). The properties of the estimators 
appears to be highly influenced by the characteristics of 
this particular population. 
The variance of the estimates of V(e) is most variable 
for simple random sampling estimator 2f, which is expected. 
The relationship of V(v(s)) for 2b and 2d is not clear. In 
the east-side stratum V(v(3) )2Q < ^ "(VCQ))^ ,^ whereas in the 
west-side stratum the reverse is true. 
Estimator 2d is much less complicated, and if hand 
calculations are used, it would be preferred to 2b. However, 
with modern computers, the mere complications of an 
estimator should not be a limiting factor. 
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4.5.1.3. Periodic mortality and tlrabex- removed The 
parameter 8 in these cases represents the periodic mortality 
In cubic feet per acre for a Y-year period and the timber 
removed in etiblc feet per acre for the period* respectively. 
Mortality tends to occur as only partial loss of plot volume^  
mile clear cutting causes timber removed to usually include 
the entire plot volume. Thus^  mortality is much less 
variable. Only the simple random sampling estimators 3a_y 3b, 
4a, and 4b are used so we have only established the properties 
of these estimators under Monte Carlo sampling i»rith different 
replacement policies. These estimators are not applicable 
under a complete replacement policy (i.e., when m = O), 
unless mortality and timber removed can be measured from 
the current sample (_e.^ ., by mortality counts and stump 
counts). 
It is known from theory that both and v( 6 )^  ^2^  
are unbiased estimators of 6 and "^ (9). Therefore, any 
estimated bias results from failure of V(8) to be close to 
r 
¥(G). In this instance the Monte Carlo sampling seems to be 
performing well as Indicated by the following tabulation 
extracted from Tables 12 and I9 in Appendix 2.: 
Replacement policy Bias of mortality Bias of timber 
^ stratum estimator removed 
East Side [Pe-oeHtl 
Complete remeasurement -1 -2 
Partial replacement 10 5 
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Partial replaeemeiat 2 0 -1 
Complete replaceraeat 
¥est side 
Complete reraeasiiireEiejat 1 1 
Partial replaceraent 1 -2 -1 
Partial replacement 2-4 3 
Complete replacement 
She V(6 ) changes proportional to ''^(96/m). It is of 
interest to examine the bias of the variance estimator of 8 
and its relationship to the replacement policies. The bias, 
CE(v(e)) - V(G)}, is given in the following tabulation: 
Replacement policy Bias of mortality Bias of timber 
gid stratum removed g(v(#}}k 
East Side (PeroeZt] 
Complete remeasiirement 1 -7 
Partial replacement 12 -3 
Partial replacement 2 -7 In­
complete replacement 
West side 
Complete remeasurement 1 -11 
Partial replacement 1 6 2 
Partial replacement 2-9 7 
Complete replacement 
A, 
For the bias, for mortality, the same 
relationship holds for both strata as m ^  0. First the bias 
increases from zero to a positive value, but as m gets close 
TO 
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to zero the "bias becomes a large negative value. Likewise, 
for timber removed as ra 0, the bias goes from a large 
negative to a large positive bias. There is no obvious 
explanation for this. 
cubic foot volume per acre %-hich occurred, over the T-year 
period (definition,Section 2.1.5.). 
Two sets of estimators are provided for the east-side 
stratum, the simple random sample estimators, 5a and 5b, 
and the linear unbiased estimators of net change plus timber 
removed, 5c and 5d. Estimators 5c and 5d are omitted from 
the ^ vest-side stratum because of their obvious limitations, 
which Tfîill be discussed shortly. The Monte Carlo statistics 
which vfill be discussed in this section are extracted from 
Tables 13 and 19 in Appendix 2. - -
The s.r.s. estimators 5a and 5b are by definition 
unbiased but 3^  west-side stratum, oartial replacement 2. 
r>:?a - -
shows a 17.5 percent bias: 
4.5.1.4. Net p^ rowth Here 9 is the net growth in 
A 
replacement policy 
and stratum 
Bias of net growth 
East side (percent) 
Complete remeasurement 0 0 
Partial replacement 1 -1 
rartial replacement 2 1 26 
Complete replacement 
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If est side 
Coiuplete remeasweaeat 0 -
Partial replacesient 1 ' -4 
Partial replaceraent 2 18 -
Complete replaoeraerxt -
The same estimator ana replacement policy for the east-side 
stratum showed no evidence of this large bias. It may "be 
speculated that this large bias is influenced by a combination 
of the small sample size and the much larger population 
variance in the -west-side stratum. 
Estimators 5c and 5^  were an attempt to take advantage 
of the efficiency of the minimum variance unbiased estimators 
A 
of net change^  2a and 2b. But yielded a large positive 
r^ c ~ 
A 
bias under partial replacements 1 and 2. And v(S)^ ,^ which 
has an unevaluated component of covariance between net change 
and timber removed, is extremely biased. 
4.5.1.5. Area possessing a particular attribute Sere 
8 represents the land area contained within the subsets called 
commercial forest, noncommercial forest, and nonforest area. 
Though only one set of estimators was tested, it would have 
been of value to have compared the efficiency of the combined 
estimator with estimated weights, 6c, and the minimum variance 
estimator, 6e; however, these estimators were not fully 
developed until the Monte Carlo trials were underway. 
Estimator 9^ _, where S is commercial forest land, is 
unbiased under all replacement policies except complete 
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i»eplaceiaent (Tables l4 anà 20 In. Appendix 2. ) : 
A 
Replapement policy Bias of @g , CPL 
East side West side 
P^ercent) 
Complete remeasurement 0 1 
Partial replacement 1 0 -1 
Partial replacement 2 0-1 
Complete replacement 6 l8 
Bias is evident in estimator 6a for both, east-side and west-
side strata. Since change cannot be estimated from 6a with 
m = Oj the estimate becomes a weighted estimate of the 
proportion at occasion 1 and the proportion at occasion 2. 
A 
The result is that Pg Is a weighted average proportion between 
occasions, rather than the estimated proportion at the 
current occasion. 
The Monte Carlo variance of the estimate, V(6)_, 
r 
generally increases to a maximum as m 0, then decreases to 
the minimum variance at m = 0, The following tabulation of 
variance Illustrates this: 
Replacement policy Monte Carlo variance (CPL) 
Bast side. West side 
Complete remeasurement 1,301 639 
Partial replacement 1 1,374 773 
Partial replacement 2 1,292 751 
Complete replacement 621 $11 
There is very little difference in the mean squared 
errors among replacement policies. Thus, there is little 
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reason, for choosing one replacement policy over another when 
estimating the area of commercial forest lancî. 
One striking result here is the large bias in the 
variance estimator. Under complete remeasurement, bias of 
VC3)6-jj is a large positive niimber. The biases, CE(v(9)) -
V(@)3, expressed relative to the Monte Carlo variances for 
both strata are 
A 
Replacement policy Relative bias of vf^ CPL 
East side West side 
[Fercent] 
Complete remeasûrement 3'^  125 
Partial replacement 1 5 78 
Partial replacement 2 -1 in­
complete replacement -5 -I6 
The same relationship exists among replacement policies for • 
both strata; the bias goes from positive to negative as m 0, 
Now compare the total bias above li-ri-th the difference 
C'V(g) - V(8 )} expressed as a percentage of V(6 ) : 
Replacement policy Difference Cv(8 %b" ] 
East side West side 
(percent) 
Complete remeasurement -2 1 
Partial replacement 1 -I8 -11 
Partial replacement 2 -14 0 
Complete replacement -I5 -19 
?or large m, the major component of the total bias is 
{E(v(i"))- but as m 0 the total bias is influenced 
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primarily by {"V(s) - Tïiis leads to a conclusion that 
the duplicate use of Information In the form of variances 
and covariances in the estimator ~ ® causing the 
bias, and that 6b is a poor estimator to use when m Is 
large. As [S(v(8)) - V(8)} decreases, the variance of y(8) 
also decreases. Observe the following variances of v(9), 
where 9 is still CFL: 
Replacement policy Variance of v(9 )g..^  ^ GPL 
Bast side West side 
Complete remeasurement 44,827 16,656 
.Partial replacement 1 43,727 16,744 
Partial replacement 2 38,885 5,369 
Complete replacement 507 319 
The implication is that an estimator that is not a 
direct function of change (c), as it is computed in the 
development of 6a, will perform better. There is no 
Question that variance estimator 6b performs best (minimum 
mean squared error) under complete replacement. 
Although no Monte Carlo sampling was performed on 
estimators 6e and 6f (the minimum variance estimators), 
these estimators should perform better than 6a and 6b. 
This supposition is indirectly supported by the results of 
the estimation of area change in the next section (estimators 
7g and 7h). 
The same estimators are used to estimate the parameters 
associated with, noncommercial forest and nonforest as were 
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used for oomierolal forest^  and the conclusions and Impli­
cations also hold quite well for this section. However» 
here additional evidence is gained about the influence of 
change in the proportion, 8, because a greater range in 
proportions are encountered (Tables 15, 16, 21 and 22,  
Appendix 2.). 
As the proportion of total area contained within non­
commercial and nonforest classes decreases, the relative 
a a. 
bias of 8 increases. When the proportion, g, is small, a 
decrease of only a few observations contained vrithln the 
class can make a large influence on the estimate of the bias. 
The estimated relative bias of 8 for both land classes is: 
Replacement policy Bias of 
and stratum 
NOP MP 
(Percent) 
? = .2990 P = .1199 
East side 
Complete remeasurement 0 0 
P a r t i a l  r e p l a c e m e n t  1 0 - 6  
P a r t i a l  r e p l a c e m e n t  2  0 - 7  
Complete replacement -7 -I6 
West side P = .4121 P = .1523 
Complete remeasurement -1 1 
Partial replacement 10 0 
Partial replacement 2 1 -5 
Complete replacement -24 -5 
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Recall that for estimating oonmer-olal forest under complete 
replacement estimator ^  had a large positive bias. Also 
notice, that the same estimator and replacement policy for 
noncommercial and nonforest land possesses a large negative 
bias. This is entirely consistent with the reason given 
above for the bias. There is a decrease in area of commercial 
forest, over the period, and since the estimator acts as a 
weighted average, this indicates that noncommercial and non-
forest increases over the period. (Siis is also sub­
stantiated in Table 3.) 
4.5.1.6. Area change possessing a particular attribute 
The parameter g in this case represents the area change in 
one of the three land classes discussed in the previous 
section. The main effort to evaluate the properties of 
estimators will be based on estimating the commercial forest 
parameters. 
Recall that four estimators of 8 were presented in 
Section 2.2.3. All four will be used to estimate commercial 
forest in the east-side stratum and three on the west-side 
stratum. The reason for this reduction in estimation was 
that after observing east-side results, it was possible to 
remove certain estimators because of programing difficulties, 
etc. The classes of noncommercial and nonforest were 
estimated with only a single set of estimators, namely those 
which are presented by Frayer and Furnival (1967). 
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The Monte Carlo statistics in the following; olscussions 
have been extracted from. Tables l4 and 20 for change in 
oozmerclal forest area, and Tables 15, l6, 21, and 22 for 
noncommercial and nonforest land area. In the following 
/.A. 
tabulations all estimators of e and Y(6) are Identical under 
complete remeasurement (i.e., the formulae all reduce to 
the same expression). Also, the difference estimator, 
estimated from m plots, 7a, and the best combined weighted 
estimator ivith (c), estimated from m plots. Te, are not 
applicable when m = 0, since they are dependent upon the 
sample m being greater than zero. Also, when m = 0, the 
difference estimator, estimated with and Kg plots, 7c, 
and the-minimum variance unbiased estimator, 7g, reduce to 
identical expressions. (The missing information for 
estimator Jf is a result of a computer program error. The 
covariance expression for this estimator is a very compli­
cated one, and although many test runs were completed, the 
failure never appeared until the production run. Also, since 
7e Is not the most efficient estimator of 8, and due to 
practical limitations in applying this estimator, it was not 
rerun for the west-side stratum.) 
All the estimators of 8, commercial forest land area 
change, are unbiased for both east-side and west-side 
A 
conditions. The estimates of relative bias of 8 for these 
estimators are: 
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Replapement policy Monte Carlo bias for 
and^ tsats  ^^ ^  ^
(Percent) 
Bast side 
Complete remeasurem,ent 2 2 2 2 
Partial replacement 1 -2 -5 -2 0 
Partial replacement 2-2 6 5 6 
Comp-Lete replacement ———— ———— ———— 
west side 
Complete remeasurement 0 0 0 
Partial replacement 1 -2 -2 -1 
Partial replacement 2 -4 -2 1 
Complete replacement 0 0 
Estimators 7c and 7S give quite different results for 
the east side and west side. In the east-side stratum, it 
appears that both estimators are biased^  whereas they appear 
to be unbiased under west-side conditions. This may, however, 
be explained by the fact that 8 is a much smaller proportion 
of the total area in the east side, thus shifting a few 
plots between classes make a substantial difference in the 
estimate. This in turn results in more variation in g 
which requires a larger- number- of samples to estimate the 
A 
true bias well, Mote the difference In the C.V. of 9 
between the two conditions; 
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Replaoement policy 
and stratim 
Coefficient of variation 
Ta 
/V 
e Jo £Te 
(Percent) 
t Is 
East Side 
Complete remeasurement 39 39 39 39 
Partial replacement 1 51 76 53 51 
Partial replacement 2 57 103 6o 61 
Complete replacement 88 88 
side 
Comple te remeasurement 18 18 18 
Partial replacement 1 21 22 20 
Partial replacement 2 36 27 — — 26 
Complete replacement 36 36 
Hence,the estimated bias may be due to a failure to take 
A A 
enough Monte Carlo samples'to get that ^  = E(3). 
Assuming that the above conclusion is correct, that all 
four estimators of a are unbiased,look then at the Monte 
a 
Carlo variances, V(9), These variances of four estimators 
applied to both strata are: 
Replacement policy Monte Carlo variance 
and stratum 
J(0)ja ;(s), 
side 
Complete remeasurement 312 312 312 312 
Partial replacement 1 566 1^ 360 607 543 
Partial replacement 2 717 1,972 703 691 
Complete replacement — 2,090 — — — —  2,090 
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Idlest slàe 
Complete reraeasurement 4l4 4l4 4l4 
Partial replaoement 1 632 665 —•— 575 
Partial, replacement 2 1,826 1,031 91? 
Complete replacement 1>750 1^ 750 
It is evident that estimator 7s has the smallest S^ onte 
Carlo variance for all replacem.ent policies. Considering 
that this estimator was developed under the restrictions of 
minimum variance and unbiasedness, this is to be expected. 
a 
The extent of gain in precision (reduction of V(®)) of 7g 
r 
over 7a.) is not large for the east-side stratum; however, it 
is quite substantial for small values of m in the west-side 
stratum (i.e., 1,836 as compared nfith 917 for partial 
replacement 2, west-side stratum). Also, note that estimator 
-a. _ 
7c and Je can have a smaller variance, V(8), than 7a. it 
r 
appears to depend somewhat on the population characteristics 
(e_,^ ., estimator 7e partial replacement 2, east side and 
estimator Jc partial replacement 2, west side). Note also 
that estimators 7a and Je are not applicable when m = 0. 
The Monte Carlo estimated bias, g(v(8)), for the 
variance estimates seems to respond quite differently for 
a 
different estimators of the variance of 3. The values of 
5.(^ (s))/[j(®)[ foz" three es timators are : 
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Replacement polloy 
and stratum 
East side 
Complete remeasurement 
Partial replacement 1 
Partial replacement 2 
Complete replacement 
west side 
Complete remeasurement 
Partial replacement 1 
Partial replacement 2 
Comolete reo la cement 
Monte Carlo "bias for v( 8) 
(7(6))^  ^ (v(S))ra (v(&))Y% 
(Percent) 
5 
32 
11 
-6 
-9 
-1 
-4 
-6 
13 
11 
-4 
4 
-1 
-2 
7 
13 
11 
-4 
-7 
il 
Estimators 7d and Yh perform about the same. Both have 
less bias than 7b. The bias generally goes from negative to 
A 
positive as m 0. The estimated bias in- estimators of v(3) 
seems in almost all cases to be attributable to the deviation 
IV(3) - Y(S)}. This implies that either V(6 ) deviates from 
V(c) or that V(9) deviates from ) or both. Since it is 
known that some difference bet?;een V(8) and V(D) can be. 
expected and the bias is not consistent for both strata, 
it may be concluded that the Monte Carlo estimate of bias 
is not significant but is only a chance result. 
As a final criterion for determining the efficiency of 
v(c), observe the following values of V(v(S)): 
1# 
Replaoargent polloy Monte Carlo variance of vfo) 
g(v(^))7b gWfllia 
(M units X 10^ ) 
Sast side 
Complete remeaswement 13 13 13 
Partial replacement 1 t8 i6 83 
Partial replacement 2 259 l4 231 
Complete replacement 7 7 
Ifest side 
Complete remeasurement 3 3 3 
Partial replacement 1 8 5 8 
Partial replacement 2 16O 3 28 
Complete replacement 13 13 
The Monte Carlo variance of the sample-based estimators 
of variance of G is smallest for estimator Jd. Recall from 
previous discussion that 7d had smaller bias than 7b, and 
approximately equal bias to 7h. It therefore has the minimum 
mean squared error, and is concluded to be the most 
efficient estimator of Y(s). 
Only one set of estimators was used to estimate change 
in noncommercial and nonforest land area. This set was 
composed of estimators 7a and 7b, the s.r.s. estimators from 
matched plots. The Monte Carlo statistics for these.two 
estimators are referenced in Tables 15, I6, 21, and 22 in 
Appendix 2. 
The range of the proportional change in noncommercial 
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forest anà rionforest lanà is extreme (i.e.^  nonforest change 
vrest side is 5 acres, nonooimercial forest change west side 
is 111 acres). Yet, as was the case with cozimereial forest, 
estimator T& is relatively unbiased. 
The C.V. of S increases as 8 _» 0, the total bias of 
v(6), S(v(6)), increases as 8 -• 0, and. the C.V. of v(0} 
increases as 9-^ 0. Otherwisethe conclusions and impli­
cations mentioned about estimators of the proportion of 
commercial forest land hold for noncommercial and nonforest 
land. 
4.5.2. Estimators for subclasses 
4.5.2.1. General Tables 23 through 50 display the 
population values for entire strata and various breakdo^ rns 
of these strata. In addition, the tables contain the Monte 
Carlo statistics for the same subclasses. One difference 
to be noted is that the Monte Carlo statistics are based on 
only 200 repeated samples, thus the estimates of population 
values will not be quite the same as those based upon 300 
repetitions in Section 4,5.1. 
It lifill be beneficial to understand the three footnotes 
which accompany the tables before attempting to interpret 
the results. These are as follows: 
%Fo plots were selected on which this particular 
variable had an observed value other than zero. For some 
of the population table subclasses only a few non-zero 
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observations vere containeci in the whole population, âs a 
result, even with 200 repeated, samples, it freq^ uently happened 
that no positive observations were in the sample selected. 
_ A 
in such cases  ^becomes zero, the Monte Carlo variance 
statistics cannot be computed, and the subclass is footnoted 
for the missing information. 
"^ Variance of the subclass means cannot be estimated 
with m = 0. The variance formulae for subclass means of 
all change estimates requires m > 0, in order to partition 
the total change component into cells. Under a complete 
replacement policy, it becomes impossible to express the 
parametric variance for subclasses even though a value can 
be computed for the total change estimate. 
void cell exists in the population for this particul.s.r-
variable of interest. The population subclasses to be evalu­
ated were selected for' their forest management implications for 
both east-side ana west-side condition for a range of variables 
of interest. Therefore, it is to be expected that some 
void cells will exist for some of these categories. Actually, 
since the east-side and west-side conditions are so 
different, it was quite difficult to find cells which were 
not void in either one or the other of the two populations. 
Void cells, of course, provide no information for the 
analysis of estimators. 
Certain general comments can be made about the Monte 
14T 
Carlo results re&arAless ot the variable or strata. Cell 
estimates are formed from the product of a ratio estimate 
and the table total estimate. Therefore, if the estimator 
for the entire stratum is inefficiently estimated (i.e., 
highly bias, large variance) then the cell will also tend 
to be Inefficiently estimated. 
Ratio estimates are suspect, particularly when the 
number of positive observations entering the ceil is small. 
Under such situations, large bias may result from the ratio, 
thus contaminating the cell estimate with bias even though 
the total estimate for the table might be relatively precise. 
The estimators used by Forest Survey to compute cell 
means and variances produces estimates which are not easily 
interpreted, hence the Monte Carlo statistics and properties 
produced from these estimates may be misleading, 
For example, the mean growing stock volume per acre for 
Douglas-fir, stand-size class 2, Table 24, is computed as the 
volume per acre over the entire population. It is not the 
mean volume for just Douglas-fir, stand-size class 2 (i.e., 
DF2). Many zeros enter in the cell estimate for these plots 
not possessing the characteristic DF2, thus the estimate is 
much more variable. Actually the coefficient of variation 
becom.es approximately equal to that for the entire population. 
In contrast, if estimates were made for just the substrata, 
DF2, there would be a tendency to post-stratify by type such 
1,43 
that the variation, within, type vrouXci be less variable than 
among types. The underlying question of this estimation 
procedure centers on the basic definition of the population. 
The Inventory was designed to sample all land classes within 
the population and not just the DF2 elements. Thus, the 
estimation procedure must be consistent with the design for 
which it was accepted; and thus inference must be made ^ rith 
the entire stratum in mind. 
The third comment and perhaps the most important 
concerns the theory for estimating cell variances. The 
theory as presented in "The Northeastern Forest-Inventory 
Data-Processing System" provides for the partitioning of an 
indepenedent estimate of the stratum mean into subclass 
means (peters and Wilson, 196T). The theory as presented 
there is correct for this assumption, yet in practice the 
estimate of the table mean is not usually independent 
of the matrix of ratios used for partitioning. In fact, . 
the sample used to form the matrix of ratios is usually a 
subset of observations from the entire sample which is 
used to compute the accepted table mean (refer to the 
discussion in Section 2.3.2.), Thus, when computing the 
variance of the Ijth subclass estimate, it must contain a 
term. Gov ' 
In the analysis which follows, the covariance does not 
influence the complete remeasurement or complete r^ lacement 
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policy estimates, but it cioes influence the partial replace­
ment estimates that are baseci on more than Just the matched 
plots for estimating: the variable of Interest. In those 
cases where the covariance has some influence,it will be 
noted. Howeverj it was not included in the variance expres­
sion because the correct expression of this covariance 
changes for each variable of interest and eash estimator used. 
To account for this covariance in the general data processing 
system, a new subroutine would be required to compute a 
separate covariance for each estimator and situation. 
At first glance it is apparent that the Monte Carlo 
statistics in these tables are extremely erratic. The bias 
estimates for cells are large in both positive and negative 
directions. And there is very little continuity from, one 
replacement policy to the next. 
A certain amount of this was expected vxith a frequency 
of repeated samples of only 200, but compare the values of 
the Monte Carlo statistics In Tables 10-22, computed with 
r = 300, vrith the comparable statistics for table totals in 
Tables 23 to 50. It is evident that r = 300 provides much 
more stable estimates than r = 200. It is not difficult to 
realize why the Monte Carlo statistics for breakdowns of 
these table totals are even more erratic. It is because the 
number of positive plot observations entering subclasses will 
generally be small and highly variable thus requiring a large 
number of repeated samples before E(E) = E(3). 
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Frequently when an estimator appears to respond, better 
under one replacement policy than another^  but the properties 
of neither estimator is satisfactory, the comparison will be 
deleted. ?or example, if an estimator has 60-percent bias 
under complete replacement and 70-percent bias under partial 
replacement, the conclusion is simply that both are biased. 
_ a 
xt should be realized that the estimate of 6^ .^ and 
might well lie within or just outside the 
confidence interval with stated high probability, even though 
there is a large estimated bias. Thus, the estimated bias is 
A Ù in many cases a result of variation of g..'s around 6.. 
rather than true bias. For example, select a cell without 
apparent concern for its bias. Choose Table 23, growing 
stock volume estimators la and lb, the first cell, DF2: 
lii & 
77.15 123.59 .50 247.43 
Then under the assumption that y^ ^^  ^is normally distributed 
«a=.05 = £«13 ' S 
or 3_. can be expected to lie within 92.13 and 155.05, 95 
percent of the time, which is a fairly sizable interval. 
For the particular cell chosen the true parameter, 
g.. . — 7Y.15, is outside the confidence interval. Thus> the 
—J 
conclusion is that 6_. ^  is biased irfith the assurance that the 
conclusion will be at 95-percent confidence level. îîie 
A. 
actual magnitude of the bias is not known, xf 5.  .  had a 
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much smaller confldeace interval, it would be possible to 
assess J, with some assurance^ , the magnitude of Its bias. 
In contrastj, growing stock volume estimators Ic and Id, 
the first cell, DF2j, has in Table 24: 
lii & 
77.15 67.88 -.12 80.82 
The difference between 8. . and 8 - - appears to be a substantial 2-J IJ 
difference. However, when subjecting the statistics to a 
test of significance, the difference is not concluded to be 
a true difference: 
0I^ =.05 = - ^ 5.87} 
Thus, what appears to be a large difference, 
may not be simply Monte Carlo variation. 
The justification for taking only 200 repeated samples 
was discussed previously. It should not be too discouraging 
to find that many of the answers are masked in the variation 
from an r smaller than desired. This work is in a sense 
exploratory and will provide much information on subclass 
estimation for the particular populations of interest and 
will provide a basis for focusing future studies of subclass 
estimation on specific aspects. 
4.5.2.2. Growing stock volume It has been said that 
one of the advantages of sampling D-fith partial replacement 
over complete remeasurement when estimating the current 
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total or mean is the Introciuctiorx of a nmt sample of the 
population at each succeeding occasion (i.e., this provides 
Insurance against being perpetually stuck with a nonrepre-
sentatlve sample) (Ware and Cunla, 1962). An implication 
of this advantage is that gain In precision for the total 
estimate will result in Improving the subclass estimates. 
Eoivever, this advantage may not carry over to subclass 
estimates directly. 
As was stated earlier, the variance estimate for a table 
cell is made up of a variance component from the subset of 
observations used to form the ratio, a component of variance 
from the estimate of the table total, and the covarlance. 
The influence of the variance of the table total and the co-
variances may play an important part or contribute nothing to 
the estimation of the variance of cell parameters. Actually, 
the contribution from the variance of the table total 
is extremely small for those cells with a small pro-
pro tlon of positive observations. But as this propor­
tion approaches 1, the variance of the ratio estimate 
approaches zero and the major component of the subclass 
variance is contributed by the variance for the table 
total- This is not in evidence in any of the included 
tables, but was observed when computing the variance 
approximations for the partial replacement policies. 
This means that the selection of the subset to be used 
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as a criteria for partitioning the stratum, estimate is 
very important for the majority of the cells. The size 
of this subset is the critical factor since the variance 
of cells with small positive samples is inversely propor­
tional to the sample size, 
tfihatj, then, can be said, about the Monte Carlo statistics 
of growing stock volume which appear in Tables 23-25^ . 30-32^ . 
37-39> and 44-46, Appendix 2? 
First of all, the subset of observations used to 
partition the table total estimate into cell estimates was 
the entire sample at the current occasion, Recall these 
sample sizes of 
Replacement policy East side West side 
Complete remeasurement 96 100 
Partial replacement 79 78 
Complete replacement 104 100 
A 
The Monte Carlo estimates of '^s seem extremely biased 
for all replacement policies and both strata. The bias is 
sometimes positive and sometimes negative, as evidenced in 
the following tabulation of estimated bias for Just thos^  ^
tables using format A: -a--00 a 
-D-Lcio Oi C-? 4 
Population subclass Complete Partial Complete 
and stratum remeasurement replacement replacement 
East side 
DP stand size 2 60 -12 4 
P stand size 3 57 67 -23 
TP stand size 1 o37 —— ——— 
ItC stand size 
CFL all stand sizes 
Total 
West side 
DP stand sise 2 
P stand size 3 
TP stand size 1 
LC stand size 4 
CFL all stand sizes 
Total 
It was implied earlier that the bias decreases as the 
number of positive observations increases per cell. This is 
a rather interesting phenomena because by definition, n' is 
constant for all subclasses and is equal to the n for estima­
ting (y )(refer to Section 2.3.2). But although the sample 
is the same size for estimating both y^  ^and y , the defini­
tion of is different and the zero observations entering a 
cell provide no information about the population for these 
subclasses, 
a 
The coefficients of variation of the estimates, 
are approximately equal for each stratum and replacement 
policy. This is one of the peculiarities of the estimation 
procedure; this results from the addition of the zero observa­
tions in each cell, A casual observation of interest is that 
2. 
the C.V. of 8.. is inversely proportional to Nê. This is not 
^ J ^ 
unusual for those replacement policies in which the current 
estimate is not a function of a ratio and separate estimate; 
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-59 -43 -52 
- I  -  1  2  
230 240 -93 
8 12 68 
Û 
18 -40 -48 
- 1 - 5 0 
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"but tke partial replacement C.V»*s all Increase with decreases 
In Ng, at a slightly greater rate. This verities the 
influence of the extra component of variation in the partial 
replacement estimate. 
The Monte Carlo estimates of T(8 .) are formed with all 
/V 
zero estimates included. In contrast, the S(v(S .)) is 
 ^ XJ 
the mean of Just the positive estimates of variance. Looking 
at all the tables and cells, E(v(o. )) is many times greater 
.A . 
than }. This relationship holds for all cells except AT IL J 
the table total. Thus, at the point that the ratio becomes 
1 and V(R^ j) = 0, the two estimates become reasonably close. 
A. 
For small cells (i.e., few positive observations) the v(S .) 
 ^J 
A 
has a large positive bias. As -* 1, the bias decreases. 
It does not seem necessary to tabulate all of the values from 
all tables. Therefore, this point is illustrated by 
arbitrarily selecting values of .) and E(v(e_-_-)) from 
-L J X 
just Table 23, east-side stratum: 
Population subclasses ;(v(6)). 
DP stand size 2 247 3,443 
P stand Size 3 785 5,775 
TP stand size 1 1 65 
LC stand size 4 3 212 
CFL all stand sizes 
Total 26,715 24,014 
This general relationship is the same for all tables of 
grooving stock statistics. 
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The large positive bias in. many cases can be attributed 
to . the saniple-baseci estimators ' failure to estimate the 
true variance approximation over repeated, trialsHowever, 
the bias of the approximation is also quite erratic and its 
influences aj?e not concrete. 
It should be noted that the complete replacement policy 
performs the best of all three policies, but, of course, this 
is expected since it has the largest sample size at occasion 
2. The main disadvantages of this replacement policy is that 
it restricts the estimates of change which can be made. 
•^5-2.3- Net change It is known from previous publica­
tions (i.e., Ware and Cunia, 1962) that the most efficient re­
placement policy for estimating total net change without regard 
to costs is complete remeasurement. This is a fact which is 
also supported in the analysis of estimators for stratum 
totals. Tables 11 and l8. Appendix 2. 
Another fact which will have some bearing on the 
response of cell estimation under different replacement 
policies is that net change is basically a function of an 
estimated growing stock volume at occasion 2 minus the 
estimated growing stock volume at occasion 1. Therefore, 
the implications of estimating table subclasses for net 
change will be directly influenced by the statistical 
properties of the estimators of the growing stock volume at 
both end points of the period. 
The cell estimates of net change are highly biased also. 
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In cells with small positive frequencies, the estimated bias 
ranged up to 10 or 15 times the true value in either a 
positive or negative direction. The estimated bias of 8.. 
X J 
decreases as the number of positive observations per cell 
increases but it is still extremely large (i.e., IQQ to 200 
percent). The bias noticeably decreases as m increases, but 
the improvement is not great compared to the total bias. 
The bias of the variance estimate of net change is 
also large. The total bias in almost all cases is positive 
indicating an over-estimate of subclass cell variance. The 
major component of the total bias is not consistently 
apparent. In many cases the bias appears to come from 
E(V(3^ _.)) - V(8 ), yet in other cases it appears to be 
— J  ^J 
caused by V(8^ )^ - V(8^ )^. 
Other properties of interest are the coefficients of 
variation of net change and the variance of the estimate of 
net change. The C.V. of generally increases as m - 0, 
but the relationship is not proportional, i.e.: 
A 
Number of matched olots C.V. of S.. 
East side West side East side West side 
Complete remeasûrement 95 100 68 22 
Partial remeasurement 33 78 103 24 
Complete replacement 0 0 106 58 
, A 
The C.V. of v(6^ )^ responds In a manner simijiar to the 
A 
C.V. of 9^ - . but is more variable. 
Note the limitation of complete replacement; partitioning 
of the total net change is not possible vith this estimator 
if m. = 0. This is, of course, because the matched, plots are 
the only subset of observations which possess a value of net 
change plot by plot,, and it is the plot characteristics 
which are used to partition the total net change estimate 
into cells. 
4.5.2.4. Mortality and timber removed The initial 
point to consider is that by estimating the mortality and 
timber removed from Just the matched plots, it is impossible 
to estimate cell parameters under a complete replacement 
policy. Also, the precision of the estimate decreases as 
m 0. In an indirect way this is saying that the best 
estimate of 8. . with this estimator is made with the replace-
X J 
ment policy in which m is largest. That is not to say more 
efficient estimators do not exist which will respond differ­
ently under different replacement policies. But with 
estimators (3a) and (4a), which are functions of only m, the 
above statement is true. 
It should not be surprising, considering the above 
A 
discussion, that in almost every case the bias of . is 
smaller under complete remeasurement than partial replace­
ment. This does not say the bias Is small. In fact, the 
earlier comments of the ratio estimate being quite biased is 
still supported here (i.e., estimates of cell bias range from 
± l6 percent to a maximum of ± 800 percent), 
The bias of the variance estimator is also extremely 
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erratic. The total bias estimate is again positive ana, it 
obviously results from the approximation of the variance of 
the ratio estimate. 
4.5.2.5. N^ et g^ rowth Very little can be added to the 
previous discussion about the estimation of net growth by 
subclasses. The estimator 6 is again highly biased. 
Though perhaps it is not biased to the same magnitude as 
some of the other variables, net growth is much less variable 
also. The west-side conditions have a most surprisingly high 
C.V. of 8... This is probably due to the high proportion of i J 
plots with zero net growth. This is caused by administra­
tive change, along with the high potential for growth In the 
coast types. 
4.6. Summary 
The results and conclusions summarized here are, of 
course, conditional upon the populations used. If another 
population with different parameters had been used, the Monte 
Carlo results could indicate different properties. Thus, 
the reader is cautioned about accepting these results as 
general facts without having some insight Into the effect 
of changing population parameters on the properties of 
specific estimators, and without having some knowledge of 
the populations used in this study. Recall, however that 
there are two populations with drastically different 
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oharacteristios presented here, so a range of aon.cîitions is 
covered» 
The properties and implications will be summarized on 
just the best estimators for each variable- of interest. The 
summary is in two sections; one for the estimators of the 
whole stratum, and one for the estimators of population 
subclass parameters. 
The best set of estimators for estimating the mean 
growing stock volume and its variance is the combined weighted 
estimator with estimated weights, Ic and Id. Estimator Ic 
has the following properties : 
(l) This estimator reduces to the s.r.s. estimator 
under complete remeasurement and complete replacement. 
'(2) It is unbiased (maximum Monte Carlo bias was -4 
percent for partial replacement 1, west-side stratum which 
is explainable as variation of the Monte Carlo bias around 
the expected bias. 
(3) Estimator Ic has significantly smaller Monte Carlo 
variance than le (s.r.s. estimator) under both partial 
replacement policies. 
(4) It performs well for both east-side and west-side 
strata. : 
The variance estimators all underestimate the true 
variance of the estimated mean growing stock volume. 
However, estimator Id, the estimated variance of the 
I6l 
combined weighted estimate ot mean growing s took volume with 
estimated weights, performs the best of the set of estimators 
considered here. This estimator, has the following 
properties : 
(1) It has a large negative bias (up to 30 percent for 
the west-side stratum). 
(2) Estimator Id is slightly less biased than estimator 
lb, the estimated variance of the combined weighted estimate 
of mean growing stock volume with parametric weights. 
(3) The major component of total difference results 
from" the fact that Y(e) (which v(8)^  ^estimates well) is 
a poor approximation of the true variance of S. 
(4) Estimator Id is slightly more variable than lb 
but less variable than If, the s.r.s. estimator of variance. 
The reason lb is not as variable as Id is that Id has an 
added component of variation not contained in estimator lb. 
Estimators of net change possess many of the same 
properties as the growing stock volume estimators. There are 
two estimators: (2a, the minimum variance unbiased estimator 
and 2c, the combined weighted estimator) which perform 
equally well for the populations of the Pacific Northwest. 
The properties of these two estimators are: 
(l) Both reduce to the s.r.s. estimator under complete 
replacement and complete remeasurement, They are equal when 
2 2 
Ui = ^ 2 and 
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(2) The Monte Carlo bias is small for both estimators 
in. both strata except for the replaoem.ent policies with small 
ra. (matched plots) in the east-si(ie stratum. 
(3)  Both 2a and 2c have approximately equal Monte Carlo 
variances equal to or less than the s.r.s. estimate for all 
replacement policies, 
(4) The minimum variance replacement policy for these 
two estimators is complete remeasûrement. 
The estimators 2b and 2d, which estimate the variance of 
the estimated net change, appear to perform equally well. 
(1)  Estimators 2b, 2d, and 2f all have approximately 
equal Monte Carlo biases. They are all theoretically 
unbiased under certain restrictive assumptions, however, 
the Monte Carlo bias observed was between + 8 percent, 
indicating the extent of random variation in the estimate 
of V{%) for net change. 
(2)  Both estimators 2b and 2d have smaller Monte Carlo 
variance than 2f, with the variance of 2b being less than 2d 
for the east-side stratum and the reverse true for the 
west-side stratum. Realizing that 2b is theoretically a 
minimum variance estimator, one would expect it to perform 
better than 2d under different population characteristics, 
perhaps as p -* 1. 
The properties of estimators 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b are 
known from the theory of simple random sampling. However, 
some properties which are apparent under different 
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jr6plao@m.eAt policies in these specific populations are: 
(1) Estimators 3a, 4a, 3b* and 4b are not applicable 
under complete replacement. 
(2) The estimated bias of 3a and 4a is small. This 
is likely caused by random variation around a zero expected 
bias. 
(3) As m -* 0 the estimated bias of 8 increases (i.e., 
presumably more repeated samples are required to detect true 
bias). 
(4) A good illustration of the size of estimated Monte 
Carlo bias resulting from sampling error in the estimated 
expected value can be viewed in v(8)^^ 2^^. Here the B(v(d)) 
ranges from -11 to +14 percent for an estimator which is 
theoretically unbiased. 
Estimators of net growth per acre and the variance of 
net growth per acre, 5a and 5b, the s.r.s. estimators, perform 
best. ®ie second set, 5c and 5d, are extremely biased. 
Estimator 5a is indicated to be unbiased over all 
replacement policies except where m approaches zero. In 
this.case, as m -» 0 the variance of 0 gets large, thus 
the large estimated bias is likely to be a result of 
increased estimator variation. 
Since only one estimator of the proportion of area 
within a class was evaluated, there is no comparison among 
alternative estimators. Thus, the properties of the 
estimators 6a and 6b are: 
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(1) It Is unbiased for all replaaeraent policies except 
complete replacement, where it becomes a biased estimator 
that actually estimates the mean proportion between occasions 
(refer to discussion in Section 2.2^ 2.1^ ), 
(2) The Monte Carlo variance of t is smallest for 
complete replacement, even though it is a biased estimator 
under this policy. Among replacement policies, mean squared 
errors are approximately equal. 
(3) The variance estimator 6b is highly biased under 
complete remeasurement. The cause of the bias is the dupli­
cate use of information. The major component of this bias 
is the difference between the expected value of the variance 
estimator and the parametric variance approximation for 
complete remeasurement, but as m — 0, the bias incurred is 
attributed to the difference between V(8) and Y(3), 
(4) The Monte Carlo variance of is smallest for 
complete replacement. The fact that the period is small 
between occasions undoubtedly has an advantageous effect on 
this small variance. If the period was longer, complete 
replacement would be expected to have a larger bias, and 
might not perform as well. 
(5) As the proportion of total area contained within a 
class decreases, the estimated bias of 8 and v(S) increase. 
This may, however, be caused by variation in v(6) and its 
deviations from V(8). 
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Only two estimators of the change in the proportion of 
area contained within a class will be discussed. This is 
"because Ta, the difference estimator from, m. plots, and Ts» 
the minimum variance unbiased estimator^  had decidedly better 
properties than the others. Under the special cases of 
complete remeasurement and complete replacement all the 
estimators reduce to common expressions, with the exception 
that Ta and T© cannot be estimated if m = O. 
Kie properties of Ta and Ts as indicated by the Monte 
Carlo trials are: 
(1) Both Ja. and Ts are unbiased within the tolerance of 
sampling error (in Monte Carlo sampling) around a zero 
expected value. 
(2) Kie Monte Carlo variance of Tg was consistently 
equal to or less than the Monte Carlo variances for all 
other estimators and for all replacement policies and strata, 
"With Ta having the next smallest Monte Carlo variance. 
This was expected since it is the minimum variance unbiased 
estimator. 
(3) Estimator Jc, the difference estimator from m 
plots, performed well for the west-side stratum, but was the 
poorest (large mean squared error) in the east-side stratum. 
Estimator Th, the variance estimator for the minimum 
variance unbiased estimator, was superior in almost every 
respect to the other estimators. Its properties can be 
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summarized as; -• 
(1) It is least "biased^  with the estimated "bias being 
within the tolerance limits of the standard error. 
(2) It had a larger estimated variance than 7<i> the 
difference estimator from and Kg plots, "but smaller than 
for 7b, the difference estimator from m plots, for almost 
all replacement policies for both strata. 
In summarizing the Monte Carlo trials for subclass 
estimation, it appears best to point out only highlights 
generally observed for all variables. A discussion of 
individual variables and replacement policies would be highly 
speculative, since in most cases the estimated properties 
are masked by large Monte Carlo variation of the estimates. 
This is not to say that the work in this section is not 
worthy of discussion with only 200 repetitions. It is 
saying that the decision to increase the cost by taking 
more repeated samples was not practical at this time. 
Ideally one would now use the results of this study to focus 
on those estimators, variables, and cells requiring closer 
evaluation, and then increase the number of repetitions and 
study this segment in detail. There may be better procedures 
for subclass estimation than the one now being used, so it 
could be a waste of funds to take a very large number of 
repetitions now, without first getting some general evaluation 
of the properties of this ratio estimator. In this sense. 
16T 
this part of the Honte Carlo trials is mainly exploratory. 
The note(i properties of the estimators for subclass 
parameters are: 
(1) The estimates of bias are large for all ceils, 
replacement policies^  and strata. The bias is inversely 
proportional to the number of positive observations entering 
the cell, which leads one to believe that the bias is prob­
ably influenced considerably by the random variation among 
estimates. 
(2) The variance estimators, v("^ ), consistently over­
estimate the true variance of g. This is not the anticipated 
result, and at this point no explanation is evident. The 
estimation procedure used in the Monte Carlo simulation is 
correct as evidenced by the consistent results in the 
estimation of the table totals. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY 
lu this research there were two maia objectives: 
(1) to formalize a technique for optimizing forest 
sampling: designs for estimating more than one 
Vctrlable of interest; and 
(2) to obtain direct evidence of how sampling with 
partial replacement performs when applied to 
actual forest populations. 
Forest inventory agencies have been aware of the diffi­
culty of calculating a replacement policy required to meet 
the precision requirements on a set of two or more items of 
Interest, but the problem had not been adapted to any 
formal mathematical techniques. What is usually done is to 
take that size which seems appropriate for the most restric­
tive precision condition. This, however, is not generally 
the optimum solution for all items. The problem of deter­
mining optimum replacement policy for sampling on successive 
occasions has been viewed as a system of nonlinear variance 
restrictions and a single nonlinear cost function to be 
minimized, 
In searching for a mathematical technique for determining 
this optimum,it is evident that convex programing has good 
possibilities, and there are a number of computer programs 
for handling such problems C_e,^ ., Fiacco and McCormicIc, 1964). 
Once this was selected as the best approach to optimization 
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for our purposes J, it was necessary to formalize the problem 
exactly. This entailed deriving an objective function (cost 
function) that expresses the total inventory cost as a 
function of the numbers of different kinds of sampling units, 
i^ e^ j permanent, temporary. Also, to satisfy precision 
requirements on a number of items, one must have variance 
functions for each item that express precision as a function 
of the number of sampling units. 
For some of the existing estimators of means and totals 
currently in use, more than one variance estimator existed 
ifith inadequate evidence for choosing among them. Also, in 
a few cases (i.e., net growth, area, area change) there were 
limitations to the existing estimators. Hence, it was 
desirable to attempt to derive estimators with better 
statistical properties. 
For some sampling properties there are no exact 
theoretical results and no numerical analysis has been done 
to answer such questions as: 
(1) How do various assumptions about models, sample 
sizes for approximations, etc., influence the 
efficiency and sampling properties in forest 
populations ? 
(2) How do the statistical properties of existing 
estimators compare at the optimum replacement 
policy and with changing replacement policies? 
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The statistical properties cannot always be assessed by 
theoretical means because many estimators are developed 
under assumptions which may or may not be met in practice, 
and also because frequently there are not exact expressions 
available for bias or variance. Therefore, in this study 
we attempt to evaluate the properties of population and 
subclass estimators by Monte Carlo techniques—repeated 
sampling of actual populations over many repetitions. 
Before an analysis of this type, a decision must be made 
about the size of different kinds of sample sets that will 
be used. The natural approach to establish the sample size 
is to obtain the optimum solution for objectives and pre­
cision requirements important in practice. The procedure 
for doing this by convex programing was established in 
Chapter 3, and numerical solutions were obtained fo.r a 
range of practical objectives. This illustrated the 
technique and provided optimum sample sizes to use as inputs 
to the Monte Carlo trials. It also showed that different 
specifications of Inventory objectives leads to very different 
optimum replacement policies. 
For the Monte Carlo sampling we used a range of replace­
ment policies and estimated selected items with several 
alternative estimators. This makes it possible to determine 
the statistical properties for the optimum replacement 
policy for each estimator, and also to observe how the 
XTX 
properklea oixaoge vfltU ctxariglug replacement polioies.. For 
example^ this makes it possible to answer the often-raised, 
question, about relative efficiency of estimation under the 
joint optimum replacement policy and under complete remea-
surement. 
For all of the more sophisticated sampling designs 
there are questions about best ways of estimating subclass 
parameters. Here too, little is known about the efficiency 
and potential biases in subclass estimation, therefore it 
was decided to carry the Monte Carlo trials one step further 
and attempt to investigate the statistical properties of 
these estimators of subclasses. We anticipated large 
variation among repetitions of subclass estimates and knew 
it would be too costly to take enough repetitions to 
unequivocally establish the properties for every table cell. 
But we assumed that 200 or 300 repetitions would give 
useful evidence about the statistical properties of estimates 
for cells with high priority. Results indi&ate that the 
commonly used ratio estimator is substantially biased, that 
it has a large variance, and that the variance estimators 
generally overestimate. 
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AFPEKHEX 1. 
l._l„ Gost Data Used to Evaluate Nonlinear Coat Components 
The cost and distance between plots is; 
East side West side 
Average distance between plots (miles) 5.52 
Cost per mile (dollars) .10 .10 
Cost of labor per mile (dollars) .30 .35 
Total average cost per plot (dollars) 2.21 2.48 
Total average cost per mile (dollars) .40 .45 
The distribution of plots by type (percentages) are: 
East side West side 
Remeas. New Remeas. New 
NOP and NF^  not visited 
(No cost involved) 35.2 35.2 8.3 8.3 
NCF and KF, visited 2.3 2.3 33.3 33.3 
CF, visited 
I" day spent observing plot 16,9 25.9 I6.9 25.9 
1 day spent observing plot 31.2 31.2 41.5 32.5 
l^ days spent observing plot 10.0 3.8 
2 days spent observing plot 4.4 2.5 --
Total number of plots 
involved: 154 558 
1.2. Inputs to the Convex Problems 
Specified standard errors from 3.3.2. are: 
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Item Specified Standard Error 
East side West side 
Area of oosmeraial forest (O.P.) 
land 147.799 200.895 
Area change of C land per 
year 1*170.322 736.989 
330.105 238.349 Growing stock (G.8.) volume 
Net change in G.8. volume per 
year 724.068 285.456 
Net growth in O.S. volume per 
year 879.500 1,605.867 
The standard errors anticipated for n^  = 100 are: 
East side 
Area of CFL = .04937 or 8.495 percent of Pg where 
Pg is the true proportion of area contained in CFL 
au occasion 2. 
Area change in CFL = .00352 or 37.985 percent of 
the proportional annual change in CFL. 
OroDfing stock volume in cubic feet/ac is 152.295 
of 1,294.344 cubic feet/acre at occasion 2 or 
11.766 percent. 
Net annual change in growing stock volume per acre 
per year is -10.2267 or 67.OI86 percent of -24.212 
cubic feet/ac/year net change. 
Net annual growth in growing stock volume per acre 
per year is 2.663 cubic feet or 16.227 percent of 
l6,4ll cubic feet, the mean annual growth. 
West side 
Area of" CFL = ,04962 or 11.391 percent of P2-
Area change in CFL = .00599 or 18.532 percent of 
.0323. 
Growing stock volume in cubic feet/acre = 488.520 
or 14.210 percent of 3,437-979 cubic feet/acre. 
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Net annual change in growing stock volume per acre 
per year = -46^ 032 or 21.337 percent of -215.737. 
Net annual growth in growing stock volume per acre 
per year = 5.752 or 84.262 percent of 6,82S. 
. The ratios of anticipated standard errors at n^  = 100, 
SQ> to the specified standard errors are; 
Item Ratio 
(Percent) 
East side 
Area of CFL = (8.496/147.799)100 
Change in GPL area = (37.961/1,170.322)100 
Growing stock volume = (11.766/330.145)100 
Net change in GS volume = (67.019/724.068)100 
Net growth in GS volume = (16.227/879.500)100 
West side 
Area of CFL = (11.3908/200.895)100 
Change in CFL area = (18.532/736.989)100 
Growing stock volume = (14.210/238.349)100 
Net change in GS volume = (21.337/285.456)100 
Net growth in GS volume = (84.262/1,605.867)100 5.25 
5.75 
3.24 
3.56 
9.26 
1.84 
5.67 
2.51 
5.96 
7.48 
Table 6. Absolute variance for east-side and west-side strata problems by variable 
of interest 
Item Problem 
1 2 3 4 
Area of CPL 
(proportions) 
Change in CPL area 
(proportions 
Growing stock volume 
Net change in volume 
Net growth in volume 
,00624 ,00240 — 
.00488 .00187 .00187 ----
154,521.32 59,312.71 59,312.71 59,312,71 
12^7 45 . 80 mm ^ mm „ M *, 
.8,637.72 3,316.38 3,316.38 3,316,38 
^These values are omitted from the table because their restrictions do not 
appear in the respective programing problems. 
Tal)le 8 (Continued) 
Problem 
5 67 
,00428 .00263 
.01558 .00990 
375,193.981 238,668,126 238,668,126 
103,856.728 ^ ^ 
3,298.137 2,091.353 2,091.353 
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EE^ ble 9. Coef-flclents tor- problems 1 through ? 
Item anci problem Coefficients 
a b c  d .  
Area of CEL .1014 .0364 .00117 -1.4201 
Change in CFL .0488 .0000 .00000 - .6070 
O.S. Yolitme 13.5144 6.3939 .08792 -95.9727 
Net change .9329 -.7007 .00961 -95.9727 
Net growth 8.6377 .0000 .00000 -34.7466 
Frequency of -1.0000 .0000 .00000 96.0000 
Area of CFL .0115 .0140 .00044 -1.4201 
Change in CFL .0187 .0000 .00000 - .6070 
G.S. volume 4.3744 2.4543 .03375 -95.9727 
îfet growth 3.3164 .0000 .00000 -34.7466 
Frequency of -1.0000 .0000 .00000 96.0000 
Change in CFL .0747 .0000 .00000 -6.0700 
G.S. volume .9517 .9790 .01346 -95.9727 
Net growth 1.3299 .0000 .00000 -34.7466 
Frequency of -1.0000 .0000 .00000 96.0000 
G.S. volume .9517 .9790 .01346 -95.9727 
Net change 1.3229 .0000 .00000 -34.7466 
Frequency of -1.0000 .0000 .00000 96.0000 
Area of CFL .2543 .2315 ,00123 -13.3198 
Change in CFL .1551 .0000 .00000 -1.7526 
G.S. volume 13.7747 10.9029 .23173 -693.5805 
Net change 6,6345 -6.3937 ,08162 -693.5805 
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Table 9 (Oouttnueci) 
Item and problem Qoeffieleats 
a b c  d  
Net growth. -1.0000 .0000 .0000 -162.0974 
Frequency of % -1.0000 .0000 .00000 76.0000 
Area of CFL .1919 .1871 .00076 - 17.5260 
Change In CFL .0992 .0000 .00000 - 1.7526 
G.S. volume 9.1277 9.1267 .14740 -912.6059 
Net growth 2.0914 .0000 .00000 -162.0974 
Frequency of % -1.0000 .0000 .00000 100.0000 
G.S. volume 9.1277 9.1267 .14740 -912.6059 
Net growth 2.0914 .0000 .00000 -162.0974 
Frequency of % -1.0000 .0000 .00000 100.0000 
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APPENDIX 2. 
Tables 10 - present the population totals and. Monte 
Carlo statistics for estimation of the entire strata, 
Tables 23 - 50 then present subclass parameters and Monte 
Carlo statistics for breakdowns of the stratum totals. 
Table 10. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies, sampling over two occasions, east-side stratum 
Replacement True Monte Carlo Relative C.V, of Parametric 
poUoya value 
Growing stock, volume; cu,ft ./a.c, at occasion 2, estimator (la), variance estimator (lb) 
Complete re-
measurement 1,294.34 1,289.74 ^ 12,86 24,160 
Partial re-
placement 1 1,294,34 1,275.23 -.01 13.11 23,637 
Partial re­
placement 2 1,294,34 1,287.88 b 12,98 23,509 
Complete re­
placement 1,294.34 1,276.71 -.01 11.21 22,302 
Growing stock volume; cu. ft./a.c, at occasion 2, estimator (ic), 
variance estimator (id) 
Complete re-
measurement 1,294.34 1,289.74  ^ 12,86 24,160 
Partial re­
placement 1 1,294.34 1,275.23 -.01 13,11 24,531 
^The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement; = ng = 0, m = 96 
Partial replacement 1: n^ - 43, m - 53, rig - 27 
Partial replacement 2: n^^ = 63, m - 33, « 46 
Complete replacement; n^ = 96, n^ - 104, m = 0 
^Value is less than 0 but greater than -.005. 
Table 10 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias g/ /A\\ [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est, of.approx. r ^blas . . est. 
v ( ® )  P ( ? ( 8 ) ) / | v ( G ) |  |(v( e ) ) / | v ( S ) l  V(v(3))° 
Growing stook volumej cu.ft,/a,c,at occasion 2, estimator(la), variance estimator(lb) 
27,492 -.12 24,000 -.13 30 22,74 
27.936 -.15 21,938 -.21 24 22,29 
27.937 ".16 20,932 -.25 35 28,10 
20,495 .09 21,849 .07 18 19,25 
Growing stock volume; cu. ftat occasion 2^ estimator (ic), 
variance estimator (id) 
27,492 -.12 24,000 -.13 30 22,74 
27,936 -.12 22,777 
°Unlts are coded by multiplication by 
-, 18 
10~^, hence 
26 22,50 
variance is in millions. 
Table 10 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
e 
Monte Carlo 
est. 0 
Relative 
1 
r 
0
 
1 
a
y.
 0
 
i-t)
 
Parametric 
appro#. 
Partial re­
placement 2 1,294.34 1,287.88 b 12,98 24,254 
Complete re­
placement 1,294.34 1,276.71 -. 01 11.21 22,301 
Growing stock volume; cu. 
variance estimator (if) 
ft./à.c. at occasions 2, estimator (le). 
Complete re-
measurement 1,294,34 1,289.75 t) 12.86 24,160 
Partial re­
placement 1 1,294.34 1,285.51 b 13.77 28,992 
Partial re­
placement 2 1,294.34 1,295.43 d 14,17 29,359 
Complete re­
placement 1,294.34 1,276.71 -.01 11,21 22,302 
^Value Is greater than 0 but less than .005. 
Table 10 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo, 
est. 
%(S) 
Relative Bias 
of^approx. , 
BCf(9))/|V(4)| 
E(v(&)) 
r 
[Total relative] 
bias, A , |(v ( « ) ) / l v { e ) l  
Monte Carlo 
68%, 
V(V(G)) 
C,V, of 
v(3) 
27,937 -.13 21,574 -,23 37 28,19 
20,495 ,09 21,849 .07 18 19,25 
Growing stock volumej eu, 
variance estimator (if) 
ft./a,G. at occasions 2, estimator (le). 
27,492 - « 12 23,996 -.13 30 22,74 
31,352 -108 28.726 - • 08 4l 24,41 
33,706 -.13 29,461 -.13 56 25,40 
20,495 .09 21,849 .07 18 19,25 
Table 11, Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two occasions/ east-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy^ 
True 
value 
6 
Monte Carlo 
est. 9 
r 
Relative 
bias |(§)/T0 
C.V. of Parametric 
approx. 
Complete re-
measurement -169.49 
Partial re­
placement 1 -169.49 
Partial re­
placement 2 -169.49 
Complete re­
placement -169.49 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 7-year per-loâj 
estimator (2a), variance estimator (2b) 
-162,96 
-169.69 
-135.27 
-215.32 
.04 
,20 
.27 
72,70 
88,92 
106,18 
102,93 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 7-year period; 
estimator (2c), variance estimator (2d) 
Complete re-
measurement -169,49 
Partial re­
placement 1 -169.49 
-162.96 
-171.43 
.04 
.01 
72,70 
87,46 
a The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement; n^ - n^ - 0, m = 96 
Partial replacement 1; ~ 43, m - 53, n^ - 27 
Partial replacement 2: n^ = 63, m - 33, ng - 46 
Complete replacement: n^ = 96, n^ - 104, m = 0 
Value is less than 0 but greater than -.005. 
13,440 
23,596 
27,307 
51,981 
13,440 
20,903 
Table 11 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
eat, 
g(8) 
Relative Bias E(v(G)) [Total relative] 
of^approx. , r bias, a , 
P ( ^ ( e ) ) / | v ( e ) |  P{v ( 0 ) ) / | v ( e ) |  
Monte Carlo 
egt,^ 
V(v(«))® 
C,V, f O f  
v(6) 
14,037 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 
estimator (2a), variance estimator (2b) 
-.04 12,891 -.08 
7-year period; 
90 73 M 
22,768 .04 19,996 -.12 236 76.79 
20,630 21,629 .05 256 73.98 
49,121 .06 52,902 ,08 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 
estimator (2c), variance estimator (2d) 
108 
7~year period; 
19.67 
14,037 - . 0 4  1 2 , 8 9 1  - . 0 8  90 73.64 
22,480 - . 0 7  20,794 - , 0 8  303 83.67 
g 
' ^UnltB are x 10"^ 
Table 11 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est. G 
Relative 
&las 
|(e)/l0l 
0
 •
<C
D >
 
0
 Parametric 
approx, 
V(%) 
Partial re­
placement 2 -169.49 -137.43 .10 104,79 27,741 
Complete re­
placement -169•49 -215.32 -.27 102.93 51,869 
Net change In growing stock volume for the 
estimator (2e), variance estimator (2f) 
7-year period; 
Complete re-
measurement -I69•49 -162.96 ,04 72,70 13,440 
Partial re­
placement 1 -169.49 -183.21 -.08 90,49 24,343 
Partial re­
placement 2 -169,49 -164.33 .03 109,36 39,097 
Complete re-
placement^ -169.49 — ^ ^ — — — — —  
^Thls row cannot be estimated with estimators 2e and 2f, because m = 0, 
Table 11 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
v ( ê )  
Relative Bias 
of.approx. 
E(v(6)) 
V 
[Total relative] 
biaB ^ 
f ^ v ( S ) ) / | V ( G ) |  
Monte Carlo 
est. 
20,741 ,34 22,218 .07 323 80,89 
49,121 .06 52,902 ,08 108 19,67 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 7-yea'r period; 
estimator (2e), variance estimator (2f) 
14,037 -.04 12,891 
00 0
 t 90 73,64 
27,488 -.11 26,690 -.03 731 101,32 
H 
S 
32,298 .21 37,394 .16 2105 122,69 
Table 12. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement . 
policies sampling over two occasions, east-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
e 
Monte Çarlo 
est. 0 
r 
Relative 
bias , 
e(^)/l8l 
C,V. of Parametric 
approx, 
V(t)  
Periodic mortality for the T-yoar period; estimator varJ.ance estimator (3bJ 
Complete re-
measurement 46.23 45.U7 -.01 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement"^ 
46,23 
46.23 
46,23 
8
46.09 
46.13 
,b 
b 
26.50 
36,05 
47.51 
154 
280 
449 
Timber removed for the 7-year period; estimator (4a); variance 
estimator (4b) 
Complete re-
measurement 284.36 278.17 - . 0 2  41,03 12,675 
H \0 
The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows ; 
Complete remeasurement: n^ = n2 = 0, m = $6 
Partial replacement 1: 
Partial replacement 2: 
n^ 
n 
43, m = 53, nr 27 
•y " 63^ m ~ 33, Hg 46 
b Complete replacement: n^ ~ 96, ng - 104, less than 0 but greater than =.005, 
m ' 0 
Value is 
'This row cannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m - 0, 
Table 12 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) [Total relativel Monte Carlo C.V.^of 
e s t .  o f  a p p r o x .  r  b i a s  ,  e s t ,  y ( 6 )  
v(§) e (?(G))/|%(G) l  | ( v ( a ))/|v("fl)| V ( v(e)) 
Periodic the 7-yëàr period-; e'stimat'or (3a),' variahoë e^t'imator(3b) 
148 .04 149 .01 11^ 71,60 
276 .01 282 .02 68^ 92/70 
480 -.07 446 -.07 312^ 125,27 
H 
Timber removed for the 7-year periodj estimator (4a), variance ^ 
estimator (4b) 
13,025 -.03 12,146 -.07 87® 76,88 
%nlta are x 10"^, 
®Unlta are x 10"^, 
Table 12 (Continuée!) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
0 
Monte C^rlo 
est. 0 
r 
Relative 
Mas 
p(e)/| 0 1 
C.V. of 
% 
Parametric 
approx, 
v(%) 
Partial re­
placement 1 284.36 297.50 .05 54.14 22,960 
Partial re­
placement 2 284.36 280.53 -.01 62.57 36,875 
Complete re­
placement 284.36 
Table 12 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(§)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C, V, of 
est, of.approx. r bias . est, v(9) 
v ( 3 )  e(»(S)1/|%(6)| |(v( 8 ) ) / | v ( ^ ) |  v ( v ( ê ) )  
25,937 -.15 25,244 -,03 711^ 105,63 
30,805 .20 35,098 .14 2,036^ 128,56 
Table 13. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement policies 
sampling over two occasions, east-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy^ 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est, 8 
r 
Relative 
bias 
r 
C,V, of Parametric 
8pp%0%, 
V(8) 
Net growth for the 7-year period; estimator (5a), variance estimator (5b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re-p 
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement® 
114,87 
114.87 
114.87 
115.21 
114.29 
116.21 
b 
- . 0 1  
.01 
16.57 
22.38 
29,78 
362 
656 
1,053 
Complete re-
measurement 
[j, i 4 . 8 7 M — mm w w f  ^r* r* 
Net growth for the 7-year period; estimator (5c), variance estimator (5a) 
b 114.87 115.21 16.57 362 
a The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows: 
Complete remeasurement : n^^ « ng ~ 0, m - 96 
Partial replacement 1: n^ = 43, m == ^3, rig ^ 27 
Partial replacement 2: n^ - 63, m - 33, ng - 46 
Complete replacement; n-, = 96, ng - 104, m = 0 
Rvalue is greater than 0 but less than V005. 
'This row cannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m == 0, 
Table 13 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias B(v(0)) [Total relative! Monte Carlo C,V. of 
est. of.approx. , r  bias . est, v(y) 
v ( 9 )  e ( V ( 6 ) ^ / | % ( S ) l  e ( v ( 8 ) ) / | v ( 8 ) l  ; ( ? ( % ) )  
Net growth for the 7-year period; estimator (5a)^ variance 
364 -.01 354 -.03 14 
654 b 663 .01 84 
1,198 - , 1 2  1,046 -.13 351 
Net growth for the 7-year period; estimator ( 5 0 ) ,  variance 
364 -.01 354 -.03 14 
33.62 
43,59 
56.63 
33,62 
Table 13 (Continued) 
Replacement 
polloy 
True 
value 
0 , 
Monte Cg,rlo 
est. 0 
Relative 
blae 
e(5)/|G| 
O.V. of Parametric 
appro#. 
Partial re­
placement 1 114.87 127.82 .11 60.62 -90 
Partial re­
placement 2 114,87 145.27 .26 80,29 -10,738 
Complete re­
placement*^ 114,87 — — — — "  — —  —  ^ " 
Table 13 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,.of 
est. of' approx, , r bias , ^ e s t .  v N )  
v ( G )  e ( v ( 6 ) ) / l % ( 8 ) l  g ( v ( o ) ) / l g ( 8 ) l  % ( v ( 8 ) )  
6,004 -1.01 -6,030 -2,00 i?6 220,01 
13,606 -1.79 -14,718 -2,01 1,057 220,8? 
Table l4. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over tv/o occasions, east-side stratum 
Replacement True Monte Carlo Relative C.V. of Parametric 
policy value est, ^ bias , V appro%, 
e  0 ( S ) / | 8 |  < ! { % )  
Area of commercial forest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance 
estimator (6b) 
Complete re- , ,  
measurement 412,00 412,73 8,74 1,276 
Partial re­
placement 1 4l2*00 4ll,08 9»02 1,125 
Partial re- . 
placement 2 412,00 412,25 ^ 8,72 1,095 
Complete re-
plaoement 412,00 435.75 ,06 5,72 593 
^The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement: n^ - ng « 0, m - 96 
Partial replacement 1; n^^ = 43, m ~ 53, n^ = 27 
Partial replacement 2; n^ = 63, m = 33, n^ - 46 
Complete replacement; n^ - 96, n^ - 104, m = 0 
^Value is greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
^Value is less than 0 but greater than -,005, 
Table l4 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) 
est. of.approx. , r 
V(§) g ( V ( G ) ) / l v ( 0 ) l  
r 2 
Area of commercial forest land at 
estimator (6b) 
1,301 -.02 
1,374 -.18 
1,292 -.14 
621 -.15 
1,742 
1,448 
1,274 
6o4 
^Units are x 10~^. 
[Total relative] Monte Carlo C,,V. of 
b&ae , . , est, . y(t) 
e (v( e ) ) / l v ( ? ) |  v ( v ( 3 ) ) d  
occaBion 2j estimator (6a), variance 
,34 45 12,15 
.05 44 14,44 
-.01 39 15,48 
-.03 1 3,73 
I 
Table (Continued) 
Replacement True Monte Oa%lo Relative C.V. of Parametric 
policy value est, 6 _ %la^ ^ 6 approz, 
e r !(0)/|e| 
r 
Change In area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator (7a) 
•variance estimator (7b) 
Complete re-
measurement -46,00 -44,88 ,02 30,37 318 
Partial re­
placement 1 -46,00 -47 «09 -,02 501.51 57^ 
Partial re­
placement 2 -46,00 -46,84 -.02 57,16 925 
Complete re­
placement® -46,00 ----
Change In area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator (7c) 
variance estimator (7d) 
Complete re-
measurement -46,00 -44,88 ,02 39,37 318 
Partial re­
placement 1 -46,00 -48,26 -.05 76,43 1,301 
Partial re­
placement 2 -46,00 -43.03 .06 103.20 1,821 
^ThiB row cannot be estimated with the designated estimators when m - 0, 
Table l4 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) 
est, of\approx. . r 
v ( ê )  e ( v ( 0 ) ) / j % ( 8 ) |  
Change in area of commercial forest 
varian0e estimator (Tb) 
318 .02 310 
566 .02 584 
717 .29 947 
Change in area of commercial forest 
variance estimator (7d) 
312 .02 310 
1,360 -.04 1,306 
1,972 -.08 1,853 
[Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
land for the 7-year period; estimator (7a) 
-.01 13 36,96 
.05 78 47,46 
.32 259 53,78 
land for the 7-year period; estimator (7c) 
-.01 13 36,96 
-.04 i6 9,66 
- .06 l4 6,34 
Table l4 (Continued) 
Replacement True Monte Carlo Relative C, V, of Parametric 
policy value est, e bias t appro#, 
Complete re­
placement -46,00 -52.17 -.13 87,66 2,377 
Change in area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; 
estimator (7e), variance estimator (7f) 
Complete re-
measurement -46.00 -44.88 .02 39.37 ---- '• 
Partial re­
placement 1 -46,00 -46.80 - , 0 2 52,62 ----  p) 
Partial re­
placement 2 -46,00 -43.90 ,05 60.4l 
Complete re­
placement^ — 46.. 00 M M. IW» 
Change in area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; 
estimator (76), variance estimator (7h) 
Complete re-
measurement -46.00 -44.88 .02 39,37 318 
Partial re-
placement 1 -46,00 -46,01 ---- 50,64 533 
Table l4 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias 
est. of\approx, 
v ( 5 )  P ( f ( 8 ) ) / I % ( G )  
2,090 .13 2,372 .13 7 '3.59 
Change in area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; 
eatimator (7e), variance estimator (7f) 
 ^ • W w* W BM f w V* wr pv 
*« W, ^  M, — M ft* r* m ,r* W fT* 
Change in area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; 
estimator (7g), variance estimator (7h) 
312 .01 310 -.01 13 36,95 
543 -.02 532 -.02 83 54,19 
E(v(0)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
r Bias ^ . est. v(6) 
e(v(8))/|v( e ) |  v(v(3)) 
Table l4 (Continued) 
Replacement True 
policy value 
0 
Partial re­
placement 2 -46,00 
Complete re­
placement -46,00 
Monte Carlo Relative 
est, 0 bias , 
r e(0)/le| 
-43,02 .06 
-52.16 - .13 
C.V. of Parametric 
0 approx, 
V(^) 
61.10 767 
2,377 
1 
ro 
S 
j 
Table l4 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
v ( 8 )  
Relative Bias 
çf.approxA , 
P ( v ( G ) \ / | % ( 6 ) l  
E(v(9)) 
r 
[Total relative] 
|(v{^))/lv(ê)| 
Monte Carlo 
egt. 
VXv(6)) 
691 .19 718 ,06 231 67,03 
2,090 .13 2,372 .13 7 3,59 
Table 15.• Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two occasions, east-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy^ 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Ogrlo 
est, 0 
r 
Relative 
Mas 
P(B)/|0| 
r 
C,V. of $ Parametric approx, 
y(3) 
Area of noncommercial forest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance 
estimator (6b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re» 
placement 
212,00 
212,00 
212,00 
212,00 
211.10 
211,81 
212,20 
196,61 
b 
b 
-.07 
16,45 
17,10 
16,99 
11,11 
^The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurements: n^ - ng - 0, m = 96 
Partial replacement 1; n^ - 43, m - 53, ng - 27 
Partial replacement 2; n^, p: 63, m = 33, ng - 46 
Complete replacement: n^ = 96, yiq ~ 104, m - 0 
^Value is less than 0 but greater than -,00$, 
1,090 
1,056 
1,059 
505 
Table 15 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(V(^)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
;Hi .(S(l)CTfflll ' .(v(8'"ljH)l jl.ili)- "" 
Area of noncommercial 
estimator (6b) 
forest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance 
1,206 -.10 1,840 ,53 115 18.41 
1,311 " « 19 1,448 .10 67 17,89 
1,300 -.19 1,245 ", o4 59 19,42 
478 .18 573 .07 1 7,22 
^UnltB are % 10"^. 
Table 15 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
0 
Monte C%rlo 
est. 0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
3 ( ^ ) / l  0  I  
C.V. of ê 
r 
Parametric 
approz, 
v(?) 
Change In nonoommerclal forest land at occasion 2; estimator (7a), 
variance estimator (7b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement*^ 
27.00 
27,00 
27,00 
27.00 
25.01 
28,76 
27.93 
",07 
.07 
,03 
86,59 
101,30 
117,95 
457 
828 
1,291 
^Thls row cannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m = 0, 
Table 15 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est. 
¥(e) 
Relative Bias ;(v(G)) [Total relative] 
bias . , 
e(v(8))/|g(ê)| 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
g(v(9)) 
C,V, ' 
v( 
Change in noncommercial 
variance estimator (7b) 
foreat land at occasion 2; estimator (78), 
469 -.02 454 -.03 23 33,26 
849 -.02 835 - .02 121 41,61 
1,085 .18 1,344 .24 472 51.09 
Table X6. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two occasions, east-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy a 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Oaglo 
est, 0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
G(&)/ |G 
C.Va Of 
0 
r 
Parametric 
approx, 
v(3) 
Area of nonforest land at occasion 2j estimator (6a), variance estimator (6b) 
b Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement 
85.00 
85.00 
85.00 
85,00 
85.15 
80,29 
78.90 
71.67 
-,06 
-.07 
•" 116 
27,66 
28,35 
28,61 
23.11 
a, 
b 
The sample Blaes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement; n^ = n^ - 0, m « 96 
Partial replacement 1: n^ = 43,  m - 53, - 27 
Partial replacement 2: n^ - 63, m - 33, n^ 5=^ 46 
Complete replacement; n^^ = 96, n^ ~ 104, m ~ 0 
Value Is greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
5^ 3 
496 
477 
236 
Table l6 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(o)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est. of approx. r bias ^ est, _ y(8) 
v(e )  P(v (o )V |^ (e ) |  P(v(e ) ) / | v (e )  |  v(v(8 ) ) °  
Area of nonforest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance estimator (6b) 
_ . _ _ d  607 .09 27 26,95 
518 *", o4 518 b 28 32,50 
510 -.06 463 -.09 27 35,22 
274 - » 3.4 232 -.15 2 20,88 
^Units are x 10"^. 
^Value is less than 0 but greater than -,005, 
Table l6 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
6 
Monte Carlo 
est. § 
r 
Relative 
bias , 
^ ( o V l e l  
C.V. of 
3 
Parametric 
approz, 
v(3) 
Change In nonforest land at occasion 2; estimator ( 7 a v a r i a n c e  estimator (7b) 
Complete re-
measurement 19.00 19.87 .05 63,20 136 
Partial re­
placement 1 19.00 18.33 - 1  o4 86,92 246 
Partial re­
placement 2 19.00 18,91 d 99,58 395 
Complete re­
placement® 19.00 _ _ _ _ _ _  ^ 
®Th:ls row oannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m  - 0, 
Table 16 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(#)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,,pf 
est, of approx.. r bias ^ , oGt, y(@) 
%(G)  P (V(8)V lv (e ) |  |(v(e ) ) / l ^ (o ) l  g(v(ô ) )  
Change In nonforest land at occasion 2j estimator (7a), variance estimator (7b) 
158 ",14 142 -.10 8 61,44 
254 -,03 239 -.06 41 84,75 
355 ,11 397 ,12 149 97,15 
y 
Table 17, Monte Carlo BtatlBtloe from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policiefj sampling over tv/o occasionw, weot-Bide stratum 
Replacement 
policy^ 
True 
value 
0 
Monte C%rlo 
est, 0 
r 
Relative 
biaB 
e(9)/|6| 
C,V, of 
& 
V 
Parametric 
appro#, 
Growing Btock volume, cu. ft./à,c, at occasion 2; estimator (la) and variance 
estimator (lb) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement 
3,437,98 
3,437.98 
3,437.98 
3,437.98 
3,441.64 
3,300.88 
3,378,15 
3,423.75 
b 
-, o4 
- , 0 2  
14,16 
17,81 
15,30 
14.45 
a 
b 
The sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows: 
Complete remeasurement: n^ - Hg - 0, m - 96 
Partial replacement 1: n^ - 43, m - 53, Og - 27 
Partial replacement 2: n^^ - 63, m - 33, ng - 46 
Complete replacement: n^ - 96, ng - 104, m - 0 
Value is greater than 0 but less than ,005, 
'Value is less than 0 but greater than -.005. 
238,652 
238,023 
237,652 
238,652 
Table 17 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est, of.approx, r bias, ^ , est.. v(^) 
J(0) P(v(0)) / |v(g) |  | ( v (e ) ) / | v (â ) l  ?(v(8))d 
Growing atock volume, eu, at occasion 2; estimator (la) and variance 
estimator (lb) 
237,570 
b 
238,932 ,01 1,190 l4,44 
345,636 -.31 227,848 -, 34 1,839 18,82 
267,188 - ,11 228,076 -.15 1,402 16,42 
245,078 
^Unlts 
-,03 
are x 10" , 
237,421 . -,03 1,356 15,51 
Table 17 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est, G 
r 
' Relative 
bias 
^ P ( 5 ) / l o |  
0,V, of Parametric 
approx. 
Growing stock volume, cu, 
estimator (id) 
ft ,/d,o, at occasion 2; estimator (ic) and variance 
Complete re-
measurement 3,437,98 3,441.64 b I4,l6 238,652 
Partial re­
placement 1 3,437.98 3,300.88 - , o 4  17,81 247,401 
Partial re­
placement 2 3,437,98 3,378.15 -.02 15,30 244,782 
Complete re­
placement 3,437.98 3,423,75 c 14,45 238,652 
Growing 
variance 
stock volume, cu, 
estimator (if) 
ft ./a.c, at occasion 2; SRS estimator (le) and 
Complete re-
measurement 3,437,98 3,441,64 b 14.16 238,652 
Partial re­
placement 1 3,437.98 3,391,68 -.01 15,43 271,196 
Partial re­
placement 2 3,437.98 3,433,16 c 15,91 305,964 
Complete re­
placement 3,437,98 3,423,75 c 14.45 238,652 
Table 17 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est. 
v(8) 
Relative Bias 
of.approx. 
p(?(8))/ly,(8)l 
E(v(§)) 
r 
[Total relative] 
tlae, . , 
P(v(8))/ V{?)| 
r r 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
V(v(3)) 
Growing stock volume, eu, 
estimator (id) 
ft./é.c. at occasion 2; estimator (ic) and variance 
237,570 D 238,932 .01 1,190. 14,44 
345,636 -,28 238,833 -.31 1,990 18,68 
267,188 - 108 234,352 -.12 1,486 16,45 
245,078 -.03 237,421 -.03 1,356 15,51 
Growing 
variance 
stock volume, cu, 
estimator (if) 
f t ./a.c. at occasion 2; SRS estimator (le) and 
237,570 b 238,932 .01 1,190 l4,44 
274,028 -.01 269,215 -.02 2,010 16,60 
298,041 .03 309,134 .04 2,660 16,68 
245,078 -.03 237,421 -.02 1,356 15,51 
Table l8. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two occasions, west-side stratum 
Replacement True Monte C&rlo Relative C.V^ of Parametric 
policy value est. 6 biae e approx., 
• ' >  (^9)/|6| v(§) 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 7-year period; 
estimator (2a), variance estimator (2b) 
Complete re-
measurement -1,510.16 "1,527.42 -.01 22,22 103,827 
Partial re- ^ 
placement 1 -1,510.16 -1,504.32 23.58 127,517 
Partial re- -
placement 2 -1,510.16 -1,502.27 .01 34,17 254,377 
Complete re­
placement -1,510.16 -1,540.94 -.02 54,54 730,914 
T^he sample siaes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement; = n^ = 0, m = 96 
Partial replacement 1: n^ « 43, m - 53, - 27 
Partial replacement 2: n^ - 63,  m = 33, p; 46 
Complete replacement; n^ - 96,  n^ - 104, m - 0 
^Value is greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
Table 18 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(6)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est. of.approx. , ^ bias ^ est, ^ y(9) 
% ( # )  P ( V ( ê ) ) / | v ( è ) |  g ( v ( 3 ) ) / | v ( 8 ) l  V(v(0))° 
Net change In growing stock volume for the 7-year period; 
estimator (2a), variance estimator (2b) 
115,222 -.10 105,112 -.09 578 22,87 
125,796 .01 125,526 _:__d 852 23,61 
263,442 -.03 243,119 -, 08 5,045 29,21 
706,318 .03 727,324 .03 7,612 12,00 
^Unlts are x 10"^, 
Is less than 0 but greater than 
-.005, 
fO 
w 
Table l8 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
e  
Monte Carlo 
est. 0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
0, V .  Of 
0  
Parametric 
appro#, 
TXe) 
Net change In growing stock volume for 
variance estimator (2d) 
the 7-year period; estimator (2o), 
Complete re-
measurement -1,510,16 -1,527.42 -.01 22,22 103,827 
Partial re­
placement 1 -1,510.16 -1,497,20 .01 23,08 127,708 
Partial re­
placement 2 -1,510.16 -1,489,70 .01 34,44 254,377 
Complete re­
placement -1,510.16 -1,540.94 -.02 54,54 729,907 
Net change in growing stock volume for 
variance estimator (2f) 
the 7-year period; estimator (2e), 
Complete re-
measurement -1,510.16 -1,527.42 -.01 22,22 103,829 
Partial re­
placement 1 .1,510.16 -1,501.41 .01 23.76 133,114 
Partial re­
placement 2 -1,510.16 -1,549,50 -.03 38,09 370,817 
Complete re­
placement*^ • « • • « M M  M (•« M MV w. ^  w, 
®Thls row oannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m - 0, 
Table 18 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(e)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est, of^approx. , ^ bias . , est, v($) 
%(8) p(v(e)Vlv((i)i |(v(6))/ri:(S)i g(v(%)) 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 7-year period; estimator (2c), 
variance estimator (2d) 
115,222 -.10 105,112 -,09 578 22,87 
124,955 .02 125,808 ,01 843 23,76 
263,263 -.03 245,873 -.07 4,672 27,80 
706,318 .03 727,324 .03 7,612 12,00 
Net change in growing stock volume for the 7-year period; estimator (2e), 
variance estimator (2f) 
115,222 -.10 105,112 -.09 578 22,87 
127,207 .05 130,633 ,03 969 23,82 
348,419 .06 383,857 ,10 22,203 38,82 
Table 19.  Monte Carlo atatlstios from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two oooaBlonB, west-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy^ 
True 
value 
6 
Monte Carlo 
est, 8 
r 
Relative 
bias 
C.Vj of 
6 
Parametric 
appro%. 
Periodic mortality for the 7-year period; estimator (3a), variance estimator 
(3b) 
Complete re-
measurement 165.84 167.72 ,01 23,81 1,594 
Partial re­
placement 1 165,84 162,96 -,02 26,81 2,044 
Partial re-
placement 2 165.84 159.97 -,04 48,81 5,694 
Complete re­
placement —— ---— —— 
^The sample siaes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurements; n^^ = ng = 0, m = 96 
Partial replacement 1: "1 " ^13, m - 53, n^ = 27 
Partial replacement 2; n^ = 63, m - 33, hg = 46 
Complete replacement: n^^ - 96, n^ - 104, m - 0 
^This row cannot be estimated with the designated estimator because m = 0, 
Table 19 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias K(v(G)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est. o,t' approx. ^ bias . est, v(e) 
%(S) P(V(0)1/|v(a)| g(v(&))/!%(&)I 
Periodic mortality for the 7-year period; estimator (3a), variance estimator 
(3b) 
1,595  ^ 1,6(% ,01 e 42 
1,909 .07 2,020 .06 1 52,98 
6,097 -.07 5,543 -.09 22 84,31 
°Unlts are x 10"^, 
^Value is less than 0 but greater than -,005, 
®Value Is less than 0,5 x 10^ but greater than 0. 
S 
ïabXe 19 (Continued) 
Replacement True Monte Carlo Relative C.V, of 
policy value eet. e bias o 
8 r p(#)/|6| 
r 
Timber removed for the 7-year period; estimator (4a), variance estimator (4b) 
Complete re-
measurement 1,538.85 1,550,75 ,01 21,51 98,758 
Partial re­
placement 1 1,538,85 1,528.85 -,01 22,90 126,613 
Partial re-
placement 2 1,538.85 1,585,87 .03 36.81 352,707 
Complete re­
placement^ — — — — —— — — —— — — 
Net growth for the 7-year period; estimator (5a), variance estimator (5b) 
Complete re- . 
measurement 47.78 47,76 85,55 1,621 
Partial re-
placement 1 47.78 45,82 -,04 103.07 2,078 
Partial re-
plaoement 2 47,78 56.16 .18 135.78 5,789 
Complete re-
p l^iQement m* w « ^ 
Parametric 
approx, 
Table 19 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est, çf approx, bias ^ ' est, vif) 
v(e)  e(v(e) ) / |v (@) |  |(v(e ) ) / |vC0)  |  v(v(ê)) 
Timber removed for the Y-year period; estimator (4a), variance estimator (4b) 
111,307 -.11 99,499 " ,11 562 23,82 
122,594 ,03 124,301 ,02 934 24,58 
340,731 .04 363,622 ,07 21,904 40,70 
Net growth for the 7-year period; estimator variance estimator (5b) 
1,669 -.03 1,631 ,02 300 33,60 
2,230 -.07 2,047 ,08 715 41,31 
5,8l4 d sjssi ,01 14,655 65,10 
K V£) 
Table 20. Monte Carlo statlstlos from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two occasions, west-side stratum 
Replacement 
policy a 
True 
value 
e 
Monte Carlo 
est. "0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
K^&)/|8 
O.V. of 
f 
Parametric 
approx. 
Area of commercial forest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance 
estimator (6b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement 
223.00 
223.00 
223.00 
223.00 
224.73 
220.68 
220.68 
263.80 
,01 
-.01 
- . 0 1  
.18 
11,24 
12,60 
12,41 
8,57 
64^  
692 
750 
4l6 
a The sample Blaes for the replacement policies are as follows: 
Complete remeaeurement; n^  = ng = 0, m - 100 
Partial replacement 1: n^ = 22, m = 28, ng - 10 
Partial replacement 2; n^ = 72, m - 28, ng - 50 
Complete replacement: n^ « 50, hg - 100, m = 0 
Table 20 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(V(G)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V. of 
est. çf^approx. ^ bias ^ est, v(v) 
%(e)  P (v (o )V lv (e ) |  |(v(? ) ) / | ^ (6 ) |  J(v(§)) 
Area of commerolal forest land at occasion estimator (6a), variance 
estimator (6b) 
639 ,01 1,440 1.25 16,656 8,97 
773 -.11 1,375 .78 16,744 9,4l 
751 856 .14 5,369 8,56 
511 -.19 427 -.16 319 4,18 
^Value Is less than 0 but greater than -.005. 
Table 20 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est. 0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
B ( 6 ) / | 8  
0,V, of 
3 
Parametric 
approx, 
//V ' 
V(8) 
Change In area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator 
(7a), variance estimator (7b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement*^ 
"116.00 
-116.00 
-116.00 
-115.52 
-118.09 
-120.20 
- . 02 
- . 04 
17.61 
21,28 
35.65 
459 
589 
1,641 
Change in area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator 
(7c), variance estimator (7d) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
-116,00 
-116.00 
-116,00 
-115,52 
-117.85 
-118.49 
-,02 
-,02 
17.61 
21,88 
27.10 
4^ 9 
635 , 
1,137 
« 
.Value is greater than 0 but less than .005. 
This row oannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m - 0. 
Table 20 ( Continue cl) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est, of arjprox. ,  ^ biae ' est, v('e) 
V(%) P ( V (g )V l ï ( e )  I  e(v(§ ) ) / l v(())i V(v(§)) 
r r r r 
Change in area of commercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator 
(7a), variance estimator (7b) 
4l4 .11 458 .11 3,275 12,48 
632 -.07 596 - . 0 6  7,914 14,93 
1,836 -.11 1,676 -.09 160,016 24,30 
Change 
(70), 
in area of commercial forest 
variance estimator (7d) 
land for the 7-year period; estimator 
4l4 .11 458 .11 3,275 12,48 
665 - • o4 639 ~. o4 4,612 10,62 
1,031 .10 1,072 .04 2,596 4,7^  
Table 20 (Continued) 
Replacement True Monte Carlo , Relative C,V, of Parametric 
policy value est, e" bias e approx. 
^  # ( : ) / ! « '  m 
Complete re­
placement -116.00 -115.69 36.16 1,821 
Change in commercial forest land area at occasion 2; estimator { l z ) >  variance 
estimator (7h) 
Complete re-
measurement -116,00 -115.52 17,61 459 
Partial re­
placement 1 -116. 0 0  -117.49 -.01 20,41 551 
Partial re-
plaogment 2 -II6.OO ~ll4.91 .01 26.35 922 
Complete re-
plaoement -II6.00 -II5.69 ^ 36.16 1,821 
Table 20 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bian E(v(&)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est. of approx,  ^ bias est. v('e) 
v ( 8 )  p ( v ( 0 ) ; / i % ( o ) |  g ( v ( 8 ) ) / | V ( 6 ) |  T ^ v ( 3 ) )  
1,750 .04 1,822 ,04 13,130 6,29 
Change in coniraercial forest land area at occasion 2; estimator (7g), variance 
estimator (7h) 
4l4 ,11 458 .11 3,275 12,48 
575 -.04 555 -,04 7,808 15,93 
917 ° 855 -,07 28,284 19,67 
1,750 ,04 1,822 ,04 13,135 6,29 
Table 21. Monte Carlo statistics from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
policies sampling over two occasions, west-side stratum 
Replacement True Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
policy^ value est. ^ bias approx, 
e |(0)/l0l ^($) 
Area of noncoinmercial forest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance 
estimator (6b) 
Complete re-
measurement 211,00 208.88 -,01 11,70 636 
Partial re- , 
plaoement 1 211,00 211,25 ^ 12,82 68O 
Partial re-
plaoement 2 211.00 212,41 ,01 12,63 743 
Complete re-
plaoement 211,00 l60,22 -,24 15,39 362 
T^he sample si%es for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement; n^ « ng - 0, m - 100 
Partial replacement 1: n^ - 22, m - 78, ng - 10 
Partial replacement 2: n^^ - 72, m = 28, ng - 50 
Complete replacement: n-i = 50, ng = 100, m = 0 
h Value is greater than 0 but less than ,005, 
I 
Table 21 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Blaa E(v(0)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est. of approx,  ^ bias, est, v('e) 
% ( @ )  P W « ) ) / | v ( 8 ) |  | ( v ( 0 ) ) / l ^ ( S ) l  y ( v ( S ) )  
Area of nonoommerolal forest land at occasion 2; estimator (6a)J variance 
estimator (6b) 
597 .06 1,068 .79 15,864 11,79 
733 -.07 1,084 .49 15,831 11,55 
720 .03 311 .13 6,306 9,79 
•6o8 " ,  4 o  364 - .  4 o  1,830 11.74 
ro 
/ 
Table 2:1 (Continued) 
Replacement True Monte Carlo Relative C.V. of Parametrio 
policy value est. G biaa ^ approz, 
n r K^8)/|8| 
Change in noncommercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator (7a), 
variance estimator (7b) 
Complete re-
measurement 111,00 110,83 18.^7 447 
Partial re­
placement 1 111,00 112,81 ,01 21.62 573 
Partial re­
placement 2 111,00 116.54 .05 36,19 1,595 
Complete re­
placement — ^ n _ r- r. x-
°Value is less than 0 but greater than -,005, 
"^ This row cannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m - 0, 
Table 21 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bian E(v(0)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo 0,7,^of 
GBt, çf approx . ,  ^ biao,  ^ est, v(^ ) 
v(e )  f ' ( v (0 ) ) / | v ( 0 ) |  | ( v (e ) ) / | v (o ) |  v (v (^ ) )  
Change in noncommercial forest land for the 7-year period; estimator (ya), 
variance estimator (yb) 
419 .07 445 ,06 3,531 13,36 
595 ~. 04' 577 -.03 8,076 15,57 
1,778 -.10 1,641 -.08 170,055 25,13 
Table 22. Monte Carlo stat.tfitioa from 300 repetitions for four replacement 
polloleB sampling over two oooaBlono, west-Glde stratum 
Replacement 
policy^ 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est. § 
r 
Relative 
|(8)/|0 
C.V, of 
9 
Parametric 
•approx. 
Area of nonforeot land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance estimator (6b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement 
78,00 
78.00 
78,00 
78,00 
78.39 
77.94 
74.47 
74.46 
.01 
b 
-.05 
-,05 
23,14 
21,57 
20.37 
18.61 
T^he sample sizes for the replacement policies are as follows; 
Complete remeasurement; = 0, m - 100 
Partial replacement 1 : = 22, m - 78, n^  ~ 10 
Partial replacement 2: = 72, m = 28, - 50 
Complete replacement: n^ = 50, rig 100, m = 0 
Value Is less than 0 but greater than -.005. 
339 
314 
252 
221 
Table 22 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
3î(e) 
Relative Bias 
of^approx. 
e(V(a)l/|v(9)| 
E(v(e)) 
r 
1 
[Total relative] 
bias 
g(v(3))/|v(ê)| 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
V(v(S)) 
V 
C,V,^of 
y(3) 
Area of nonforost land at occasion 2; estimator (6a), variance estimator (6b) 
329 .03 354 .07 5,231 20,45 
283 .11 345 .22 4,549 18,57 
230 ,10 209 -,09 4,538 32,26 
192 .15 223 ,16 1,241 11,74 
Table 22 (Continued) 
Replacement 
policy 
True 
value 
G 
Monte Carlo 
est. 6 
r 
Relative 
bias 
e ( G ) / | 8  
r 
O.V, of 
3 
Parametric 
appro#, 
Change in nonforest land for the 7-year period; estimator (7a)^ variance 
estimator (7b) 
Complete re-
measurement 
Partial re­
placement 1 
Partial re­
placement 2 
Complete re­
placement"^ 
5.00 
5 ,00 
5 ,00  
4.69 
5,27 
3.66 
b 
- . 0 2  
107,97 
104,67 
234,91 
25 
32 
^0 
'Value is greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
This row oannot be estimated with the designated estimators because m = 0, 
Table 22 (Continued) 
Monte . Carlo Relative Bias 13(v(0)) [Total relative] Monte Carlo G,V, of 
est, of^ approx.  ^ bias, . est, v(#) 
v ( 0 )  P ( V ( 8 ) V | V ( Ô ) |  | ( v ( « ) ) / l v ( e ) l  v(v( 0 ) )  
Change In 
estimator 
nonforest 
(7b) 
land for the 7~year period; estimator (7a), variance 
26 -.02 24 ",07 646 106.85 
30 .06 34 .13 1,264 103,64 
74 ,22 66 -.10 23,645 232,53 
Table 23, Monte Carlo GtatlBtloe from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete remoasurement, east-side 
stratum 
Species 
and 
8tand-8l0e 
class 
True 
value 
e  
Monte 
est, 
Carlo 
0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
|(8)/|e 
C,V, of § Parametric approz, 
V(1) 
Growing stock volume cu, ft./a.c. by type and stand-size class, estimators 
(lo) and (id) 
Douglas-fir 
,60 stand Blge 2 77.15 123.59 13 1,702 
Pines 
stand 8l2e 3 139.82 220.09 .57 13 3,986 
True firs 
stand slae 1 1,07 7.87 6.37 13 8 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 34.63 14,26 - .54 13 1,101 
O.P.L. 
nonstocked 7.67 ^ 208 
All Glasses 1,294.34 1,283,84 - ,01 68 104 
Net change in growing stock volume cu, ft./a,c, by type and stand" •size 
class, estimators (2a) and (2b) 
Douglas-fir 
24,42 9.63 68 104 stand size 2 2.30 
Pines 
,34 68 stand size 3 4,63 6,18 95 
True firs 
- 6,44 -9.98 68 stand size 1 - .59 3 
N^o positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 23 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias ïï(v(^)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,*of 
est. . ^ blae ^ est,^ v(6) 
v(ê)  P(v(e ) ) / | v (e ) |  |(v(0 ) ) / | v (o ) |  v (v (e ) )0  
Growing stock volume cu. ft,/a.c. by type and 8tand-8l2e class, estimators 
(le) and (id) 
24? ' 5.88 3,443 12,91 731 24,84 
785 4.08 5,775 6.36 969 17,05 
1 7,42 65 64,20 0 25,34 
3 332.60 212 63.2727 3 25,34 
26,715 .10 24,014 -0,10 30,317 22,93 
Net change In growing stock volume cu, ft./a.c, by type and stand-slze 
class, estimators (2a) and (2b) 
273 -.62 1,011 2.70 1,063 101,99 
17 4,42 380 20,74 189 114,46 
19 -.87 112 4,88 14 107,48 
Units are x 10"^, 
^Value Is greater than 0 but less than 500. 
Table 23 (Continued) 
• Speoles 
and 
8tand"Bl8e 
Ol&BB 
True 
value 
e 
Monte Carlo 
est. 8 
r 
Relative 
bias 
9(8)10| 
r 
C,V, of 
% 
Parametric 
approz, 
v(%) 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
O.P.L. 
nonetocked 
-1.72 
-5.74 
-21.34 -11,43 68 42 
140 
All classes -169.49 -168.93 d 68 13,440 
V^alue ;la greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
Table 23 (Gontinuad) 
Monte Carlo 
vîSi 
Relative Bias 
P(v{ê))/|v(5)| 
r 
E(v(8)) 
r 
Total relative 
^blas 
e(v(%))/|v(8)| 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
%(v(3)) 
209 -, 80 1,109 4,32 1,393 106,48 
13,074 .03 13,149 .01 82,709 69,16 
Table 24. Monte Carlo statletlce from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 2, east-side 
stratum 
Species True Monte Oa%lo Relative O.V. of Parametric 
and value est, G bias 9 appro#, 
atand-Blze 
class 
0 
J.* 
V(Gj 
Growing stock volume ou. ft,/a,c. by type and stand-size class, 
estimators (ic) and (id) 
Douglas-fir 
67.88 stand size 2 77.15 
Pines 
139.82 stand size 3 
True firs 
1^ stand size 1.07 
Larch-cedar 
4 34.63 stand size 
0,.F.L. 
nonstocked 7.67 
All classes 1 ,294.34 
233.02 
19.65 
1,287,20 
- . 1 2  
.67 
-.43 
- . 0 1  
13,24 
13.23 
13.24 
13,23 
2,152 
4,870 
10 
1,329 
373 
24,254 
Net change in growing stock volume cu, ft./a,c, by type and stand-size class. 
Douglas-fir 
28.37 11.36 326 stand size 2 2.30 103.13 
Pines 
stand size 3 4.63 53.14 10,49 103,12 341 
True firs 
stand size 1 
- .59 M W M W. — •n f* V» 8 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 -1.72 -12,46 -6,26 103,12 126 
C.F.L. 
nonstocked 
-5.74' yv f 458 
All classes -169.49 -142,16 . 16 103,12 27,307 
a No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 24 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est. , r bias , est.^ y('e) 
1(B) P(V(0))/|V(0)1 g(v(3))/|%(3)| 
Growing stock volume ou,ft,/a.o. by type and stand-size class, 
estimators (lo) and (id) 
81 25.63 1,830 21,65 226 %5,:96 
951 4,864 7,864 7.27 3,865 24,99 
7 195.24 4o4 58.70 11 26,33 
29,026 - .16 21,611 - ,26 36,363 27,90 
Net change in growing stock volume cu, ft./a.c, by type and stand-size class, 
estimators (2a) and 2b) 
856 - .62 6,696 6,82 89,090 l4o,96 
3,r^3 - .89 21,836 6,27 933,026 139,88 
165 - .24 1,388 7,40 3,880 141,94 
21,491 22,037 .03 260,399 73,22 
^Units are x 10"3, 
1 
Table 25. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samplings of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete replacement, east-side stratum 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est. 0 bias ^ appro#,& 
stand" slae 0 r 3(0)/l0l \t('X\ 
class ^ ^^8/ 
Growing stock volume, ou. ft./a.c, by type and stand size, estimators (ic) 
and (Id) 
.04 10,55 1,57% 
-.23 10,54 3,689 
-.62 10,55 1,016 
-.50 10,48 287 (n 
-,02 10,55 22,302 
,/a,c, by type and stand size 
—.92 102,67 — 
4,37 105,52 
Douglas-fir 
stand slae 2 77.15 79.95 
Pines 
stand 8188 3 139.82 106.96 
True firs 
"h 
stand siae 1° 1,07 
Larch-cedar 
4. stand 8l%e 34.63 13.27 
CJ''.L. 
nonstocked 7.67 3,82 
All classes 1,294.34 1,269,45 
Net change In growing 5 stock volume, 
estimators (2a) and 1 (2b) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 2.30 .19 
Pines 
stand size 3 4.63 24,83 
True firs 
1% stand size - .59 
Larch"cedar 
4 stand size -1.72 -8,23 
C.F.L, 
-5,74 nonstocked -30,91 
All classes -169.49 -210,77 
-3.79 105,52 
-4.38 105,57 — 
- .24 105,52 51,981 
^The cell mean cannot be estimated with m ~ 0, 
No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 25 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est, . . . ^ r bias ^ est. v(8) 
J(§)  P(v (8) ) / | v (e ) |% g (v(e) ) / | v (8 ) |  v (v(e ) ) °  
Growing Stook volume, ou, ft./a,c. by type and stand 6l%e, estimators (ic) 
and (id) 
7^ 21.08 1,167 15.40 20,19 
187 28,00 2,527 18,87 263 20,30 
2 517.46 183 92,31 1 20,71 
d 1,789.75 15 95.00 d 20 YO 
17,933 .24 21,388 ,19 15,510 18,41 
Net change In growing stock volume, cu, ft,/a,c, by type and stand size 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
d 635 ' 15,863.25 750 136,52 
686 1,924 1,80 2,898 88,47 
75 3o4 3,04 99 103,11 
1,064 3,908 2.67 5,205 58,38 
49,461 ,05 51,880 .05 92,619 18,55 
Sunlts are x 10~3, 
"Value Is greater than 0 but less than ,5, 
Table 26, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, east-side stratum 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative, C.V. of Parametric 
and value est. § bias 0 appro#. 
8tand"Bl8e 
class 
0 r 
Periodic mortality, cu. ft./a.c, by type and stand size, estimators (3a) and (3b) 
Douglas-fir 
1.67 26,80 stand size 2 3.55 - ,53 
Pines 
8.18 stand size 3 3.65 1,25 26,78 5 
True firs 
7.14 4 stand size 1 0.83 7,63 26,77 
Larch-cedar 
26,69 stand size 4 . 1.56 2,73 .75 1 
O.F.L, ^ 
. nonstocked 2,24 ^ Wtr rr- .l-r J-» ^ rr 
All classes 46,23 45.27 - .02 26,78 147 
Timber removed, cu. ft./a.c. by type and stand size. estimators (4a) and (4b) 
Douglas-fir , 
6,56 stand size 2" — —  —  
Pines 
7,42 ,36 38,97 16 stand size 3 10.13 
True firs 
stand size 1 - - ^  F>- -r 
Larch-cedar 
3.80 15.34 38,97 36 stand size 4 3.03 
C,F,L. . 
4,02 nonstocked %%]%d — — — —  — — — —  
All classes 284.36 284,49 38,97 12,293 
«Value is greater than 0 but less than .5. 
"b^o positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
°Vold cell In the population for the particular variable of Interest, 
^Value Is greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
Table S6 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
v(8) 
r 
Relative Bias 
eCv^6))/|v(8) 
E(v(0)) 
r 
1 
Total relative 
bias , ^ 
p(v(6))/iv(e)i 
r r 
Monte Carlo 
est, 
V(v(0)) 
V 
C,V, of 
V(8) 
Periodic mortality, cu. ft,/a.o. by type and stand size, estimators (3a) and (3b) 
15 71.50 . 2 7,46 8 54,55 . 
10 1.06 22 3.57 152 56,26 
5 ,38 46 11,48 610 54,21 
7 11.30 8 14.51 20 54,05 
31 - - - -
154 
Timber 
,05 148 .01 12,830 
removed, ou, ft,/a.o. by type and stand size, estimators (4a) 
76,59 
and (4b) 
90 " —  "  —  
69 3.42 142 8,08 11,339 75,22 
42 .17 315 7.80 55,965 75,18 
119 — — — —  
12,676 ,03 12,383 ,01 79,672 72,12 
Table 27. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 2, east-side stratum®' 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
olass 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est. e 
r 
Relative 
bias 
C.V. of 
& 
Parametric 
approx, 
v(i) 
Periodic mortality, cu. ft./a,c, by type and stand size, estimators (3a) and (3b) 
42 
29 
15 
19 
Douglas-fir 
46.28 Btand size 2 3.55 3.39 0,05 
Pines 
3.64 -.85 45,89 stand size 3 .53 
True firs ^ 
stand size 1 0,83 
Larch-cedar 
4,15 stand size 4 1.56 8.03 44,76 
C.P.L. . 
2.24 nonstocked m» M M , 
All classes 46,23 45.41 -.02 46,28 
Timber removed, cu, ft,/a.c, by type and stand size, estimators 
Douglas-fir . 
stand size 2 6.56 ». M. — 
Pines 
7.42 61,72 stand size 3 2.11 J ro
 
True firs 
stand size 1 ^ ^ « 
Larch-cedar ^ 
3,80 stand size 4 r* »* rr r* 
C.F.L. % 
4.02 nonstocked w w 
All classes 284.36 288.02 ,01 61,63 
91 
449 
262 
200 
122 
347 
aNOTK: The Monte Carlo statistics for periodic mortality and timber removed 
under complete replacement are omitted because the statistics could not be esti­
mated with m = 0, A discussion of this condition occurs in the text, 
%o positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
cVold cell in the population for the particular variable of Interest. 
r 
Table 27 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,.of 
est. . . . r »biaG ^ est, v(e) 
V ( 0 )  P ( v ( e ) ) / | v(0)| e(v( e ) ) / | v ( e ) |  v(v(ê)) 
Periodic mortality/cu, ft./a.o. by type and stand size, estimators (3a) and (3b) 
2 16.15 17 5.80 . 256 95,25 
d 479,33 0 4.33 93,75 
14 ,37 81 4.89 6,098 95.98 
442 .02 432 - ,02 279,679 122,38 
Timber removed, ou, ft,/a,0. by type and stand Blze, estimators (4a) and (4b) 
117.61 9 4,57 142 126,41 
31,505 ,17 36,207 ,15 2,214^ 129,96 
^Value is greater than 0 but less than .5. 
®Units are x 10"^, 
TalDle 28. Monte Carlo statlstloB from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates under complete remeasurement, eaBt-Glde 
stratum 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est, Q 
r 
Relative 
.bias 
p(0)/|e 
C,V, of 
V 
Parametric 
approx. 
Net growth, cu. ft./a.c, by type and stand 8l%e, estimators (5G) and (5b) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 8.86 
Pines 
stand size 3 12.05 
True firs 
stand si%e 1 . -0.59 
Larch"cedar 
stand size 4 2.09 
O.F.L. 
nonstocked -1,72 
Table total 114.8? 
14,77 
11.49 
- 3.90 
- 1.16 
115.56 
.67 
-.05 
-5.64 
-1,56 
,01 
17,09 
17.07 
17.08 
17,06 
17,08 
36 
39 
3 
12 
31 
362 
a No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 28 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est, , . . , r bias, . est, v(6) 
y(&)  P(V(8 ))/|V(0 ) |  P(v(6) ) / | v (8 ) |  v (v(8)) 
r r r r 
Net growth, eu. ft./a.c, by type and stand size, estimators (5g) and (gt) 
6 
h 
b 
b 
4.71 
9.06 
4.77 
300.50 
44 
25 
18 
2 
5.95 
5,58 
39.23 
36.75 
160 
52 
33 
b 
28,59 
28,35 
32,23 
32,44 
390 -.07 356 - .09 15,576 35,04 
V^alue la greater than 0 but less than .5. 
Table 29. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated sample.?, of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 2, east-side 
stratum^ 
Species 
and 
Btand-Blze 
class 
True 
value 
e 
Monte garlo 
est, 0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
p(8)48 
r 
0,V. of 
3 
Parametric 
apppox. 
Net growth, cu, ft./a.c, by type and stand Bi%e, estimators (5c) and (^b) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 
Pines 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand siae 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
0,F.L, % 
nonstocked 
Table total 
b 
8.86 
12,05 
-0.59 
2.09 
-1.72 
114.87 
11.78 
23.57 
-5.18 
145.86 
,33 
,96 
-1,48 
.27 
81,57 
81.57 
81.57 
81,57 
106 
113 
7 
36 
91 
1,053 
a. NOTE; The Monte Carlo statistics for net growth under complete replacement 
are omitted because the statistics could not be estimated with m = 0, A-discussion 
of this condition appears in the text. 
^No positive plots were selected by the random generator. 
Table 2.9 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(e)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,Vy_ of 
est. , . A r biaB . est. v(0) 
V ( & )  p ( v ( 0 ) ) / v ( e ) |  M v ( e ) ) / i v ( 9 ) l  v(v(%)) 
r r r r r 
Net growth, ou. ft./a,c, by type and stand Bl%e, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
92 ,15 123 ,33 27,152 133,86 
370 -.70 288 -,22 70,511 92,19 
18 1,02 58 2,24 9,466 168,47 
14,157 -.93 5,749 -.59 70,030 4,60 
Table 30, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table oell estimates, under complete remeasurement, east-
side stratum 
Parametric 
approx. 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C,V^ of 
and value est, 6 bias § 
stocking 0 p(0)/|8| 
class 
' Growlng~'slJÔ'ck volume ou. ' f t,/a. c. by'type and stocking^ estimators (Ic) and (Id) 
Douglas-fir 
.33 stock, class 1 17.33 
Pines 
stock, class 2 44,80 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 3^ 9.l6 
Douglas-fir 
all classes 588,55 
All types 
stock, class 4 l,l4l,24 
Table total 1,294,34 
23.03 
125.22 
532,48 
1,046.40 
1,283.84 
1,79 
- . 1 0  
- , 08 
- , 0 1  
12,73 
12.73 
12.74 
12.74 
12,73 
189 
798 
397 
14,644 
25,169 
24,160 
Net change In growing stock volume cu, ft./a.c, by type and stocking, estima­
tors (2a) and (2b) 
Douglas-fir 
-29.64 stock, class 1 -12.31 -.58 67,69 3,000 
Pines 
stock, class 2 - 3.24 6,76 3.70 67.68 253 
Hardwoods 
0,54 stock, class 3& p- ^  w. 6 
Douglas-fir 
-21.18 .67 67,69 all classes - 7.09 3,779 
All types 
62,65 67.69 796 stock, class 4 123.37 .97 
Table total -169.49 -168,98 .55 67,69 13,440 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 30 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est, • A , A r bias, ^ est. , v(0) 
v(ê)  e (v (e) ) / | v (9 ) i  B(v(e ) ) / | v (§ ) |  v (v ($) )b  
r r r r r 
Growing stock volume ou. ft,/a.c. by type and stocking^ estimators (le) and (id) 
9 21,02 28? 32.51 5 25,21 
254 2,14 3,399 12,38 711 24,81 
4,602 2,18 13,516 1,94 9,497 22,92 
17,773 .42 20,466 ,15 20,225 21,97 
26,715 - .10 24,014 - ,10 30,317 22,93 
Net change in growing stock volume ou, ft./a,c, by type and stocking, estima» 
tors (2a) and (2b) 
69 42,22 . 299 3,30 96 104,04 
35 6,20 154 3,38 26 104,26 
23 163,03 2,670 114,88 9,693 116,60 
6,973 .89 26,199 2,76 717,075 102,21 
13,074 ,03 13,149 ,01 82,709 69,16 
^Unlts are x 10"^, 
Table 31. Monte Carlo statistica from 200 repeated sampler of «elected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates^ under partial replacement 2, east-side 
stratum 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est, 0 bias 3 approx, 
vTe) stocking class 
0 r 
1 
|(«)/|e| 
Growing stock volume cu. ft./a.c, by type and stocking. estimators (Ic) and (id) 
Douglas-fir 
16,77 13.24 stock, class 1 17.33 -.03 241 
Pines 
44.80 stock, class 2 31.07 -.31 13,25 1,015 
Hardwoods 
3^ 9.16 stock, class WW 483 
Douglas-fir 
588.55 589.41 
b 
21,947 all classes 13.25 
All types 
4 1,141.24 stock, class 1,222,55 .07 13.24 50,728 
Table total 1,294.34 1,287.20 -,01 13,24 24,254 
estimators (2a) and ^ b) 
Douglas-fir 
-29,64 "14,30 stock, class 1 .51 103,12 7,716 
Pines 
- 3.24 stock, class 2 23.81 8,34 103,12 732 
Hardwoods 
3®" stock, class 0.54 M r» M» W W 18 
Douglas-fir 
- 21.18 69.21 4.27 all classes 103,12 11,585 
All types 
62.65 stock, class 4. 270,58 3.32 103.12 19,504 
Table total -169.49 -142,16 , 16 103.12 27,307 
positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
V^alue is greater than 0 but less than .005, 
Table 31 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est. 
V(?) 
Relative Bias 
p(v(S) ) / | v (e ) |  
E(v( 0 ) )  
r 
Total relative 
bias 
P(v(8) )/!%(&) 1 
Monte Carlo 
est, ^ 
V(v(ê))° 
C,V,^of 
v(3) 
Growing Stock volume ou,ft./a,0, by type and stockihg/ estimators (Ic) and (Id) 
5 47,96 296 58,98 d 26,33 
17 58,90 492 28,04 26,10 
6,097 2,60 19,103 2.13 19 23,02 
26,185 ,94 20,422 - ,22 30 27,00 
29,026 - ,16 
Net change In growing 
estimators (2a) and ( 
21,611 
c stock volume cu, 
[2b) 
"" , 26 
ft./a.c. by type 
36 
and stocking. 
27,90 
217 34,48 1,816 7.35 7 l4l,86 
603 .21 4,764 6,90 45 I4l,l0 
5,094 1,27 46,100 8,05 4,340 142,90 
77,851 .75 584,415 6,51 672,911 140,36 
21,491 .27 22,037 .03 260 73,23 
U^nita are x 10"^, 
V^alue Is greater than 0 but less than ,5 % 10^ , 
Table 32. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete replacement, east-side 
stratum 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est. p bias ^ appro#P" 
stocking e ^ P(&)/|8| 
class ^ 
Growing stock volume cu. ft,/a.o, by type and stocking, estimators (ic) and (id) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stock, class 1 17*33 17!5 
Pines 
stock, class 2 44.80 10.56 -.76 10,54 736 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 $.l6 ---- ---- 366 
Douglas-fir 
all olasBee 588.55 606.12 ,03 10.56 13,518 
All types 
Btook, olasB 4 l,l4l.24 1,206.42 .06 10.55 23,233 
Table total 1,294.34 1,269.45 -.02 10,55 22,302 
Net change in growing stock volume cu, ft./a.c, by type and stocking, 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stock, class 1 -29.64 ———— 
Pines 
stock, class 2 - 3.24 7,12 3.20 105.52 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 0.54 —— - —— — 
Douglas-fir 
all classes -21.18 66.45 4,l4 105,52 
All types 
etook. olasB 4 62,65 189.31 2,02 105,52 
Table total -169.49 -210,77 - ,24 105,52 51/981 
^The cell mean cannot be estimated with m = 0, 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 32 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias 
v ( i )  e ( v ( G ) ) / | v ( # )  
r r 
E(v(^)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V. of 
r bias est, ^ vC^) 
e ( v ( 6 ) ) / | v ( & ) l  v ( v ( 8 ) ) *  
r 'r r 
Growing stock volume O U .  ft,/a.c, by type and stocking. estimators (lc)and (id) 
1 592.89 116 92,81 I 20,71 
4,095 2 . 3 0  15,133 2,70 7,821 18,48 
16,210 .43 • 20,472 .24 13,804 18,15 
17,933 . .24 
Net change in growing 
estimators (2a) and ( 
21,388 
5 stock volume ou, ft./a.c 
[2b) 
,19 
:, by type 
15,510 18,4l 
and stocking. 
56 244 
1 
3,32 66 105,26 
4,917 mn — , 
i  
16,806 2 , 4 2  266,073 97,06 
39,905 110,759 1.78 9,497,211 87,99 
49,461 ,05 51,880 ,05 92,619 18,55 
°Units are x 10"^, 
Table 33, Monte Carlo etatlGtloe from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, east-side 
stratum 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C . V .  of 
and value est. 0 bias i 
stocking e r P(#)/|e| 
class r 
Periodic mo rtality cu .ft,/a,G, by type arid stocking. estimators 
Douglas-fir 
1^ stock, class .31 
Pines 
stock, class 2 2,12 6,90 2.25 26,78 
Hardwoods 
3% stock, class 0.31 m-* Mm MM»**" 
Douglas-fir 
16,48 all classes 21.11 " .21 26,78 
,A11 types 
38.25 27.45 - ,28 stock, class 3 26,78 
Table totals 46.23 45.27 - ,02 26,78 
Parametric 
approx, 
vXe) 
1 
5 
1 
75 
114 
154 
Timber removed cu, ft,/a.o, by type and stocking, estimators (4a) and (4b) 
stock, class 1 32.07 12.84 - . 60 38,48 3,064 
Pines 
2^ stock, class 8,24 W M, M m~r  ^ 262 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 0,71 •MM..*- w w. ^ M. 4 
Douglas-fir 
70.78 67.13 38,98 all classes - .05 3,731 
All types 
38.92 38,98 stock, class 3 35.13 " .10 532 
Table totals 284,36 284.49 _b 38,97 12,676 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
ro 
a 
^Value iD greater than 0 but less than ,005, 
Table 33 (Continued) 
•Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(8)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,y, of 
f  A  \  \  / A  est. , , /V , r bias est, w{%) i { % )  p ( v ( ^ ) ) / | v(e)| P(v( g ' ) ) / | v ( § ) |  v(v(§)) j. r r r r 
Periodic mortality eu.f ./a.c. by type ârîTTtockïrig, estimators (3a| and (3bj 
3 .61 19 4,63 ' 114 55,58 
19 2.83 
54 1 .11 
147 .05 
Timber removed eu, 
25 121,42 
685 4.45 
188 1,84 
12,293 .03 
56 1,89 1,089 58,66 
97 ,80 3,827 63,54 
147 ,01 12,830 ^ 
, by type and stocking. estimators (4a) and (4b) 
139 4,56. 10,744 74,48 
2,093 2,06 2,346,367 73,18 
921 3.91 467,726 74,25 
12,383 .01 79,762,272 72,12 
Table 34, Monte Carlo statlsticB from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 2, east-side 
stratum# 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est. 9 bias ^ approx, 
stocking 0 r B(G)/|0| àV/^\ 
class 
Periodic mortality cu, ft./a,o. by type and stocking, estimators (3a) and (3b) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stock, class 1 .31 
Pines . 
stock, class 2" 2.12 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 0.31 
Douglas-fir 
all classes 21,11 
All types 
stock, class 3 38,25 
Table totals 46,23 
Timber removed cu. ft./a,c 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 32,07 
Pines 1. 
stock, class 2 8.24 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 O.71 
Douglas-fir 
all classes JO.JS 
All types 
stock, class 3 38,92 
Table totals 284.36 
&NOTR; The Monte Carlo statistics for periodic mortality and timber removed 
under complete replacement are omitted because the statistics could not be esti­
mated, with m « 0. A discussion of this condition occurs m the text. 
•^Wo positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
2 
16 
2 
30.56 ,45 46,28 217 
45.32 ,18 46,28 332 
45. 4l -.02 46,28 449 
by type and stocking. estimators (4a) and (4b) 
11.83 - .63 61,63 8,914 
— — — —  
^ ^ ^  763 
— — —  —  11 
18,80 
-,73 61,62 10,854 
22\88 -.41 61,63 1,548 
288u02 .01 6 1 , 6 3  36,875 
Table 34 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est. . A . A r bias est. „ v(3) 
V(3) e(v(0))/ V(^)| p(v(#))/|v(#)| V(v(«))® 
r r r r r 
Ferlocîlc mortality cu. ft,/a.o, by type and stocking, estimators (3aj and (3bj 
200 
44o 
442 
,08 
.25 
.02 
283 
430 
432 
.42 
- . 0 2  
- . 0 2  
98 
277 
280 
110,43 
122,38 
122,38 
Timber removed ou. ft,/a,c, by type and stocking, estimators (4a) and (4b) 
53 166.63 284 4.34 129 126,37 
134 
199 
31,505 
79.84 
6,78 
,17 
493 
678 
36,206 
2,67 387 
2,41 730 
,15 2,214,137 
126,10 
126,06 
129,96 
^Unlts are x 10"^, 
Table 35. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, east-side 
stratum 
Species True Monte Cgrlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est. 0 bias § approx, 
stocking 0 r g(8)/|8| y(%) 
class ^ 
Net growth cu. ft./a.c, by type and stocking, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 2,43 
Pines 
stock, class 2 4.99 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 3 1.25 
Douglas-fir 
all classes 49.60 
All types 
stock, class 3 101.57 
Table total 114,87 
2.38 -.02 17,33 4 
5.30 ,06 17,08 15 
5 
47.09 -.05 17,09 167 
101.51 b 17,08 318 
115,56 .01 17,08 362 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
^Value is less than 0 but greater than -,005,' 
o 
{ 
Table 35 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E ( V ( 6 ) )  , Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est, . . . r bias . , est, v(l) 
v ( 8 )  e ( v(G) ) / | % ( S ) |  ^(v( 6 ) ) / | v ( e ) |  v(v(®)) 
Net growth ou. ft,/a.o, by type and stocking, estimators (5o) and (5b) 
° 22.24 4 20.54 1 31,54 
1 17.61 13 14.26 15 30,94 
65 1.58 148 1.28 1,158 23,01 
301 .06 330 .10 9,220 29,13 
309 - .07 356 - .09 15,576 35,04 
°Value 18 greater than 0 but less than .5, 
Table 36, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 2, east-slde 
stratum^ 
Species 
and 
stocking 
class 
True 
value 
e  
Monte 
est, 
%arlo 
r 
Relative 
bias 
p (0) / | e |  
r 
C , V .  of 
8  
Parametric 
appro#, 
Net growth ou. ft./a.c, by type and stocking, estimators (5c) and (^b) 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 2,43 
Pines 
stock, class 2 4,99 
Hardwoods ^ 
stopk, class 3 I.25 
Douglas-fir 
all classes 49.60 
All types 
stock, class 3 101,57 
Table total 114.87 
2.48 .02 81,57 11 
9.89 ,98 87,57 44 
^ — 
-  -  - - 16 
42,12 
-.15 81.58 486 
128,65 .27 81,57 924 
145,86 ,27 81,57 lvP53 
NOTE: The Monte Carlo statistics for net growth under complete replacement 
are omitted because the statistics could not be estimated with m - 0, A discussion 
of this appears in the text, 
^No positive plots are selected by the random number generator. 
Table 36 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0))'^ Total relative Monte Carlo C,V,^of 
est, , A t r bias® est, V(3) 
v(e)  P(v (6) ) / | v (0 ) |  |(v{0 ) ) / | v (§ ) |  v(v( t ) )  
Net growth ou. ft./a,c. by type and stocking, estimators (5c )  and (5b) 
Zj. ^ 81 W M mrvmv» «T- r~r r-r r~r 
^ «— M w #« M m* M M P# w fW w* 
1,181 -.59 
11,012 -.92 
14,157 -.93 
°The information In these columns was not recovered from the computer. 
Table 37. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated eamples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete remeaGurement, west-side 
stratum 
Species 
and 
Btand-Biae 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Cgrlo 
est, 0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
P ( 9 ) / | 8  
r 
C.V. of 
3 
Parametric 
approx. 
Growing stock volume ouT ft./a.c. by type and stand size, estimators (Ic) 
and (id) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 44,29 
Pines , 
stand sl%e 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 30,92 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 307.25 
C,F.L, 
nonstooked 
Table total 
102,07 
333,32 
2,30 
.08 
14,60 
14,59 
1,170 
1,468 
43,131 
8,50 ,18 14,60 167 
3,415 -.01 14,60 238,652 
Net change in growing stock volume cu, ft./a,c, by type and stand size, 
estimators (2a) and T2b) 
7.21 
3,437,98 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 
Pines 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
C,P,L. 
nonstocked 
Table total 
a 
4.85 
-76.99 
-  2 , 7 7  
-42,98 
-1,510,16 
- 61.99 
0,75 
-191.46 
-1,506.73 
-,19 
1,27 
3.45. 
d 
21,80 
22,99 
21.80 
21,80 
277 
8,019 
98 
4,866 
103,829 
"^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
^Vold cell in the population for the particular variable of Interest, 
:units are x lO-o 
dvalue is greater tl han 0 but less than .005. 
Table 37 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
est. 
V(0) 
r 
Relative Bias 
e ( v ( & ) ) / | v ( & ) |  
E(v(G)) 
r 
Total relative 
bias ^ 
3(v ( B ) ) / | v ( e ) |  
r r 
Monte Carlo 
est. 
V(v (§ ) j c  
r 
Growing stock volume cu, ft 
and (id) 
./a.c, by type and stand size , 'estimators ( 10) 
222 5 .61  5,755 24.91 3 27,96 
2,366 17.23 40,544 16.13 126 27,64 
2  
248,662 
Net change 
estimators 
107.69 
- , 04 
In growing stock 
(2a) and (2b) 
4l 25.53 
237,518 - .04 
volume cu, ft./a.c. by type 
^„„„e 27»99 
1,186 14,50 
and stand size, 
183 42,90 4,305 22.57 3 41,55 
e 3,264.33 1 ,59 1,872.67 e 42,48 
1,742 
107,856. 
1 . 7 9  
- « 04 
17,977 
103,108 
9 . 3 2  
- .04 
53 
530 
40,42 
22,32 
®Value la greater than 0 but less than , 5 .  
Table 38, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under partial replacement I, west-side stratum 
Species 
and 
stand~size 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est.  § 
r  
Relative 
Mas 
p(®)/|e 
r 
C.V, of Parametric 
approx. 
Growing stock volume cu, f t , /a.c.  by type and stand size, estimators (ic) and (id) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 44,29 
Pines 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 30.92 
Larch"cedar 
stand size 4 307.25 
0,9,L, 
nonstocked 
Table total 
105,14 
343.31 
2,40 
.12 
18,08 
18.08 
4,38 -.39 18,13 
3,252,77 -,05 18,08 
Net change In growing stock volume cu, f t . /a.c.  by type and stand size, 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
7.21 
3,437.98 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2& 
Pines ,  
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
O.F.L. 
nonstocked 
Table total 
4,85 
-76.99 
- 2.77 
-42.98 
.1,510.16 
- 71.28 
0,87 
-110.08 
1,507.55 
.07 
1.31 
-1.57 
c 
22,86 
23,08 
22,85 
22.85 
1,429 
1,704 
46,384 
, ^93 
247,401 
358 
10,062 
122 
6,157 
127,517 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
^Vold cell  in the population for the particular variable of interest.  
M 
"Value la greater than 0 but less than ,005. 
Table 38 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo 0  . Y ,  o S  
e a t ,  .  ^ .  r bias, .  est,  ,  y(e) 
v ( 9 )  S ( v ( 6 ) ) / l v ( e ) l  B ( v ( e ) ) / | v ( e ) l  v ( v ( S ) ) d  
r r r  r  r  
Growing stock volume ou. f t , /a.c,  by type and stand Bl%e, estimators (le)and (id) 
361 3.71 6,194 16.14 4 32,53 
3,853 11,04 43,252 10.23 193 32,14 
1 305.79 21 32,41 ® 32,89 
345,940 -.28 236,337 - ,32 1,979 18,82 
Net change in growing stock volume eu. f t . /a.c.  by type and stand 6l%e, 
estimators (Sa) and @b) 
265 36.91 5,756 20,68 6 31,61 
e 3,037.25 74 1,968,50 ® 44,86 
633 8,73 12,417 18,62 29 45,53 
118,681 ,07 125,488 .06 862 23,39 
"^Unlts are x lO""^. 
®Value is greater than 0 but less than . 5 .  
Table 39. Monte Carlo stat:l,st.lcs from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Syj?" 
vey table cell estimates, under complete replacement, west-side stratum 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est,  0 
r  
Relative 
bias 
p ( 0 ) / | 6 1  
r 
C , V .  o f  Parametric 
&ppro%,a 
V(8) 
Growing 8took ;  volume cu. ft , /a,c,  by type and stand size. estimators l i e )  and (IdJ 
Douglae-flr .  
44,29 stand size 2 ^ wmr^ 1- ^ 1,170 
Pines 
stand size 3 ^  w, M. W. W, ^ WW'#'** trr BT" rm 
True fira 
stand size 1 30,92 2.23 "0.93 14,90 1,468 
Larch-cedar 
576.11 stand size 4 307.25 ,68 14,70 43,131 
C.F.L. 
nonstocked 7,21 3.74 - ,48 14,63 167 
Table total 3,437,98 3,421,28 d 14,68 238,652 
Net change In growing 5 stock volume cu. ft . /a.c.  by type and stand size. 
estimators (2a) and I (2b) 
Douglas-fir 
4,85 stand size 2" " y- mw — ^  Wf —r f- rr ** r-
Pines 
stand size 3° ^ W M. rw rr 
True firs 
-76.99 stand size 1 .57 1.01 58.33 0T rf f— 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 - 2,77 3.15 2.14 57,49 ^ „ r~ 
C.F.L. 
-42,98 nonstocked -95.92 - 1.23 57,46 ftr r~ 
Table total 1,310.16 -1,530.71 - ,01 57,46 730,914 
&The cell  mean cannot be estimated with m = 0, 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
QVold cell  In the population for the particular variable of interest,  
dvalue la less than 0 but greater than -,005. 
Table 39 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(^)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,y, of 
e a t ,  ,  .  ^  r  b i a s ,  ^  e e t , .  y ( ê )  
v f S )  P ( v ( & ) ) / | v ( a ) |  e ( v ( 9 ) ) / | v ( 3 ) |  v ( v ( 9 ) ) G  
r r  r r  p 
"Growing stock volume eu. f t , /a,c,  by type and stand size, estïmators Xlo7 an(3 (Id) 
13,340.27 5 47,55 ^ 28,95 
5,752 6.50 64,208 10.16 317 27,79 
^ 556.93 15 -49.47 ^ 28,87 
252,392 - .05 237,048 - .06 1,330 15,38 
Net change In growing stock volume eu. f t . /a.c,  by type and stand size, 
estimators (2a) and(2b) 
^ 1 4.00 ^ 79,24 
3 89 26.25 f 92,73 
3,038 14,216 3,68 120 77,10 
773,682 - .06 721,783 - ,07 7,423 11,94 
®Units are x 10""^. 
f 
Value Is greater than 0 but less than .5. 
Table 40. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, west-side stratum 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
est,  9 
r  
Relative 
bias 
P(9)/ |0 
C , V .  o f  $ Parametric approx, 
v ( e )  
Periodic mortality cuTft./a.c,  by type and stand size, estimators (3ajand (3b) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2 ,60 ---- •— - -  1 
Pines 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
C.F.L, 
nonstockedo 
Table total 
b 
2.43 
17.04 
1.04 
165,84 
7.19 
11.95 
1.96 
- .30 
23,90 
23.88 
23,89 
14 
226 
6 
1,594 166,23 d 
Timber removed cu, f t , /a,c.  by type and stand size, estimators (4a) and (4b) 
Douglas-fir 
stand size 2^ 
Pines 
stand size 3" 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar .  
stand size 4 
C.F.L. 
nonstocked 
Table total 
6,49 
76.79 
43.74 
1,538.85 
62.22 
193.76 
1,528,72 
.19 
3,43 
- , 0 1  
21,12 
21,12 
21,12 
216 
7,802 
98,758 
a No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
^Void cell  in the population for the particular variable of interest,  
cunits are x 10-3. 
OValue is greater than 0 but less than .005. 
Table 4o (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias 
P(v(?) ) / |v (ê) l  
E ( v ( 8 ) )  
r 
Total relative Monte Carlo C 
bias .  ^ .  est,  ^ 
P ( v (0) ) / |v (e ) i  Y M h f  
r r  r  
Perlodlo mortality eu.ft . /a,  0. by type and stand size, estimators 'I3a) and (3b) 
3  3.89 56 18.03 1 46,26 
8 26.80 9 3  10.47 2 45,93 
1,576 .01 1,605 .02 469 42,69 
Timber removed eu, ft . /a.c .  by type and stand 8l%e, estimators (4a) and (4b) 
173 
4  
44.17 4,102 22,75 2,768 40,57 
1,674 1.93 18,177 9.86 51,853 39,61 
104,198 -.05 97,510 - ,06 511,188 23,19 
Table 4l, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 1, west-side stratum^ 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
class 
True 
value 
e  
Monte Carlo 
est.  0 
Relative 
bias 
P ( e ) / | e  
C.V, of 
3 
Parametric 
approx, 
V ( G )  
Periodic mortality cu.ft . /a.c,  by type and stand size, estimators (3a) and' '(3b) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stand size 2 
Pines 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
0,F.L. 
nonstockedd 
Table total 
.60 
2.43 
17.04 
1,04 
165.84 
7.86 
13.06 
2.24 
-.23 
27.15 
27.16 
27,16 
19 
290 
2,04% 161.31 -.03 
Timber removed cu, f t  , /a,c,  by type and stand size, estimators (4a) and '(5t>) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stand size 2"^ 6.50 
Pines 
stand size 3® 
True firs 
stand size 1 76,79 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4° 
0,F,L. 
nonstooked 
Table total 
71.01 -, 08 22,28 
277 
10,003 
43.74 
1,538,85 
l,53g 22.27 
22,27 
6,298 
126,613 
110.56 
1,532.10 
&NOTE5 The" Monte Carlo statistics for periodic mortality and timber removed 
under complete replacement are omitted because the statistics could not be esti­
mated with m ~ 0, A discussion of this condition occurs in the text,  
"bNo positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
°Vold cell in the population for the particular variable of Interest,  
dUnlte are x 10-3. • 
eValue is less than 0 but greater than -.005. 
Table 4l (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias B(v(8)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est.  ,  r  bias .  , est,  vCe) 
v ( i )  e(v(0) ) / |v ( î ) l  s(v(? ) ) / |v (e) |  v (v (3) )d  
Periodic mortality cu.ft . /a.o. by type and stand siz^'  es't ima/E^ ) and (%/ '  
5 3.07 69 14.09 1 55,34 
13 - . 7 7  115 8.11 4 54,93 
1,920 
Timber 
,06 
removed cu. 
1,976 
ft . /a.o, by type and 
.03 
stand Bi%e, 
1,119,, \ 
estimators (4a) ,53(54 and (5b) 
250 38.96 5,413 20,62 5,447 43,12 
606 
116,458 
9 . 3 9  
.09 
12,452 
124,158 
19.53 
.07 
28,756 
945,104 
43,0% 
24,y6 
Table 42. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, west-side 
stratum 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Cgrlo 
est.  0 
r 
Relative 
bias 
iB(e)/|0| 
C . V .  o f  
e 
Parametric 
appro%. 
Net growth cu. f t . /a.c.  by type and stand Size, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
Douglas-fir 
stand 8i%e 2 
Pines ^ 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
O.F.L. 
nonstocked 
11.34 
-0.20 
- 2 . 7 7  
.77 
,23 
.77 
2 . 2 9  
2.12 
1 , 2 8  
1 , 9 9  
268,63 
268,74 
268,62 
82 
5 
98 
2 
Table total 47.78 21.98 - ,54 268,62 1,621 
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
^Void cell  in thé population for the particular variable of interest.  
Table 42 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V, of 
est. . A , A . r bias ^ est,  „ v { % )  
v ( 8 )  B ( v ( e ) ) / l v ( e ) |  s C v ( e ) ) / i v ( ^ ) l  v ( v ( 9 ) ) °  
r r  r  r  r  
Net growth ou, f t . /a.c.  by type and stand 8i2e, estimators (^c) and (5b) 
^ 12.89 42 112,12 3 119,29 
4 22,10 455 106.41 295 37,71 
38 - .96 118 2 . 1 3  14 101,36 
3 ,487 - .54 1,627 - ,53 313 34,38 
^UnitB are x 10""^. 
^Value is greater than 0 but less than ,5. 
Table 43. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates under partial replacement 1, west-side 
stratum^ 
Species 
and 
stand-size 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Ogrlo 
est.  0 
r  
Relative 
bias , 
P(0)/ |0|  
r  
C , V .  o f  
% 
Parametric 
appro%, 
V ( G )  
Net growth cu. ft . /a.o. by type and stand size, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
Douglas-fir ,  
stand size 2 
Pines 
stand size 3 
True firs 
stand size 1 
Larch-cedar 
stand size 4 
0 , P , L .  
nonstocked 
11.34 
- 0 . 2 0  
"2.77 
.77 
.18 
.59 
,88 
1.87 
1.21 
.16 
444,25 
444,65 
444,54 
105 
7 
126 
2 
Table total 47.78 24,55 -,  49 444,56 2,044 
NOTE; The Monte Carlo statistics for net growth under complete replacement 
are omitted because the statistics could not be estimated with m = 0, A discussion 
of this condition occurs in the text.  
^No positive plots were selected by the random number generator, 
®Void cell  in the population for the particular variable of interest.  
Table 43 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo G,V,^of 
e s t .  .  .  ,  r  b i a s  .  e s t ,  v ( e )  
V ( e )  P ( V ( O ) ) / | V ( 0 ) |  | ( v ( 0 ) ) / | V ( 0 ) |  V ( v ( 8 ) ) d  
Net growth ou, f t , /a,o, by type and stand Bl%e, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
1 10.10 63 
7 17,04 695 
16 - ,87 29 
11,912 - .83 2,015 
102,70 9 148,60 
98.92 1,068 148,58 
,90 2 134,98 
- ,83 687 41,12 
%nlts are x 10~3, 
Table 44, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey tabel cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, west-side stratum 
Species True Monte 0%rlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est.  0 bias '§ approz, 
stocking 9 r  p(§)/ |0I 
class ^ ^ / 
Growing stock volume ou, f t , /a.c,  by type and stocking/ estimatdrs (Ic) and(id) 
Douglas-flr 
stock* class 1^ «.I»»"». — — — ——" — 
Pines 
stock. claBS 2 — - — — — - - - —— 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 -——— ———- ———— 
Douglas-flr 
all olasaeo 682.09 53.66 -.22 l4.60 63,620 
All types 
Btook, olasB 3 3,356.04 3,300.66 -.02 14,60 240,523 
Table total 3,437.98 3,415.94 -.01 l4,60 238,652 
Net change in growing stock volume ou. ft . /a,c.  by type and stocking, 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stock, class 1 
Pines 
s t o c k ,  c l a s s  2  
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 
Douglas-fir 
all olasBeo 5.31 -6.79 -2.28 21,79 2,221 
All types 
stock. olaBB 3 -52.82 -60.24 - ,l4h 21.81 7,864 
Table total -1,510.16 -1,506.73 21,80 103,829 
^Void cell  l ln'  t 'h "f6v""'\iKé""piFH'cular ' '  variable'olHEïïfiFèsT7^ 
DValue is greater than 0 but less than .005. 
Table 44 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo 
e s t ,  
V ( 9 )  
r 
Relative Bias 
P ( V ( Ô ) ) / | V ( & ) |  
E ( v ( g ) )  
r 
Total relative 
bias 
P ( v ( & ) ) / | V ( 0 ) |  
r r  
Monte Carlo 
e s t ,  „  
v (v( 3 ) ) *  
r 
Growing stock volume cu. f t . / a . c .  b y  type and stocking/ estimators (Ic) and (Id) 
6,031 9,55 56,429 8.36 229 26,84 
232,189 ,04 227,406 -.02 
248,662 -.04 237,518 -.04 
Net change In growing stock volume cu. ft , /a,0. by type 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
1,115 
1,186 
and stocking. 
14,68 
14,50 
2 1,013.06 164 73.68 d 42,20 
107,856 
44.58 
—. 04 
2,592 
103,108 
14.02 
- ,  o4 
1 
530 
41,01 
22,32 
^Unlts are x lO"" . 
^Value 18 greater than 0 but less than .5. 
Table 45. Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samplee of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimâtes, under partial replacement Ij west-side stratum 
V ( 6 )  
Species True Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of Parametric 
and value est.  e bias ^ approx, 
stocking 8 ^ p(^)/lo 
class r  
Growing stock'V ou, f t . /a.c.  by type and 8tooking, estimators 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 — ——— 
Pines 
stock, class 2 ———— — — — — 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 3 — — — — — 
Douglas-fir 
all  classes 682.09 665.05 -.02 18.09 92,710 
All types 
Btbok. olasB 3 3,356.04 3,143.25 -.06 18,08 665,74? 
Table total 3,437.98 3,252.77 -,05 l8,08 247,401 
Net change in growing stock volume cu, f t . /a.c,  by type and stocking, 
estimators (2ay and (2b) 
Douglas-fir ^ 
stock, class 1 —— — — —— — — — 
Pines 
stock, class 2 ^^#.w,^ 
Hardwoods 
s t o c k ,  c l a s s  3  - - - -  ^  
Douglas-fir 
all olaBses 5.30 -14,28 -3.69 22,66 2,835 
All types 
Btook. olaBB .52.82 -33.98 .36^ 22.88 10,208 
Table total -1,510.16 -1,507.55 22,85 127,517 
^oid cell in the population for the particular variable of interest,  
^Value is greater than 0 but less than .005. 
Table 45 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(%)) Total relative Monte Carlo C/V, of 
e s t ,  ,  ^  ,  A  .  r  b i a s .  .  ,  e s t ,  v ( ^ )  
v{9)  P(v(e) ) / |w(e) |  P ( v {g) ) / |v (e) l  v ( v (e ) )«  
r r r r r » 
Growing stock volume ou.ft , /a,c,  by type and stocking, estimators (lojTand {Id) 
14,474 5.4l 71,925 3.97 489 30,73 
323,049 1.06 226,671 -.30 1,357 19,01 
345,940 -.28 236,337 -.32 1,979 18.82 
Net change in growing stock volume ou. f t , /a,c,  by type and stocking, 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
10 269.76 277 25.44 d 42,78 
60 168.21 2,415 39.03 1 44,21 
118,681 .07 ' 125,488 .06 862 23,39 
°Unit8 are x 10" ,  
^Value is greater than 0 but less than ,5, 
Table 46, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under complete replacement, west-side stratum 
Species True Monte Carlo Relative 0.V. of Para trie 
and value est,  Q bias e  approx,^ 
stocking e r  P(8)/ |6|  {r/^s 
class r  *18/ 
Growing stock volume cu. f t , / a . c .  by type and stocking, estimators (ic) and (id) 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 — w». — ^r.  — — .  „„^w. 
Pines ^ 
stock, class 2 — -  -  — -—- — 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 —— — -  — -  -  — ——- — 
Douglas-flr 
all  classes 682.09 572.41 -.16 14.69 63,620 
All types 
Btook. olasB 3 3,356.09 3,415.31 .02o 14,68 240,523 
Sbble total 3,437,98 3,421.29 14.68 238,652 
Net change In growing stock volume cu, f t . / a . c ,  by type and stocking, 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
Douglas-fir 
stpck, class 1 —---- ---- ———— —r 
Pines ^ 
stock, class 2 ---- —---- —— 
Hardwoods ^ 
stock, class 3 ---- "  
Douglas-fir 
all olaBseB 5,30 - 3.(%) -1.58 57,44 — 
All types 
stock, class 3 -  52.82 -143.53 -1.72 57,46 —-
Table total -1,510.16 -1,530.71 - ,01 57,46 730,914 
^The cell  mean cannot be estimated with m -  0. 
bVold cell  in the population for the particular variable of interest,  
OValue is greater than 0 but less than .005. 
Table 46 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias 
V ( | )  p ( v ( ^ ) ) / | v ( ^ ) |  
r ^ 
E ( v ( â ) )  
r  
Total relative 
bias , .  
P ( v ( l ) ) / | v ( ^ ) |  
r r 
Monte Carlo 
e s t ,  .  
V ( v { 9 ) f  
r 
C.V^of 
v ( t )  
Growing stock volume ou. f t , /a.c,  by type and stocking, estimators (Ic) and (Id) '  
7,075 7.99 55,551 6.85 227 27,15 
251,512 -.04 
252,392 -.05 
Net change in growing stock 
estimators (2a) and (2b) 
236,241 
237,048 
volume cu, 3 
- ,06 
- .  0 6  
f t . / a . c .  b y  t y p e  
1,321 
1,330 
and stocking. 
15,39 
15,38 
226 70.99 ^e 94,76 
6,803 
773,682 - . 0 6  
14,037 
721,783 
1.06 
- , 0 7  
57 
7,423 
53,57 
11,94 
"^Unlts are x 10""^, 
®Value Is greater than 0 but less than ,5. 
Table 47. Monte Carlo statlstlos from 200 repeated samples of selected PoreBt Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, west-side stratum 
Species True • Monte Carlo Relative C,V, of parametric 
and value est.  0 bias ^ approx, 
stocking 0 r p(G)/|8|  
class r  
Periodic mortality cu. ft , /a.0. by type and stocking/ estimators (3a) and 13b) '  
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 - - -  - --- -
Pines ^ 
stock, class 2 -  -  -  -  -- -  -
Hardwoods 
stock, class 3 — — — -—— — -— 
Douglas-fir 
all olasaes 16.99 28.34 ,67 22,89 86 
All types 
Gtook. olasB 3 154,18 156.73 .02 . 23.89 1,489 
Table total 165.84 166,23 23,88 1,594 
Timber removed cu, f t . /a.c,  by type and stocking, estimator (4a) and (4b) 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 1 ---- —---- — 
Pines g, 
stock, class 2 ——— — — — — — „„„„ 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 3 —— — — —— — — ———— 
Douglas-fir 
all  classes 32,87 ---- '—-- 1^ 907 
All types 
Btook, olasB 3 103.54 80.93 21,12 6,048 
Table total 1,538.85 1,528.72 . 21,12 98,758 
^Vold cell  In the population for the particular variable of Interest,  
Rvalue is greater than 0 but less than .005, 
No positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
Table 47 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo 0,V, of 
e a t .  ,  A  ,  r  bias,  ^ ,  est ,  v( e )  
v( f )  P ( v ( e ) ) / l v ( e ) l  e i (v( 0 ) ) / | v ( B )  v ( v ( 8 ) ) d  
r r  r  r  r  
Periodic mortality ou. f t . /a.c.  by type "aind stocking, estimators (3aj and (3b) 
46 .87 258 4.63 14 45,13 
1,402 .06 1,485 .06 400 42,60 
1,576 .01 1,605 .02 469 42,69 
Timber removed cu. f t . /a.c,  by type and stocking, estimator (4a) and (4b) 
292 
104,198 
19.70 
-.05 
2,081 
97,510 
6.12  
- ,06 
649 
511,188 
38,74 
23,19 
"^Unlts are x 10"^, 
Table 48, Monte Carlo statistics from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest Sur­
vey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 1, west-side stratum^' 
Species 
and 
stocking 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
e s t ,  t  
r  
Relative 
bias 
P(9)/|8| 
r 
C . V .  o f  Parametric 
approx, 
V(^ ) 
Periodic mortality cu, 
Pouglas-flr .  
stock, class 1° 
Pines 
stock, class 2 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 
Douglas-fir 
all  classes 16,99 
All types 
stock, class 
Table total 
f t , / a , c ,  b y  t y p e  a n d  s t o c k i n g ,  e s t i m a t o r s  ( 3 a }  a n d  | 3 b )  
,b 
)b 
40,25 
154,18 
165.84 
Timber 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 
Pines 
stock, class 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 
Douglas-fir 
all  classes" 
All types 
stock, class 
Table total 
153.46 
161,31 
removed cu, f t , /a,c,  by type and 
1.37 
- . 0 3  
stocking, 
27,17 
' 27.16 
27.16 
estimator (4a) and 
10 
1,909 
2,044 
(4b) 
2' 
,b 
32,87 
103.54 67.78 
1,538.85 1,532.10 
"Monte Carlo statistics 
are omitted 
2,445 
- . 3 5 ,  
aNOTE: The for 
under complete replacement because 
mated with m = 0. A discussion of this condition 
bvold cell  In the population for the particular 
oValuo is less than 0 but greater than ,005. 
dNo positive plots were selected by the random number generator. 
22,28 7,753 
22,27 126,613 
periodic mortality and timber removed 
the statistics could not be esti-
o c c u r s  i n  t h e  t e x t ,  
variable of Interest,  
Table 48 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(6)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V, of 
e s t ,  ,  ^  .  r  b i a s  .  e s t ,  ^  v ( e )  
v ( ? )  g ( v { 0 ) ) / | v ( o ) l  | (v(ê) ) / l v ( e ) l  V(v(ê))® 
Periodic mortality eu. f t  . /a.c.  by~type and stocking estimators (3a} and'(3b} 
120 .08 4l6 2.48 50 53,57 
1,738 
1,920 
.10 
,06 
1,852 
1,976 
.07 
.03 
976 
1,119 
Timber removed eu. f t , /a.e.  by type and stocking, estimator (4a) and (4b 
53.34 
53,54 
228 
116,458 
32.99 
.09 
1,912 
124,158 
7,38 
.07 
627 
945,104 
4l,4l 
24,76 
®Unlts are x 10"3 
Table ^19, Monte Carlo statletloB from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under complete remeasurement, wost-elde 
stratum 
Species True Monte C^rlo Relative C . V .  o f  
V 
Parametric 
and 
stocking 
class 
value 
e 
e s t .  0 
r ^ ( ^ ) / î e |  
r 
appro%. 
Net growth cu, f t . /a.c,  by type and stocking, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
Douglas-fir 
stock, class 
Pines 
stock, class 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 
Douglas-fir 
all  classes 
All types 
stock, class 
Table total 
^Void cell  in the population for the particular variable of interest.  
a^ 
a^ _ 
38.17 - 6 , 9 1  1.18 268,61 357 
3 50.72 21.03 -.59 268,62 1,529 
47.78 21,98 -,54 268,62 1,621 
Table 4$ (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V. of 
e a t ,  ,  ,  r  b i a s  .  e s t ,  ,  v ( ^ )  
v(e)  P(v(e) ) / l v (e) |  e (v (®)) / |v («) l  v (v (3) )% 
^ V ^ r  r  r  
Net growth ou. f t . /a.c.  by type and stocking, estimators (5o) and (5b) 
344 
3,191 
3,487 
. o4' 
- . 5 2  
- . 5 4  
3,033 
1,580 
1,627 
7 . 8 1  
-,50 
- . 5 3  
11,787 
258 
313 
113,22 
32,2§ 
34,21 
^Unita are x 10"^, 
Table 50. Monte Carlo etatlstlos from 200 repeated samples of selected Forest 
Survey table cell estimates, under partial replacement 1; west-side 
stratum®' 
Species 
and 
stocking 
class 
True 
value 
0 
Monte Carlo 
e s t .  0  
r 
Relative 
bias 
P(G)/|8 
r 
0 , V ,  o f  Parametric 
appro#, 
V(S) 
Net growth cu, f t , /a.c,  by type and stocking, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
Douglas-fir ,  
stock, class 1 — 
Pines 
stock, class 2 
Hardwoods 
stock, class 3 
Douglas-fir 
all  classes 
All types 
stock, class 3 
Table total 
38.17 
50.72 
47.78 
-9,78 
23.49 
24.55 
1.26 
-.54 
-. 49 
444,56 
444,56 
444.56 
457 
1,960 
2,078 
a. 
"NOTE; The Monte Carlo statistics for net growth under complete replacement 
are omitted because the statistics could not be estimated with m -  0, A discussion 
of this condition occurs in the text.  
^Void cell  in the population for the particular variable of Interest,  
Table 50 (Continued) 
Monte Carlo Relative Bias E(v(0)) Total relative Monte Carlo C,V, of 
e s t ,  .  A  ,  r  b i a s  ,  .  ,  e s t ,  ^  v ( ^ )  
V(9) P ( v(8))/jv(G)| P(v(9) ) / | v(3)l V(v(9))* 
r r r  r  r  
Net growth ou, f t , / a , o ,  b y  type and stocking, estimators (5c) and (5b) 
1,890 -.76 
10,904 -.82 
11,912 -.83 
5,999 2.17 
1,935 -.82 
2,015 ",83 
21,112 140,55 
550 38,66 
687 41,12 
^Unlts are x 10"^ . 
